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Here, we used the coarse-grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) method to establish a simulation
model for the axon plasma membrane (APM) that was then used to study the mechanical
properties of the APM and to investigate how the axon plasma membrane skeleton (APMS)
affects diffusion of membrane proteins in the axon. Super-resolution microscopy has illustrated
that the APMS consists of periodic actin ring-like structures along its length connected by
spectrin tetramers and anchored to the lipid bilayer via ankyrin. Based on these experimental
results, we developed a CGMD model for the APMS. In particular, the model comprises
representations of periodic actin rings, spectrin tetramers, ankyrin, and ankyrin associated
sodium channels. The model was validated using atomic force microscopy experimental results,
which showed that axons are almost ~6 fold stiffer than the soma and ~2 fold stiffer than
dendrites. Using the APMS model, we demonstrated that because the spectrin filaments are
under tension, the thermal motion of the actin-associated ankyrin particles is minimal. In
addition, we showed that any axonal injuries causing laceration of spectrin filaments will likely
lead to a permanent disruption of the membrane skeleton due to the inability of spectrin
filaments to spontaneously form their initial under-tension configuration. Then, we extended the
APMS model by adding a representation of the lipid bilayer to investigate the effect of the
APMS on the diffusion of APM proteins. To reconcile the experimental observations, which
show restricted diffusion of integral monotopic proteins (IMPs) of the outer leaflet, with our
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simulations, we conjectured the existence of actin-anchored proteins that form a fence restricting
the longitudinal diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet. Our simulations also revealed that spectrin
filaments could impede transverse diffusion in the inner leaflet of the axon and in some
conditions modify diffusion from normal to abnormal. Finally, we introduced the Barnes-Hut
tree algorithm to simulate the long-range potential with both open and periodic boundary
conditions. In particular, we simulated the electrostatic potential between particles and validated
the simulation method by measuring the electric field of an infinite plane and the RayleighTaylor instability in the presence of the electric charges.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In this chapter, I present a brief review of my research objectives. We performed simulations to
answer fundamental questions related to the mechanical behavior of the axon in unmyelinated
neurons. Specifically, we modeled the axon plasma membrane (APM) structure using a coarsegrain molecular dynamics (CGMD) approach, and investigated diffusion of membrane proteins
in the neuronal axon membrane. As a first step, we simulated band-3 proteins diffusion in the
normal and defective red blood cell membrane, which has a similar cytoskeleton structure with
the APM. Then, we implement the tree algorithm into our in-house developed code to simulate
the long-range gravitational and electrostatic potential. This model can be used to study the
spatial organization of the voltage-gated sodium (Nav) and potassium (Kv) channels in the
unmyelinated axon of living neurons at the nanometer scale and to investigate how the spatial
arrangement of these channels determines properties of the action potential.

1.1. Axon plasma membrane skeleton structure
Super-resolution microscopy recently revealed that, unlike the soma and dendrites, the axon
membrane skeleton is structured as a series of actin rings connected by spectrin filaments that are
held under tension. Currently, the structure-function relationship of the axonal structure is
unclear. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that the stiffness of the axon plasma
membrane is significantly higher than the stiffness of dendrites and somas. To examine whether
the structure of the axon plasma membrane determines its overall stiffness, we introduced a
coarse-grain molecular dynamics model of the axon membrane skeleton that reproduces the
structure identified by super-resolution microscopy. Our proposed computational model
1

accurately simulates the median value of the Young’s modulus of the axon plasma membrane
determined by atomic force microscopy. It also predicts that because the spectrin filaments are
under entropic tension, the thermal random motion of the voltage-gated sodium channels, which
are bound to ankyrin particles, a critical axonal protein, is reduced compared to the thermal
motion when spectrin filaments held at equilibrium. Lastly, our model predicts that because
spectrin filaments are under tension, any axonal injuries that lacerate spectrin filaments will
likely lead to a permanent disruption of the membrane skeleton due to the inability of spectrin
filaments to spontaneously form their initial under-tension configuration.

1.2. Effect of axon plasma membrane skeleton on the diffusion of axonal
membrane proteins
The axon plasma membrane consists of the membrane skeleton, which comprises ring-like actin
filaments connected to each other by spectrin tetramers, and the lipid bilayer, which is tethered to
the skeleton via, at least, ankyrin. Currently it is unknown whether this unique axon plasma
membrane skeleton (APMS) sets the diffusion rules of lipids and proteins in the axon. To answer
these questions, we developed a coarse-grain molecular dynamics model for the axon that
includes the APMS, the phospholipid bilayer, transmembrane proteins (TMPs), and integral
monotopic proteins (IMPs) in both the inner and outer lipid layers. We first showed that actin
rings limit the longitudinal diffusion of TMPs and the IMPs of the inner leaflet but not of the
IMPs of the outer leaflet. To reconcile the experimental observations, which show restricted
diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet, with our simulations, we conjectured the existence of
actin-anchored proteins that form a fence to restrict the longitudinal diffusion of IMPs of the
outer leaflet. We also showed that spectrin filaments could modify transverse diffusion of TMPs
and IMPs of the inner leaflet, depending on the strength of the association between lipids and
2

spectrin. For instance, in areas where spectrin binds to the lipid bilayer, spectrin filaments would
restrict diffusion of proteins within the skeleton corrals. In contrast, in areas where spectrin and
lipids do not associate, spectrin modifies the diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet
from normal to confined-hop diffusion. Finally, we investigated how accumulation of TMPs
affects diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of both the inner and outer leaflets by changing the density
of TMPs. We showed that the APMS structure acts as a fence that restricts the diffusion of TMPs
and IMPs of the inner leaflet within the membrane skeleton corrals. Our findings provide insight
into how the axon skeleton acts as diffusion barrier and maintains neuronal polarity.

1.3. Implementation of tree algorithm into an Interactive MultiPhysics
Environment for Unified Simulation
Interaction of particles via long-range forces, which is often referred as N-body problem, is an
important aspect of several open questions in physics. Traditional particle-particle interaction
methods require time complexity of O(N2) due to the slowly decaying feature of long-range
potentials, which is time consuming. Some mesh based methods, such as particle-particle
particle-mesh (P3M) method, have been regarded as an efficient way to simulate a large system
of particles interacting through long-range forces. However, the mesh based methods work well
only when the distribution of particles is approximately uniform. In the case of a non-uniform
distribution, the efficiency of these methods is substantially reduced and construction of adaptive
mesh with local refinement is required. In this work, we implement an alternative Barnes-Hut
tree method into an Interactive MultiPhysics Environment for Unified Simulation (IMPETUS).
We validate the program by performing simulations for problems with open and periodic
boundary conditions. We show that the proposed method in IMPETUS is able to simulate longrange particle-particle interactions with high precision via the multipole expansion.
3

1.4. Research Motivation
Because the structure of the axon cytoskeleton was discovered very recently, it is not known how
this structure affects or even determines the function of the axon initial segment (AIS) and of the
rest of the axon. It has been hypothesized that the ring-like actin-based structure along with the
spectrin filaments, which are extended at a length of approximately 190 nm, very close to their
contour length of ~200 nm, make the AIS and the rest of an unmyelinated axon very stiff so it
can sustain relatively large lateral loads. It is characteristic that the structure of the spectrin
network close to axon terminals is similar to the structure of the red blood cell (RBC)
cytoskeleton. This most likely gives flexibility to the termini to establish connection with the
soma or with dendrites of another neuron. There is a possibility however, that the structure of the
cytoskeleton at the AIS is important not only for the structural stability of the axon but more
importantly for the robustness and the directionality of the propagation of the action potential.

Researchers have proposed that the axon initial segment regulates protein movement between the
somatodendritic and axonal regions via a surface diffusion barrier and an intracellular traffic
filter (1, 2). However, it is unknown how the AIS impedes the thermal motion of lipids and
membrane proteins between the axon and soma. Two leading theories explain how the mobility
of lipids and surface proteins is reduced in the AIS. Based on the “fence and picket” model (3),
the reduced mobility is caused by steric hindrance between the membrane skeleton and the
diffusing proteins, and is further enhanced by accumulation of membrane proteins tethered to
membrane scaffolding molecules, such as ankyrin-G (4-6). For example, studies have shown that
the membrane skeleton hinders lateral diffusion of band-3 proteins in the red blood cell
membrane (7, 8). The more recent “actin fence” model (1, 9) suggests that axon actin rings act as
4

barriers and confine the motion of IMPs on the outer lipid, within the ~190 nanometer area
determined by actin rings.

To answer the questions mentioned above, we developed a CGMD model of the axon plasma
membrane based on our previous experience of modeling the red blood cell membrane. A very
important component of this project is the modeling of the APM which comprises mainly the
lipid bilayer and the cortical cytoskeleton, which is tethered to the lipid bilayer via integral
membrane proteins. The developed model possesses the key feature of combination the
mechanical stiffness of the axon plasma membrane and fluidic diffusion of membrane proteins.
The proposed model was used to (i) measure the mechanical properties of the axon plasma
membrane; (ii) determine the role of actin rings in the diffusive motion of TMPs and IMPs of the
inner leaflet within the areas between adjacent actin rings; (iii) study the reason how actin rings
and spectrin filaments restrict the motion of membrane proteins along and around the
circumference of the axon, respectively; and (iv) investigate the mechanisms forming the surface
diffusion barrier in the AIS. Furthermore, it may provide critical insight on how the dysfunction
of actin spectrin-associated proteins leads to neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders (10).

Action potential is initiated at the AIS, which is then considered crucial for information
transmission. It is known that action potential propagation is a result of concentration change of
Na+ and K+ near the APM. In order to simulate the action potential propagation process from the
particle dynamics perspective, the electrostatic interaction between ion particles should be
considered. Because of this, we have to develop particle-based simulation methods with longrange interactions. Here, we introduced the Barnes-Hut tree algorithm to simulate long-range

5

interactions with both open and periodic boundary conditions. In particular, we simulated the
electrostatic potential between particles and validated the simulation method by measuring the
electric field of an infinite plane and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the presence of electric
charges. This computational method can be used to identify the correlation between the spatial
organization of Nav and Kv channels and the parameters that control the initiation and
propagation of the action potential.

1.5. Dissertation Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduced a coarse-grain
molecular dynamics model for the axon plasma membrane skeleton. We used simulation and
experimental results to validate the model and measure the corresponding mechanical properties.
In Chapter 3, we extended the model established in Chapter 2 to a detailed axon plasma
membrane model, which includes the lipid bilayer, axonal membrane proteins and the periodic
cytoskeleton. Then, we applied this complex model to investigate the effect of APMS on
diffusion of membrane proteins. A similar study of band-3 protein diffusion in the healthy and
defective human erythrocyte membrane has also been addressed in detail in the Appendix B of
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we implement the Barnes-Hut tree algorithm into our in-house
developed code “IMPETUS” to simulate long-range interactions, such as the gravitational and
electrostatic interactions, between particles. The complete code is now able to run both shortrange and long-range interactions, providing a fundamental tool for simulations of complex
particle dynamics systems. Epilogue is provided in Chapter 5.

6

Chapter 2. Modeling of the Axon Membrane Skeleton Structure and
Implications for its Mechanical Properties

2.1. Introduction
It is known for some time that microtubules and neurofilaments are the predominant structural
filamentous proteins in the axon (11, 12). However, how these filaments are arranged to generate
the structure of the axon plasma membrane skeleton was only very recently discovered (13).
Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy (14) revealed that the membrane skeleton of an
unmyelinated axon consists of actin filaments, capped with adducin at one end, that form ringlike structures along the circumference of the axon. The actin rings are connected via spectrin
tetramers oriented along the longitudinal direction of the axon (Figure 2.1A). This cytoskeletal
structure is extended across the entire axon. The distance between the periodic actin rings is
approximately 180 to 190 nm (13, 15, 16). Each spectrin tetramer is formed by the association of
two identical heterodimers comprising an α-chain and a β-chain with 22 and 17-triple-helical
segments, respectively (17). In the distal axon, each heterodimer consists of two intertwined αIΙand βII-spectrin chains running antiparallel to one another (Figure A2.1A). The axon initial
segment (AIS) of mature neurons, however, appears to contain the subtype βIV-spectrin instead
of βII-spectrin (15).

Spectrin tetramers are associated with the lipid bilayer (13) in a manner similar to that occurring
at the red blood cell (RBC) membrane (17, 18) (Figure A2.1B). In RBCs, ankyrin plays a major
role in anchoring the lipid bilayer to the spectrin network by associating a spectrin filament with
the anion exchanger integral membrane protein band-3 (19, 20) (Figure A2.1A). Ankyrin binds
7

to the middle of the spectrin tetramer, at the 15th repeat of β-spectrin near its carboxyl terminus
(17, 21), and at the same time it binds to the cytoplasmic domain of band-3 (19). In axons, the
spatial distribution of ankyrin-G and ankyrin-B is highly periodic in the proximal and distal area
of the axon, respectively (13, 15). Ankyrin, besides anchoring the spectrin network to the lipid
bilayer, is critical for the organization of the axonal plasma membrane because it binds to several
molecules. Voltage-gated Na (Nav) channels can bind to subdomains 3 and 4 of ankyrin (22).
Since ankyrin has a periodic pattern in the axon, the Nav channels also exhibit a periodic
distribution pattern in the AIS alternating with the N terminus of βIV-spectrin (13).

The periodic structure of the membrane skeleton is thought to play an important role in the
structural durability of the axon (13). This conjecture comes from the similarity between the
structural elements of the plasma membrane skeletons of the RBC and of the neuronal axon.
However, we note that their geometrical arrangements are radically different resulting in
hyperelastic flexibility for the RBC cytoskeleton and in reduced radial deformability and
longitudinal extensibility for the axon. The two most important differences between the
geometric configurations of the RBC and of the axon membrane skeletons are the following:
first, the RBC cytoskeleton forms an approximately six-fold symmetric two-dimensional
network (Figure A2.1B) that behaves as an incompressible hyperelastic material (23, 24). In the
axon, actin filaments form rings along the circumference, connected by spectrin filaments
oriented along the axon. In this case, the membrane skeleton assumes the form of a twodimensional cylindrically symmetric orthotropic network (Figure 2.1). The second important
difference is that in the case of the RBC membrane, the end-to-end distance of the spectrin
tetramers is 75nm , which is close to the end-to-end distance of a free spectrin filament (25).
This suggests that the spectrin network in the RBC is near equilibrium. In the axon, however, the
8

distance between the actin rings was reported to be approximately 180 to 190 nm (13, 16). It is
thought that microtubules stabilize axon through interactions with neurofilaments, organelles
(11, 12, 26) and possibly directly or indirectly with the actin rings, holding them apart at a
specific distance.

Figure 2.1. Axon membrane skeleton model. (A) Illustration of the axon membrane skeleton
based on super-resolution microscopy results (13) exhibiting actin rings connected by spectrin
tetramers. Ankyrin associated Nav channels anchor the lipid bilayer to the membrane skeleton.
Adducin has also been observed to colocalize with the actin rings possibly capping actin
filaments. (B) A coarse-grain membrane skeleton dynamics model comprising representation of
actin rings, spectrin filaments, and ankyrin. The insert shows the dimensions of the considered
particles. (Figure A2.2)
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Since we do not know the exact configuration of actin rings, we assume that the upper limit of a
junction of actin filaments and proteins promoting actin-spectrin binding is approximately 35
nm, which is close to the size of actin junctions in RBCs (27). Thus, we consider that the end-toend distance of the spectrin tetramers is approximately 150 nm while their contour length is
approximately 200 nm (28, 29). This means that the spectrin filaments in the axon membrane
skeleton are held under entropic tension suggesting that the flexibility of the network along the
axon might be limited. However, because we do not know the exact thickness of the actin rings
and consequently the end-to-end distance of the spectrin filaments, we also considered cases
where the size of the junctions between actin and spectrin filaments were 25 nm, 15 nm, and 5
nm. The diameter of an actin filament is approximately 8 nm (30, 31).

Based on the particular structure of the axon, we expect that its mechanical properties are
different than the mechanical properties of soma and dendrites. Here, we used atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to measure, via indentation, the stiffness of the plasma membrane of the
subcompartments of cultured hippocampal pyramidal neurons. Importantly, we developed a
coarse-grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) model for the membrane skeleton of the axon that
comprises representation and connectivities of its main filaments. Based on the AFM
measurements and on geometric and material parameters for the implemented filament models
available in literature, we were able to examine the effect of the particular geometric
configuration of the membrane skeleton and reproduce the stiffness of the axon plasma
membrane. We note that while the model represents only the axon plasma membrane and
considers all connectivities between the different components mostly as stable and not as
dynamic processes, it provides a clear picture of how spectrin filaments in conjunction with actin

10

rings contribute to the mechanical properties of the axonal membrane. We expect that the model
will be used in studies of the mechanical stability of the axon, and generation and propagation of
the action potential.

2.2. Simulation method and model
2.2.1. Primary culture of rat hippocampal neurons
E18 hippocampal tissue obtained from BrainBits (BrainBits, Springfield, IL) was treated with
trypsin and plated onto poly-D-lysine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)-coated glass bottom petri
dishes (Ted Pella, Redding, CA) in neurobasal media (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA)
supplemented with B27 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA), penicillin streptomycin (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA) and glutamax (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). The cells were
maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 until use.

2.2.2. Identification of axon and dendrites
After 8-10 DIV, neurons were transfected with tau-gfp using Lipofectamine 2000 according to
manufacturer directions (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Tau-gfp was used to visualize axons
in living neurons. Although tau-gfp tagged both axons and dendrites, axons were identified by
their distinct morphology (Figure A2.3). Tau-gfp was a gift from Dr. Walikonis, Department of
Physiology and Neurobiology, UCONN, Storrs.

11

2.2.3. Finite element model for the indentation of a thin-walled cylinder of a
neo-Hookean material using a conical indenter with a spherical tip
We obtained the Young’s moduli of the axon plasma membrane, dendrites, and soma via AFM
indentation experiments with a maximum displacement of 200 nm . In these cases, the simple
Hertz contact model of elastic half-space indentation cannot be used because cells do not behave
elastically under large deformations and because of the geometric characteristics of dendrites and
axon. Instead, we implemented a finite element model (FEM) to compute force-indentation

F  d 

relationships and used them to obtain the Young’s moduli for soma, dendrites, and

axon. The method and results are explained in detail in the S1 Text. Below, we briefly describe
the FE approach.

Large deformations of cell plasma membranes can be described reasonably well using the nearly
incompressible neo-Hookean constitutive model (23, 32, 33). We employ the isochoric
deformation gradient F  J 1 3F , and similarly the isochoric right Cauchy-Green tensor

C  J 2 3C , where C = FT F and J is the Jacobian, the determinant of the deformation gradient
F . For the neo-Hookean model ψ =

1

2
 J  1   I1  3 , where c  6 1  2  E  2  , E is
c
2

the initial Young’s modulus,  is the Poisson’s ratio, and  is the initial bulk modulus of the
material. In the case of incompressibility, c degenerates to a nonphysical, positive penalty
parameter used to enforce incompressibility. The parameter  is the initial shear modulus, and
I1  trC is the first invariant of the isochoric right Cauchy-Green tensor. From the deformation

gradient, we calculate Cauchy stress σ as σ 

2 ψ T
F
F . Applying the nearly incompressible
J C
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neo-Hookean material model, we simulate indentation of both (i) a homogeneous isotropic
rectangular cuboid and (ii) a homogeneous and isotropic thin-walled cylinder, by a conical
indenter with a blunt tip using FE analyses in ANSYS workbench 14.0 (Canonsburg, PA). We
note that in the actual AFM experiments, the cantilever tip was of a pyramidal shape while in the
FEM calculations we used a conical indenter with a blunt tip to avoid complications stemming
from the pyramid edges. However, we show in the Appendix 2A that the F  d relationship
valid for a pyramidal indenter, with a blunt tip with a semi-included angle of 20 and a tip radius
of 20 nm , is very similar to the F  d relationship for a conical indenter with the same semiincluded angle and tip radius (Figure A2.4). Because of this, we expect that the FEM results are
suitable in the calculation of the Young’s moduli from the AFM indentation experiments as we
explain in the section below.

2.2.4. Measurements of axon plasma membrane stiffness
We carried out stiffness measurements on living rat hippocampal pyramidal neurons (16-18
DIV) using AFM silicon nitride cantilevers with a nominal spring constant of 0.03 N/m (MLCT,
Bruker Probes, Camarillo, CA). Exact values for the cantilever spring constants were obtained
via a thermal noise based method implemented by the manufacturer and were used in all
calculations. Probes were of four-sided pyramidal shape with nominal tip radius of 20 nm and
nominal semi-included angle of approximately 20 , as provided by the manufacturer. The tip
was indented

200 nm into the cell. Only

100 nm of this indentation was used to determine

the Young's modulus. The diameter of the axon at the measurement locations was approximately

1  m . We note that in pyramidal neurons, microtubules, and neurofilaments are located at a
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distance greater than 200 nm from the axonal membrane (34, 35). Because the indentation depth
in our experiments was approximately 100 nm , we do not expect that microtubules and
neurofilaments will contribute to the measured axon plasma membrane stiffness. The same
argument is true for dendrites since microtubules are located at more than 200 nm distance from
dendritic plasma membrane (36). For dendrite stiffness measurements, we tested areas where the
dendrite diameter was larger than 2  m . Measurements of soma stiffness were performed at
different regions of the soma excluding the area over the nucleus. All measurements were
performed in supplemented neurobasal media at 37 oC .

To measure the axon plasma membrane stiffness, we performed indentations at 16 x 16 points
distributed uniformly in a 500 nm  500 nm area of the axon surface at a loading rate of
10, 000 pN s . For each measurement the cantilever displacement was calibrated at the rigid

substrate next to the cell. Young's moduli E were calculated based on the force-indentation

F  d 

relationship (Eq. A2.7) for a conical indenter with a blunt tip, with a semi-included

angle   20o and a tip radius of R  20 nm , indenting (up to 200 nm ) a neo-Hookean thinwalled cylinder of 1  m diameter and of h  10 nm wall-thickness. For the assessment of the
plasma membrane stiffness of dendrites we followed the same approach as with the axon plasma
membrane and used the same equation (Eq. A2.7). In addition, the Young’s modulus of soma
was calculated based on the  F  d  relationship (Eq. A2.5). The soma was simulated as a
nearly incompressible (Poisson’s ratio 

0.5 ) neo-Hookean rectangular 10  m 10  m  5  m

homogeneous and isotropic cuboid. In the Appendix 2A we show that the  F  d  for the thinwalled cylinder is F   4.41103 E  d 1.37 (Eq. A2.7), and for a rectangular cuboid is
14





F  7.95 103 E d 1.46 (Eq. A2.5). We note that the above

F  d 

relationships are valid

when the indentation d is measured in nm , the initial Young’s modulus E in kPa , and the
force F in pN .

2.2.5. Data processing and results
We used an open source program called force review automation environment (FRAME) (37),
developed by our lab, to determine the Young's moduli of the soma, dendrites and axon of
hippocampal neurons. A value of the Young's modulus from each force-displacement curve was
determined by fitting the theoretical curve for a pyramidal indenter with a blunt tip mentioned
above. The resulting stiffness for the specific neuronal sub-compartment was determined as the
median value of the probability distribution plot generated by the individual measurements of
stiffness at each point. We tested n neurons from N samples. The median values were determined
horizontally across all samples. We found that the soma has a Young's modulus of

0.7  0.2 kPa (N=2, n=8) (Figure 2.2A). The term frequency in Figure 2.2 corresponds to the
percentage of measurements that gave a value within the corresponding bin range. The Young's
modulus of dendrites was found to be 2.5  0.7 kPa (N=2, n=8) (Figure 2.2B). Importantly, the
axon was the stiffest sub-compartment of the neuron exhibiting a median value of the Young’s
modulus of 4.6  1.5kPa (N=2, n=8). To evaluate if actin is critical for the observed high
stiffness of the axon plasma membrane, we incubated neurons with Latrunculin B (20 μM for 1
hour), a compound that inhibits actin polymerization. This in turn, results in disruption of actin
filaments. We found that in the presence of Latrunculin B the median value of the Young’s
modulus was reduced to 2.2  0.6 kPa indicating that actin rings play a very significant role in
determining the overall axon plasma membrane stiffness.
15

Figure 2.2. Young's moduli of rat hippocampal neuronal subcompartments determined by
AFM. Histograms of Young’s moduli of rat hippocampal (A) somas, (B) dendrites, (C) axons,
and (D) axons treated with 20μm Latrunculin B. The median Young's modulus of the soma is
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0.7  0.2 kPa (A), of dendrites is 2.5  0.7 kPa (B). For the axon plasma membrane, the median
Young’s modulus is 4.6  1.5kPa (C). When axons were treated with Latrunculin B (20μm, 1
hour) the median value of the axon plasma membrane Young’s modulus was reduced to

2.2  0.6 kPa . Number of samples (N=2), total number of tested neurons (n=8). N=1 and n=6 for
axon + Latrunculin B. (E) Box-whisker plots of mean Young's moduli of the soma, dendrites,
axon, and axon treated with Latrunculin B. *** indicates statistical significance of p  0.001
(Kruskal-Wallis test).
We note that our results on the Young's modulus of soma and dendrites of rat hippocampal
neurons are in agreement with published results (38, 39). However, to our knowledge, there are
no published measurements of the stiffness of the axon plasma membrane. It is clear that the
stiffness of the axon is much higher than the stiffness of the soma and the stiffness of the
dendrites. Below, we introduce a CGMD model for the axon and we then use it to understand
how the axon plasma membrane skeleton structure leads to its elevated stiffness.

2.2.6. Axon membrane skeleton model
The proposed model reflects the structure of the membrane skeleton of the proximal and distal
unmyelinated axon as previously described (13, 15). The model is a representation of actin rings,
oriented along the circumference of the axon, that are connected by spectrin tetramers tethered to
the lipid bilayer at their middle section (Figure 2.1).
2.2.6.1. Modeling spectrin tetramers
A spectrin tetramer consists of two identical, intertwined, head-to-head associated heterodimers
(28). Each heterodimer is comprised of an α-spectrin and a β-spectrin chain consisting of 22 and
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19 homologous triple helical repeats, respectively (17). In our model, a spectrin tetramer is
represented as a single chain of 41 spherical beads (gray particles in Figure A2.2A) connected by
40 harmonic springs. The solid red line in Figure A2.2B reflects the spring potential,



U SS  r   1 2 k0 r - reqSS



2

, where r is the distance between two consecutive spectrin particles,

reqSS  Lc / 40  5nm is the equilibrium distance between the spectrin particles (close to the size of

the spectrin repeats), Lc

200nm is the contour length of the spectrin tetramers, and k0 is the

spring constant (defined below). All spectrin particles interact via the repulsive Lennard-Jones
(L-J) potential:

  12  6 
41          1
SS
U rep (rij )    rij   rij  



0


rij  Rcut,LJ  reqSS

,

(2.1)

rij  Rcut,LJ  reqSS

where 1  1 16   with  being the energy unit,  the length unit, and rij the distance between
spectrin particles. The value 1  1 16   gives a curvature at the equilibrium equal to the spring
constant k0 . Setting the diameter of the spectrin particles equal to the equilibrium distance of the
L-J potential reqSS  21 6   5nm , the length scale is   4.45nm . We discuss the energy scale in
the section below related to modeling the plasma membrane network. We chose the cutoff
distance of the potential Rcut , LJ to be the equilibrium distance reqSS between two spectrin particles.
The potential is plotted as a dashed red line in Figure A2.2B. We note that in order to reduce the
number of free parameters of the model the spring constant was set to k0  3.56   2 which is
identical to the curvature at equilibrium of the L-J potential used in actin-spectrin interaction (see
the section on Modeling the axon plasma membrane network).
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2
We computed the end-to-end distance ree

1/2

of the spectrin chain model for K BT   0.03 ,

where K B is the Boltzmann’s constant. We first equilibrated the filament for 105 time steps, and
then measured the end-to-end distance for 3 106 time steps during its thermal fluctuations. The





recorded distances follow a Gaussian distribution P  ree   1  2 exp   ree  ree

where  

r

ee

 ree



2

2
, and with a mean value of ree

1/2



2

2 2  ,


 74.3 nm (Figure A2.14). For

flexible filaments with l p  Lc , the end-to-end distance is correlated with persistence length and
2
contour length via the expression ree

1/2

 2l p Lc . Taking into consideration that the spectrin

contour length is approximately 200 nm (28, 29), we calculated the persistence length to be

13.8nm . This result is close to experimentally reported values of approximately 20 nm (40) and
10 nm (41).
2.2.6.2. Modeling actin rings along the axon
The actin rings consist of short actin filaments arranged along the circumference of the axon
(13). The exact configuration of the aligned actin filaments and how they are connected to form
the actin rings is not known. It has however been shown that adducin is present in the actin rings
(13) probably capping and stabilizing the plus end of actin filaments. We then expect that the
minus end of F-actin is stabilized by another protein, probably tropomodulin (31), while
additional cross-linking proteins are possibly involved in the formation of the actin rings (31, 42,
43) (Figure 2.1A). Because the exact molecular structure of the actin rings and whether actin
filaments are connected in a side-by-side or an end-to-end arrangement is not known, we adopted
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a coarse-grain particle model that produces stable actin rings but ignores their specific molecular
structure.

In this particle model, an actin ring is represented as a collection of 39 beads (red particles in
Figure 2.1B and insert and in Figure A2.2A) with a diameter of approximately 35nm . These
beads form a circle with a diameter of approximately 434 nm , which lies within the range of
experimental results (13, 15, 44). We chose the diameter of the actin particles to be 35nm based
on values for the RBC membrane skeleton, which comprises short actin oligomers (consisting of
approximately 13 to 15 subunits) with a length of 33  5nm (27, 45, 46).

Two

adjacent



actin

U AA  1 2 k A r  reqAA



2

particles

in

the

same

ring connect

via

a

spring potential

, with equilibrium distance reqAA  35nm , and a repulsive L-J potential

AA
U rep
(Table A2.1), with Rcut , LJ  reqAA (shown as purple lines in Figure A2.2B). The value of the

spring constant k A  38.0   2 is determined in computational results in conjunction with the
AFM stiffness measurement of the axon plasma membrane. In addition, we employed a finitely
deformable nonlinear bending potential that behaves as a finitely extendable nonlinear elastic
(FENE) potential to maintain the circular shape of the actin rings. The potential has the form
     2 
1
0
U b   kb  max ln 1  
  , where kb  3,500 K BT is the parameter that directly
2
   max  

regulates the bending stiffness of the actin filament and it is determined in Appendix 2A.  is
the angle formed by three consecutive particles of the same ring. 0 
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180  39  2 
39

 170.77 is

the equilibrium angle and max  0.30 is the maximum allowed bending angle. We note that the
resistance of the actin ring to small deformations depends on kb max since for small
deformations the FENE potential is approximated by U b 

1
2
 kb max   0  , which
2

corresponds to a harmonic potential with a spring constant kbs  kb max . This means that the
exact value of  max does not uniquely determines the stiffness of the structure close to
equilibrium but in combination with kb .  max defines the maximum deformation of the actin
rings but its exact value does not affect the behavior of the system near equilibrium. The
employed value of kb produces a bending rigidity of bend  7.11026 Nm2 for a straight stiff
filament based on numerical calculations shown in Appendix 2A and in (47). The obtained value
is similar to the experimentally measured bending rigidity of actin filaments 7.3 1026 Nm2
reported in (48, 49).
2.2.6.3. Modeling the axon plasma membrane network
To build a mechanically stable network, we first connected each spectrin filament at its two ends
to actin particles belonging to consecutive actin rings via a breakable L-J potential
12
6
U LJAS (rij )  4  4 / rij    4 / rij   , where rij is the distance between actin and spectrin



particles (blue dashed line in Figure A2.2B). The equilibrium distance between actin and spectrin
is 21 6  4 

20 nm resulting to an actin junction size of approximately 40 nm (50). This

equilibrium distance corresponds to an end-to-end distance of 145nm for the spectrin filaments.
However, because the exact thickness of the actin rings and consequently the equilibrium
distance between actin and spectrin particles are not known, we also considered the cases where
21

reqAS  15nm, 10nm, and 5nm (approximately the diameter of a G-actin monomer (30)), which

correspond to end-to-end distance of ree  155nm, 165nm, and 175nm respectively for the
spectrin filaments.

We note that in this model the actin-spectrin association can break and reform. The association
breaks, by setting the attractive force to zero, when the distance between the particles crosses the
inflexion point of the L-J potential at rinflexion   26 7 
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4 , indicated by the red circle (blue

dashed line in Figure A2.2B). It can reform as the distance between actin and spectrin particles
becomes smaller than the capture distance of 2.5 4 . For a stable membrane skeleton, the
spectrin-actin junction association energy was chosen to be 

kBT 0.03 0.86 eV for

T  300 o K . Equilibrium measurements have shown that the association energy for the spectrin-

actin-protein 4.1 complex in normal RBCs is about 17 Kcal mole  0.74 eV (51). However, for
this value the membrane skeleton would be partially broken when the distance between actin
rings is set equal to the experimental value of 185nm . This means that the association energy of
the spectrin-actin complex in the axon is most likely larger than in normal RBCs, to maintain
stable membrane skeleton with spectrin filaments under tension.

Microtubules and neurofilaments are thought to play an important role in maintaining the
polarity and structure of the AIS through interactions with the axonal cytoskeleton. Pyramidal
neurons, which we used to experimentally determine the axonal membrane stiffness, have
microtubules that are not structured in bundles but rather like a string of beads (in cross-section)
(34, 35, 52) and they are at a distance greater than 200 nm from the axonal membrane (35).
Similarly, neurofilaments in pyramidal neurons are not arranged in bundles and are much farther
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away from the axonal membrane than microtubules (34). Since the indentation depth of the AFM
probe was ~ 100-150nm, microtubules and neurofilaments are not expected to contribute to
axonal membrane stiffness in our measurements. In our model, the effect of microtubules and
neurofilaments on the structural integrity of the axon was implemented implicitly. We
considered that microtubules interact with actin to maintain the equilibrium distance of actin
rings

at

185nm

.

To

achieve

this,

we

applied

the

FENE

potential

  d  d RR 2 
1
eq
U mt   kmt d max ln 1  
  on all actin particles belonging to consecutive rings. kmt is

2
  d max  


the parameter that determines the stiffness of the nonlinear spring between two actin rings, d
and deqRR  185nm are the distance and the equilibrium distance between the centers of the two
actin rings, respectively (13, 15), and dmax  0.3 deqRR is the maximum allowed deformation. The
position of the center of each ring is calculated by utilizing the mean value of the z  coordinate
of the actin particles. The choice of kmt is justified based on the following rationale: for small
deformations, the FENE potential is approximated by U mt 



1
 kmt dmax  d  deqRR
2



2

, which

corresponds to a harmonic potential with a spring constant ksp  kmt dmax (47). In this case, we
can assume that   EL h , where  is the stress, EL is the longitudinal Young’s modulus of the
axon, and h is the strain. The final equation is F A  EL  L L  , where F  kspt L is the force
applied on the cross-section of the axon A   R2 , where kspt  ksp

 N  1 is the spring constant

for the total axon, R  217 nm is the radius of the axon, L is the elongation of the axon,
L   N  1 deqRR is the length of the axis, and N is the number of springs. Combining the

equations

above,

we

determined

that
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ksp  EL R 2 deqRR

and

consequently

kmt  ksp dmax  0.3EL R 2 . A reasonable value for the axon's longitudinal Young's modulus is
EL

10 kPa (53), resulting in kmt

477 K BT 

19,822 K BT deqRR , at T  300 o K .

The final aspect of the model is the association between the axon membrane skeleton and the
lipid bilayer. In RBCs, the membrane skeleton is anchored to the lipid bilayer via glycophorin at
the actin junction complexes and via the integral membrane protein band-3 and ankyrin at the
middle section of spectrin tetramers (19, 20) (Figure A2.1). Regarding the association between a
spectrin filament and the lipid bilayer in RBCs, ankyrin binds at the 15th repeat of β-spectrin near
its carboxyl terminus, at the middle section of the spectrin tetramer (17). At the same time, it
binds to the cytoplasmic domain of band-3 (19), mediating the anchoring of spectrin filaments to
the lipid bilayer. In the case of the axon, we considered the following experimental findings: (i)
The spatial distribution of ankyrin-G is highly periodic in the proximal area of the axon, while
ankyrin-B also exhibits a periodic pattern in distal axons (13, 15), (ii) Nav channels exhibit a
periodic distribution pattern in the AIS alternating with actin rings (13), (iii) Nav can bind to
subdomains 3 and 4 of ankyrin (22), and (iv) Ankyrin-G and sodium channels are in 1:1 molar
ratio in the brain. Based on these findings and on the fact that ankyrin binds near the carboxyl
terminus of β-spectrin it is reasonable to assume that Nav channels are arranged in a periodic
pattern along the axon via their association with ankyrin in a manner similar to band-3
association with spectrin in the RBC membrane. We also note that by assigning one Na v channel
per ankyrin molecule, and consequently per spectrin tetramer, the Nav channel density is
approximately 150 channels per μm2, which lies within the range of 110 to 300 channels per μm2
in AIS (54).
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To represent the anchoring of spectrin tetramers to the lipid bilayer, we used the following
approach: We connected an ankyrin particle (depicted as a green particle in Figure 2.1B and
Figure A2.2A) to the 20th particle of the spectrin filament by the spring potential





U SK  rij   1 2 k 0 rij  reqSK , where the radial equilibrium distance is reqSK  15nm , (black solid line
2

in Figure A2.2B). This distance corresponds to the radius of a spectrin particle ( 2.5nm ) and the
effective radius of the cytoplasmic domain of the ankyrin complex connected to an Na v channel (
SK
12.5nm ) (55). We also implemented a repulsive L-J potential U rep
(Table A2.1), with

Rcut , LJ  reqSK (dashed black line in Figure A2.2B) to simulate a steric repulsion between the

particles that represent spectrin and ankyrin. For simplicity, we did not use a representation of
the lipid bilayer in this model. Instead, we used a spring potential to represent the confinement
applied on the motion of ankyrin particles and spectrin filaments by the lipid bilayer. The
harmonic confining potential is given by UC  r   1 2 k c  r  r0  , where r is the radial distance
2

of spectrin and ankyrin particles from the central axis of the axon, and r0 is the equilibrium
distance from the central axis. We considered r0 to be 217 nm and 232 nm for the spectrin and
ankyrin particles, respectively. Because the ankyrin particles are attached to the bilayer, the
confinement potential acts on both radial directions (inwards and outwards). However, only the
outward motion of the spectrin particles is confined, since the spectrin filament cannot cross the
lipid bilayer. In contrast, the inward motion will not face additional constrain. The confinement
mild stiffness in this model is arbitrarily chosen to be kc  0.1k0 since it is due to the bending
rigidity of the lipid bilayer which is in the range of 10  20 K BT  . We finally note that an
important consideration in RBC membrane modeling is that mutations can cause disruption of
the association between ankyrin and spectrin resulting in stiffer skeleton, local membrane
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instabilities, and vesiculation (20, 56-58). Here, we opted to focus on establishing the membrane
model and explore possible membrane skeleton defects and their effect on the axon plasma
membrane in a later work.

2.2.7. Membrane skeleton dynamics simulation details
The configuration used in this paper consists of N = 16,029 particles, corresponding to an axon
length of approximately 1.85  m . The numerical integrations of the equations of motion are
performed using the Beeman algorithm. The temperature of the system is maintained at
K BT   0.03 by employing the Berendsen’s thermostat (59), where K B is Boltzmann’s constant

and T is the temperature. The model is implemented in the NVT ensemble (constant number of
particles N, constant volume V, and constant temperature T). The time scale is ts  m 2  , the
time step is dt  0.01ts , and m is the unit mass of the spectrin particles. We selected the
temperature to render the conformation time of the spectrin filaments close to expected
theoretical values (60). We gradually brought the model to the equilibrium length and
temperature, and then equilibrated it for 15 104 time steps. We performed the measurements
during a period of 10 106 time steps after equilibration.

2.3. Results and discussion
In this section, we compute the stiffness associated with the introduced axon model and we
explore the effect of the axon structure to the thermal motion of ankyrin particles and the
distribution of connected Nav channels.
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2.3.1. Stiffness of the axon plasma membrane
To measure the stiffness of the simulated axon plasma membrane skeleton, we defined a
cylindrical

Lennard-Jones



S
U LJ
(rij )  4   /  ri   rc  rS  




repulsive

   /  r   r  r  
12

U LJA (rij )  4  7 /  ri   rc  rA  
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i

c

, for the spectrin particles and

S

   7 /  r   r  r   ,
12

6

i

c

A

potential

for the actin particles. rc is the

distance between the center-line of the axon and the surface of an imaginary cylinder (Figure
2.3A), ri is the distance between particle i and the center-line of the axon, rS is the radius of the
spectrin particle and rA is the radius of the actin particle. The cutoff distances of the L-J
S
A
potentials are rc  rS and rc  rA for U LJ
and U LJ
respectively. Then, we gradually expanded the

cylindrical potential to apply internal radial pressure to the membrane skeleton of the axon. The
total increase of the radius was 10 nm , from 217 nm to 227 nm , which corresponds to
approximately 4.6% of the initial radius of the axon. An axon, because of its structure, has two
well separated areas in terms of lateral stiffness. We expect that the stiffness is lower at the
middle region between the actin rings and higher at the region near the actin rings. The radius of
an actin particle is rA  17.5 nm and the radius of a spectrin particle is rS  2.5 nm . The capture
radius of the actin-spectrin junction is 2.5  rA  rS  21 6

44.5 nm . Based on this calculation, we

chose the width of the stripes at the actin rings (red stripes) to be 80 nm and consequently the
width of the stripes between the two actin rings (green stripes) is 105nm since the distance
between two consecutive actin rings is 185nm . First, we computed the repulsive Lennard-Jones
forces applied to all particles belonging to the green stripes located between consecutive actin
rings at each expansion step. The total computed force was divided by the total area of all green
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stripes to estimate the applied pressure. We measured the pressure every 0.5nm expansion
increment. The transition from one radius, where we measured the pressure, to the next one
lasted 1000 time steps. At each measurement, we first equilibrated the system for 1000 steps and
then computed forces for 8000 time steps. The pressure values were plotted in a histogram that
was approximated as a Gaussian distribution (Figure A2.16 (green)). After completion of the
entire deformation, we plotted the mean values along with the standard deviations as function of
the expansion (Figure 2.3B (green)). We found that the relation between pressure and the change
in the radius was linear and we used the least square method to compute the slope of the fitted
straight line. Using the linear elastic cylindrical shell theory, we correlated the slope with the
corresponding Young's modulus E via the expression E  pR2  H , where p is the applied
pressure, R is the radius of the shell, H is the thickness of the shell, and  is the radius change.
By using this equation and assuming that the thickness of the axonal membrane skeleton is

H  10 nm , we obtained the stiffness of the membrane at the area between the actin rings to be
approximately E  7.22 104   3 which corresponds to E  1.13 kPa . This result is lower
than the experimentally measured axon plasma membrane stiffness when the axon was treated
with Latrunculin B, which disrupts actin filaments (Figure 2.2D). We also note that our model
does not have free parameters for this section of the axon since the main skeleton filaments that
resist deformation are the spectrin filaments, for which the persistence length, geometric
configuration, and connectivity to actin are known.
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Figure 2.3. Measurement of the axon plasma membrane Young’s modulus. (A) We expand
the radius of the axon by 10 nm , in sequential steps of 0.5nm , by applying a cylindrical
Lennard-Jones potential with equilibrium distance measured from the center-line of the axon. At
each radius, we measure the total force applied on all the membrane skeleton particles that
belong (i) to stripes of 80 nm diameter around the actin rings (red stripes), (ii) to stripes of

105nm diameter located between actin rings (green stripes), and (iii) to the entire membrane
skeleton along the axon. By dividing the total force with the corresponding total area, we
compute the pressure on the region between actin rings, on the region around the actin rings and
the average pressure on the entire membrane skeleton. Every 0.5nm increase occurs in 1000
time steps. At each radius, the system is equilibrated for another 1000 time steps while the actual
measurements occur every time step for 8000 time steps. Labels I-IV indicate the boundaries of
the areas on which we measure the pressure. (B) The mean pressure values obtained for each
stripe type are plotted vs the corresponding radii values. From the slope of the fitted straight line
and using the linear elastic cylindrical shell theory, the Young’s moduli for each region and the
average value are computed. The probability distributions of the pressures measured for the two
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stripes and for the entire membrane skeleton at 1.5 nm radius are shown in Figure A2.16.
While the material parameters of the spectrin filaments and their geometric configuration are
known, how the G-actin filaments are connected to form the actin rings is unknown. Here, we
assume that G-actin filaments, represented by one particle, are connected to each other to form
one-particle thick rings. In our model, we use a spring harmonic potential to maintain the
equilibrium distance between two consecutive particles and a bending FENE potential to
maintain the included angle between two consecutive bonds formed between three particles. The
spring potential resists changes to the radius of the actin rings while the bending potential resists
to changes of the circular shape of the actin rings. The spring constant k A is determined below.

To measure the axon plasma membrane stiffness in the area near the actin rings, we repeated the
same procedure which we followed to measure the stiffness in the area between the actin rings.
In particular, we measured the applied pressure to stripes of 80 nm width located over the actin
rings (red stripes in Figure 2.3A). After reiteration, we found that by employing a spring constant
of k A  38.0   2 the Young’s modulus is approximately E  53 104   3 . This corresponds
approximately to E  8.3 KPa . We note that the actin spring constant corresponds to
approximately k A

0.26 N m which is larger than the value used in previous actin filament

simulations (43). The difference is perhaps due to an enhanced connectivity between the actin
filaments that form the actin ring. We finally note that by measuring the pressure applied to the
entire axon in relation to the increase of the radius (Figure 2.3B, black) and then employing the
linear shell theory, we determined that the average axon plasma membrane Young's modulus is
approximately E  27 104   3 . This corresponds approximately to E  4.23 KPa . Therefore,
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we conclude that the experimentally determined E depends on both the actin rings and spectrin
filaments, with actin sustaining almost six times the applied load compared to spectrin during
volumetric expansion.

2.3.2. Thermal motion of ankyrin particles
Ankyrin proteins, depicted as green particles in Figure 2.1B, are connected to spectrin by a
harmonic potential. Because the persistence length ( l p ) of a spectrin filament is typically
considered to be between 10 nm and 20 nm (40, 41), and its contour length
approximately 200 nm, we find, based on the equation ree2

1/2



 Lc  is

2l p Lc , that the end-to-end

distance of a spectrin filament at equilibrium ranges from 63 nm to 89.5 nm. Spectrin tetramers
of the axon membrane skeleton have an end-to-end distance of approximately 150 nm; therefore,
they are under tension with a reduced range of thermal motion. To demonstrate this, we
equilibrated the model for 15 104 time steps at constant volume and temperature (Figure 2.4A)
and recorded the thermal motion of ankyrin particles for 10 106 time steps once every 104 time
steps. We note that after 105 time steps the size of the area described by the ankyrin particles
hardly changes. The trajectory of ankyrin particles outlined an area with an average radius of

5.37 nm . As Figure 2.4A shows, the ankyrin particles and consequently the connected Nav
channels maintained an ordered configuration, in contrast to simulations with spectrin not under
tension (Figure 2.4B; equilibrium end-to-end distance of 75nm ). To clearly distinguish between
the two cases, we plotted the distribution of the ratios d  z  Lc , where d  z  is the deviation of
an ankyrin point from its mean position during its thermal motion along the z-direction and Lc is
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the mean distance between two consecutive ankyrin points along the z-direction when the
spectrin is under tension (Figure 2.4C, Lc  185.78 nm ) and when the spectrin is almost at
equilibrium (Figure 2.4D, Lc  112.32 nm ). The distribution in Figure 2.4D is much wider
(standard deviation s  0.091 ) than the distribution in Figure 2.4C ( s  0.027 ) . As a
consequence, when spectrin is under tension the positions of consecutive Nav channels along the
axon (z-direction) are more ordered (Figure 2.4A and 2.4C) than when spectrin is at equilibrium
(Figure 2.4B and 2.4D). We note that previous work has shown that increasing mobility of
sodium channels in the AIS by inhibiting actin polymerization alters action potential properties
(61). Therefore, we conjecture that if the spectrin filaments were at near equilibrium, their
thermal motion could affect the generation and propagation of a synchronized action potential.

We finally note that, as in the case of the RBC membrane (7, 58, 62-64), the axonal membrane
skeleton is expected to confine the lateral diffusion of channels that are not connected to the
membrane cortex within the rectangular “fenced” area between two consecutive actin rings and
two neighboring spectrin filaments. Because in the axon the spectrin filaments are under tension
with reduced oscillation amplitudes, it is anticipated that escape of diffusing channels via “hop
movements” from one compartment to another will be limited compared to the RBC membrane
where spectrin filaments are not under tension and the network is not perfect.
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Figure 2.4. Membrane skeleton dynamics simulations. (A) The membrane skeleton was
equilibrated at a distance of approximately 185nm between actin rings while the trajectory of
ankyrin particles (insert) was recorded for 10 106 time steps every 105 time steps. (B) The
skeleton was equilibrated at a distance of approximately 110 nm between actin rings while the
trajectory of ankyrin particles (insert) was recorded for 10 106 time steps every 105 time steps.
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(C, D) Normalized probability distribution of the ratio d  z  Lc , where d  z  is the deviation of
an ankyrin point from its mean position during its thermal motion along the z-direction and Lc is
the mean distance between two consecutive ankyrin points along the z-direction when the
spectrin is under tension Lc  185.78 nm (C) and when the spectrin is almost at equilibrium
Lc  112.32 nm (D). The longitudinal and circumferential separations of the trajectories of

neighboring ankyrin particles, and consequently of the corresponding Nav channels, are welldefined in (A) but not in (B).

2.3.3. Laceration of spectrin filaments
Spectrin filaments in quiescent normal RBCs are dynamically connected to actin junctions. It is
known that ATP-driven dissociation of spectrin filaments from actin junctions (65) results in
softening of the RBC membrane (66) and allows reconfiguration of the spectrin network when a
spectrin-actin association is momentarily disrupted (67). Within this framework, we explored if
re-association between spectrin filaments and actin junctions is possible in the axon membrane
skeleton purely from a mechanics point of view. This is important since inability of spectrinactin re-association would mean that laceration of the spectrin filaments due to injury will result
in a permanent damage of the axon.

To examine this question, we considered our axon model where the distance between actin rings
is 185nm and 15 of the 39 spectrin filaments corresponding to each actin ring were severed. We
then let the system evolve and reach equilibrium in 104 time steps. After that, we allowed reconnection between severed spectrin filaments and the corresponding actin junctions for the next
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104 time steps. The capture radius was set at rcapture  2.5   4  , equal to the cutoff distance of
AS
the L-J potential U LJ
between actin and spectrin particles. We observed that none of the

disconnected filaments were connected back to its original junction (Figure 2.5). This is expected
because spectrin filaments were initially under entropic tension and shrunk to their end-to-end
distance at equilibrium when they were cut. However, when we considered an axon
configuration with only 110 nm distance between actin rings, which approximately corresponds
to the end-to-end distance of spectrin filaments at equilibrium, then 85% of the 15 severed
filaments re-connected to their original junction in 10,000 time steps and 100% in 50,000 time
steps. This result clearly demonstrates our theoretical prediction that it is very unlikely for a
normal axon, where the distance between actin rings is approximately 185nm , to recover its
initial membrane skeleton configuration if spectrin filaments were at some point injured.

Figure 2.5. Laceration of spectrin filaments. (A) Axon membrane skeleton with severed
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spectrin filaments in the marked area between two consecutive rings. (B) None of the severed
spectrin filaments (blue color) were reconnected to their initial junction points.

2.4. Summary
We performed AFM experiments to measure the stiffness of the plasma membrane of the soma,
dendrites and the axon of rat hippocampal pyramidal neurons. We found that the axon is much
stiffer than the soma and dendrites. To understand the mechanical properties of the axon, we
introduced a coarse-grain molecular dynamics model for the axon membrane skeleton of nonmyelinated neurons. We found that the axon plasma membrane has two distinct Young's moduli
that are correlated with its geometric structure, which is characterized by stiff actin rings
connected by extended spectrin filaments oriented along the axon. We showed that the model,
without using free parameters, predicts a low Young’s modulus, in the region between the actin
ring. By using a spring constant for the actin filaments, similar to the one usually employed in
actin filament simulations, we found a higher Young’s modulus in the region near to the actin
rings. The average value of these measurements agrees with the median value of the AFM
measurements of the axon plasma membrane stiffness.

In addition, we showed that because the spectrin filaments are under entropic tension, they limit
the thermal motion of the attached ankyrin proteins and consequently the thermal fluctuations of
the ankyrin-associated sodium channels maintaining them in a ring-like configuration. This may
have an effect on the initiation and the rate-of-rise of the action potential. We also note that
because spectrin filaments are under tension, axonal injuries that lacerate spectrin filaments will
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lead to a permanent disruption of the membrane skeleton because of the inability of spectrin
filaments to spontaneously connect back to their initial, under-tension configuration.
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2.5. Appendix 2.A
2.5.1. Indentation of a neo-Hookean half space and a thin-walled cylinder
using a conical indenter with a spherical tip
Large deformations of cell surface membranes can be described reasonably well using the neoHookean constitutive model based on a convex strain-energy function ψ (23, 32, 33). We
employ the isochoric deformation gradient F  J 1 3F , and similarly the isochoric right CauchyGreen tensor C  J 2 3C , where C = FT F and J is the Jacobian, the determinant of the
deformation gradient F . For the neo-Hookean model

ψ=

1

2
 J  1   I1  3 ,
c
2

(A2.1)

where c  6 1  2  E  2  , E is the initial Young’s modulus,  is the Poisson’s ratio, and 
is the initial bulk modulus of the material. In the case of incompressibility, c degenerates to a
nonphysical, positive penalty parameter used to enforce incompressibility. The parameter  is
the initial shear modulus, and I1  trC is the first invariant of the isochoric right Cauchy-Green
tensor. From the deformation gradient, we calculate Cauchy stress σ as

σ

2 ψ T
F
F ,
J C

(A2.2)

Applying the nearly incompressible neo-Hookean material model, we simulate indentation with a
conical indenter (with a blunt tip of a specific spherical curvature) of both (i) a half-space, and
(ii) a thin-walled cylinder using finite element analyses in ANSYS workbench 14.0 (Canonsburg,
PA).
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2.5.2. Indentation of a neo-Hookean rectangular cuboid
We employ finite element analysis (FEA) to obtain the force-indentation  F  d  relationship
F  g  E,  d   E ,  that is valid for the indentation of the pyramidal neuron soma with an atomic

force microscope (AFM) indenter. By fitting the  F  d  curve to AFM experimental data, we
then estimate the Young’s modulus E of the soma plasma membrane assuming that   0.5 . The
diameter of the soma is approximately 20  m and its thickness is approximately 10  m (39). The
indenter is a square right pyramid with a height between 2.5 and 8.0  m , a semi-included angle
of approximately 20 , and a nominal tip radius of 20 nm, as provided by the manufacturer (see
Figure A2.4A). The maximum indentation was ~ 200 nm but only ~ 100 nm of the indentation
was used to determine the Young’s modulus of the soma.

To validate the FEA, we first consider indentation of an infinite elastic half-space and compare
the analytical and numerical solutions. For rigid indenters with blunt tips (Figure A2.4A and B)
indenting a nearly incompressible elastic half-space  E  2 kPa,  0.5 without adhesion the
force-indentation relationship is (68-70)

2E
F
1  2


a2
ad  m
tan 


3

b
a 2  b2  
 b  a
2
2 12 
 2  arcsin  a    3R   a  b   m tan   3R   , (A2.3A)
 


 

where  is the semi-included tip angle, R is the tip radius, b is the radius at which the conical
or pyramidal indenter transitions to the spherical tip, a is the contact distance, and m is a





constant that characterizes the cone  m  1 2  and the pyramid m  2  (69). The contact
length a depends on the indentation depth as
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d

a  2 2 12
a
a  b   a   n



R
tan 


 b 
 2  arcsin  a    0 ,
 


(A2.3B)

where n is a constant that characterizes the cone  n  1 and the pyramid  n  23 2   (Lin et
al., 2006). The force-indentation expression given above is valid for d  b2 R . For lower values
of d , where only the spherical tip of the indenter contacts the half-space, the Hertz contact
model

4 ER1 2 3 2
F
d ,
3 1  2 

(A2.4)

applies as this models a spherical rigid body indenting an elastic half-space (71). We plot in
Figure A2.4C the analytically derived F  d curves for a spherical indenter with a radius of

20 nm , and for a conical and a pyramidal indenter with a semi-included angle of   20 and a
blunt tip of radius 20 nm . We observe that the conical and pyramidal indenters with a blunt tip of
the same radius produce similar force-indentation relationships.

To derive a numerical solution, we model the elastic half-space as a rectangular cuboid with
dimensions 10  m 10  m  5  m , meshed with SOLID 185 hexahedral elements, and fixed in all
degrees of freedom at the bottom surface opposite the indenter. We determined the final mesh
density using a convergence analysis. The rigid conical indenter has a height of 250 nm, a semiincluded angle of   20 , and a tip radius of 20 nm . We apply frictionless contact between the
rigid indenter and the elastic half-space using elements TARGE 170 and CONTA 174,
respectively. We generate a force-displacement curve using the total reaction force during the
controlled indentation. As we see the numerical and analytical solutions are almost identical
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(Figure A2.4C) along the entire indentation depth. Also, as expected, the analytical and the
numerical results match the analytical result for a spherical indenter up to d  R (Figure A2.4C).

After validating our FE analysis for the nearly incompressible elastic half-space, we use the same
numerical approach (a nearly incompressible neo-Hookean half-space, SOLID 185 hexahedral
elements, frictionless contact using TARGE 170 and CONTA 174) and we compare the
analytical F  d expression for the elastic half-space with the numerical solution for the
corresponding neo-Hookean half-space for the same conical indenter. We use a volume

10  m 10  m  5  m with   0.5 and elastic modulus of 2 kPa (i.e. E  2 kPa,  0.5 is
equivalent to   2 3kPa , c   ). Since the force-indentation response for a conical and a
pyramidal indenter are similar, we use a conical indenter to avoid singularities caused from stress
concentrations at the contact between the indented space and the edges of the pyramid. The
displacement field along the z-direction is estimated using FEA (Figure A2.5). The response of
the linear elastic and the neo-Hookean estimates are similar at small indentations but the neoHookean model is softer at larger indentations (Figure A2.6).

We also investigate the effect of a rigid substrate on the force-indentation curve during
indentation of a neo-Hookean volume ( 1  m 1  m  h , where h is the thickness), by a conical
indenter with a blunt tip. We reduce the thickness of the neo-Hookean material from 500 nm to

100 nm , while keeping the maximum indentation constant at 50 nm , and compare the resulting
force-indentation curves with the theoretical linear elastic solution cf. Figure A2.7. We observe
that at h  500 nm the F  d curve generated using FEA is similar to the one shown in Figure
A2.6 and it remains below the elastic response above 15nm as we expect for a neo-Hookean
material. However, when we reduce the thickness to 300 nm the response is stiffer than the
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linear elastic response, clearly indicating the effect of the substrate at indentations larger than

~ 30 nm . We observe the same effect for the simulation including a 200 nm thickness for
indentations larger than ~ 20 nm . Note that both limits are approximately 10% of the
corresponding material thickness. We thus assume that for the neo-Hookean volume of

10  m 10  m  5  m and for indentations up to 200 nm the substrate does not affect the results.

Finally, we obtain the force-indentation relationship for a nearly incompressible neo-Hookean
half-space   0.5 , indented using a rigid cone with a blunt tip (radius of R  20 nm and
semi-included angle   20 ) with the following approach. First, we assumed that the F  d
expression is of the form F  A( E )d   E  , cf. (69). We then ran finite element simulations for the
specific indenter and for initial Young’s moduli ranging from 0.5 to 10 kPa . For each
simulation we track the indentation depth and extract the corresponding force for indentations up
to 200nm , and then use a least-square fitting method to obtain the parameters A  E  and   E  .
An example for E  2 kPa is shown in Figure A2.8. The results for different initial Young’s
moduli are shown in Figure A2.9. We found that A  E   7.95 103 E (Figure A2.9A) while the
power term is independent of the initial Young’s modulus   E   1.46 . Hence, the relation
between the load F applied with this specific conical indenter and for large indentations d into
a nearly incompressible neo-Hookean half space is described by the expression





F  7.95 103 E d 1.46

(A2.5)

We note that the relationship (A2.5) is valid when the indentation d is measures in nm , the
initial Young’s modulus E in kPa , and the force F in pN . We apply expression (A2.5) to
estimate the Young’s modulus E of the soma using our AFM indentation measurements. We
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also note the similarity between our solution and the analytical solution for elastic half-space
indentation which predicts that the F  d power law for spherical indenters is 3 2 .

2.5.3. Indentation of a thin-walled cylinder
To estimate the Young’s modulus E of the plasma membrane in dendrites and unmyelinated
axons, we follow a similar approach as above. We model the surface membrane of unmyelinated
axons and dendrites as a thin-walled, nearly incompressible   0.5 , neo-Hookean cylinder
with a length L  2  m , an external radius Rc  0.5  m , and a wall thickness h (that will be
determined below). We clamp the two axial ends of the cylinder in all degrees of freedom. We
mesh the volume with SOLID 185 hexahedral elements (final mesh density again determined
using a convergence analysis) and modeled the conical indenter as a rigid body with a tip radius

R  20 nm and a semi-included angle   20 . Again, we apply frictionless contact between the
rigid indenter and the cylinder using TARGE 170 and CONTA 174, respectively. We aim to
estimate the force-indentation  F  d  relationship of the form
F  B  E  d  E ,

(A2.6)

for a specific wall thickness h , similar to equation (A2.5), and then use AFM measurements to
extrapolate E . We generate force-displacement curves by applying indentations and calculating
the total reaction force from the model.
First, we select a cylinder with a wall-thickness h  10 nm and an initial elastic modulus of

2 kPa , and simulate indentation up to 200nm , cf. Figure A2.10. Our results reveal that for
indentations less than 30 nm , there is a relatively rapid increase in required force due to the
induced curvature both along and perpendicular to the longitudinal principal axis. The result
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agrees with results shown in (72). Neglecting the indentation depth smaller than 30 nm and
assuming that in large deformation the load and indentation follow the relationship of F  B d  ,
we obtain that   1.37 and B  8.21103 pN nm1.37 by employing curve fit in Figure A2.11.

In addition to its material properties, the wall-thickness of a cylindrical shell is expected to
influence the F  d parameters B  E , h  and   E, h  . We curve fit a series of numerical F  d
results (as explained above) to determine how B  E , h  and   E, h  depend on the wallthickness and the initial Young’s modulus (within relevant limits). We provide examples of the
resulting force-indentation curves (i) for initial E  2 kPa and for different wall-thicknesses in
Figure A2.12A, and (ii) for fixed wall-thickness h  10 nm and initial elastic modulus ranging
from 1kPa to 10 kPa in Figure A2.12B. We note that for wall-thicknesses less than 10 nm , and
for initial Young’s moduli below 10 kPa , the initial abrupt increase in required indenting force
is limited to less than 30 nm indentation. In AFM experiments, this length ( 30 nm ) corresponds
to the tip making contact with the surface membrane, which is not well-defined. Because of this,
we curve-fit the numerical results beyond the 30 nm initial displacement. From this curve-fitting
we obtain parameters B and  for the expression F  B d  for each specific case. We provide
the results in Table A2.2 and A2.3, respectively. From the results shown in Table A2.2, we
conclude that  varies approximately from 1.34 to 1.37 when the thickness ranges from 5nm to

10 nm and the initial Young’s modulus varies from 1 to 10 kPa . This means that, within these
thickness limits,  is almost constant and close to the value for a rigid sphere indenting an
elastic half-space.
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Finally, we specifically determine the relation between E and B  E  , cf. Figure A2.13A and
between E and   E  , cf. Figure A2.13B for the case h  10 nm , since we consider that the
thickness of the membrane skeleton is ~ 10 nm . We find that B( E )  4.41103 E and   1.37 .
Hence, we conclude that the force-indentation relationship for a conical indenter, with a semiincluded angle   20 and a blunt tip of radius R  20 nm , indenting a nearly incompressible
neo-Hookean thin-walled cylinder of wall-thickness h  10 nm at large indentations is





F  4.41103 E d 1.37 .

(A2.7)

We note that the relationship (A2.7) is valid when the indentation d is measured in nm , the
initial Young’s modulus E in kPa , and the force F in pN .

2.5.4. Bending rigidity of actin filaments
To compute the bending rigidity of actin filaments we follow the strategy outlined in (47). The
bending rigidity  bend of semi-flexible filaments can be derived from thermal oscillations (30)
via the expression  bend 

temperature

in

Kelvin

K BTL3
3  u  L

K  ,

2

, where L is the total length of the actin filament, T is the

K B  1.3807 1023 JK 1

is

the

Boltzmann

constant,

 u  L   u  L   u  L  is the normal deviation of the filament end measured from its average
position. We recorded the end displacement of an actin filament of length L 1.36  m and then
we plotted the probability distribution of the recorded values. We calculated the mean value

 u  L

2 12

0.22  m by fitting the results with a Gaussian distribution (Figure A2.15). The
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corresponding bending rigidity is 7.11026 Nm2 which is close to the reported experimental
value of 7.3 1026 Nm2 (48, 49).

2.5.5. Appendix figures and tables

Figure A2.1. RBC membrane. (A) Anchoring of the lipid bilayer to the membrane skeleton.
Ankyrin binds to the 15th repeat of β-spectrin near its carboxyl terminus and to an anion
exchanger band-3 in RBCs. α-spectrin and β-spectrin filaments are connected at actin junctions.
In the axon plasma membrane, ankyrin binds to voltage-gated sodium channels (Nav). In RBCs,
the NH2-terminal of β-spectrin binds to protein 4.1 which forms a membrane anchoring complex
with glycophorin C (17). (B) Illustration of the RBC membrane skeleton comprising stretched
spectrin tetramers connected at actin junctions and exhibiting a six-fold two-dimensional
symmetry. The lipid bilayer is anchored to the membrane skeleton at actin junctions by
glycophorin C and near the middle of each spectrin tetramer by ankyrin which is then connected
to an anion exchanger band-3 protein (17, 73).
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Figure A2.2. Details of the axon membrane skeleton model. (A) Illustration of particles and
connections involved in the model. Red particles represent actin junctions, gray particles
represent spectrin subunits, and green particles represent ankyrin junctions. The diameter of the
axon model is 434 nm . (B) The solid lines represent harmonic potentials applied between
neighboring spectrin particles (S-S) of the same spectrin filament, spectrin and ankyrin (S-K),
and between neighboring actin particles (A-A) in the actin rings. Dashed lines depict repulsive
Lennard-Jones (L-J) potentials which represent steric repulsions between all particles used in the
simulation. The blue dashed depicts the L-J potential applied between actin and spectrin (A-S).
Note that the linkage between A-S is breakable at the inflexion distance of the potential marked
with a red circle.
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Figure A2.3. Fluorescent image of rat hippocampal neuron transfected with tau-gfp
showing axon and AFM probe.
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Figure A2.4. Analytical vs simulation results for a rigid indenter with a blunt tip indenting
an elastic half-space. (A) A pyramidal indenter with a blunt tip of radius 20 nm and a semiincluded angle of 20 . (B) A conical indenter with a blunt tip of radius 20 nm and a semiincluded angle of 20 . (C) Comparison between the analytically derived F  d curve (black
solid line) for an elastic half-space indented by the conical indenter described in B and the
corresponding FE (blue circles) results of indentation of an elastic 10  m 10  m  5  m cuboid
with E  2 kPa and   0.5 . The analytically derived F  d curves for the pyramidal indenter
described in A and for a spherical indenter of radius 20 nm are also shown as a solid green line
and a red dashed line respectively. The F  d indentation curves for a conical and a pyramidal
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indenter with a blunt tip, which have the same semi-included angles and the same radii of the
tips, are similar when indenting a half-space.

Figure A2.5.

Finite element model of a 200 nm indentation of a neo-Hookean

10  m 10  m  5  m cuboid. The color map represents the vertical displacement (z-axis) field in
nm.
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Figure A2.6. Analytical (linear elastic) versus simulation (neo-Hookean) results for a rigid
conical indenter with a blunt tip indenting a half-space. Comparison of indentation
simulation results for a neo-Hookean 10  m 10  m  5  m cuboid of E  2 kPa and   0.5
with the classic Hertz solution for a rigid conical indenter with a blunt tip of 20 nm radius and a
semi-included angle of 20 for indentations up to 200 nm .
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Figure A2.7. Comparison of simulation results with the classic Hertz (theoretical linear
elastic) solution for indentation of a neo-Hookean 1  m 1  m  h volume, where h is the
thickness, at different thicknesses using a conical indenter ending at a spherical tip with a
radius of 20 nm and a semi-included angle of 20 at indentations up to 50 nm .
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Figure A2.8. Indentation up to 200 nm using a conical indenter ending at a spherical tip
with

a

radius

of 200 nm into

a

nearly

incompressible

neo-Hookean

volume

10  m 10  m  5  m with initial Young’s modulus of E  2 kPa and Poisson’s ratio   0.5 .
We assume the fitting curve is of the form F  A d  .
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Figure A2.9. Relationships between (A) E and A( E ) and (B) between E and  within a
range of Elastic moduli from 0.5kPa to 10 kPa .
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Figure A2.10. Finite element analysis of a 200 nm indentation of a cylindrical neo-Hookean
shell of 0.5  m diameter and with a 10 nm wall-thickness. The color map represents the
vertical (z-direction) displacement field measured in nm.

Figure A2.11. Force – indentation F  d dependence for a 200 nm indentation of a
cylindrical neo-Hookean shell of 0.5  m diameter and with a 10 nm wall-thickness.
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Figure A2.12. Comparison of simulation results at indentations up to 200 nm , (A) a range of
thickness from 5nm to 10 nm with fixed E  2 kPa , (B) a range of E from 2 kPa to 10 kPa
with fixed thickness h  10 nm .

Figure A2.13. Relationships (A) between E and B( E ) , and (B) between E and 
determined from a range of assumed elastic moduli from 1 to 10 kPa for cylinder wallthickness h  10 nm .
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Figure A2.14. Probability distribution of the recorded end-to-end distances  ree  of a free
spectrin filament during 3 106 time steps of a coarse-grain solvent-free molecular
dynamics simulation at constant temperature T  300 K . The associated normalized
Gaussian probability density (red line) is also shown.

Figure A2.15. Probability distribution of the recorded end displacements  u  of a free
actin filament during 3 106 time steps of a coarse-grain solvent-free molecular dynamics
simulation at constant temperature T  300 K . The associated normalized Gaussian
probability density is shown in red.
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Figure A2.16. Probability distribution of the recorded pressures at 1.5nm radius increment
at the middle areas (green), ring areas (red) and at the entire axon (black). The associated
normalized Gaussian probability densities are also shown .

Table A2.1. Potentials and corresponding parameters used in modeling of the axon
membrane skeleton.
Potentials

U Spring (r )  1 2 K (r  r0 )2

Spring potential

12
6
U LJ (r )  4  S / r    S / r  



Lennard-Jones potential

U bending

Bending FENE potential

     2 
1
0
  kb  max ln 1  
 
2


  max  

  d  d RR
1
eq
U mt   kmt d max ln 1  

2
  d max


FENE potential between actin rings

Parameters used in potentials
Actin-Actin

Actin-Spectrin
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2






E 

K  38   2

U

AA

(r )

U
r0  2  7

AS
LJ

(r )
S  4

16

E   98 3  (*)
U

AA
rep

Actin ring – Actin ring

(r )

S  7
kmt  19,822 K BT deqRR

kb  3500 K BT

U bending

0 170.77

(*)

RR
deq
 185 nm

U mt

dmax  0.3 deqRR (*)

max  0.3 0 (*)

Spectrin-Spectrin

Spectrin-Ankyrin

K  3.56   2

K  3.56   2

U SS (r )

U SK (r )
r0  21 6  3

r0  21 6 

E  1 16   (*)
U

SS
rep

E   9 16   (*)

(r )

U

SK
rep

(r )

S  3

S 

(*) Indicates that the parameter does not correspond to a well-defined measurable quantity but it
rather represents an effective parameter that embodies a host of processes that are ignored here.
All other parameters are defined based on experimental data.
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Table A2.2. Values of B 103  for Young’s modulus E ranging from 1~ 10 kPa and
thicknesses h from 5~ 10 nm .
E (kPa)
1

2

5

3.45

5.23

6

3.89

7

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9.11

11.02

14.68

15.53

19.43

23.13

24.61

29.86

5.92

10.28

12.43

16.56

17.52

21.92

26.12

27.78

33.68

4.24

6.43

11.20

13.55

18.05

19.10

23.89

28.44

30.27

36.72

8

4.92

7.43

12.93

15.64

20.84

22.05

27.59

32.84

34.94

42.40

9

5.21

7.89

13.75

16.64

22.16

23.45

29.33

34.92

37.16

45.08

10

5.42

8.21

14.31

17.33

23.04

24.38

30.51

36.32

38.64

46.92

h (nm)

Table A2.3. Values of  for Young’s modulus E ranging from 1~ 10 kPa and thicknesses

h from 5~ 10 nm .
E (kPa)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

1.33

1.34

1.33

1.33

1.34

1.33

1.33

1.33

1.34

1.33

6

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

7

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

8

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

9

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.36

10

1.36

1.37

1.36

1.36

1.36

1.37

1.36

1.36

1.37

1.37

h (nm)
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Chapter 3. Modeling of the Axon Plasma Membrane Structure and
its Effects on Protein Diffusion

3.1. Introduction
A neuron is an electrically excitable and highly polarized cell that primarily functions to receive,
integrate, and transmit information. A neuron is comprised of three main compartments: a soma,
dendrites, and an axon (74). A key aspect of neuronal function is the integration of arriving
synaptic potentials, and generation and propagation of action potentials down a single axon (75,
76). Multiple studies have shown that axons are cylindrical structures consisting of the axon
plasma membrane (APM) and cytoplasm (77). The APM is composed of two main substructures:
the phospholipid bilayer, which contains ion channels and other membrane proteins, and the
membrane skeleton that tethers to the phospholipid bilayer (Figure 3.1). The membrane
cytoskeleton is also connected to axon microtubules via ankyrin proteins (78). Recent research
revealed that the axon plasma membrane skeleton (APMS) has a unique long-range periodic
structure that is comprised of a series of actin rings distributed along the axon (Figure 3.1) (13).
The actin rings connect to each other via extended spectrin filaments (13, 79, 80). The consensus
in the field is that the periodic structure of the APMS contributes to the integrity and mechanical
stability of the axon (78, 81-83).

A unique section of the axon called the axon initial segment (AIS) is usually located 20-60 μm
from the soma and is the site of action potential initiation (84, 85). The AIS also acts as a filter,
separating membrane proteins and lipids between the axon and the somatodendritic neuronal
subcompartments (1, 5, 86-88). Researchers have proposed that the AIS regulates protein
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movement between the somatodendritic and axonal regions via a surface diffusion barrier and an
intracellular traffic filter (1, 2). This theory was confirmed by a single particle tracking (SPT)
technique that measures the mobility of transmembrane proteins (TMPs) such as axonal celladhesion molecule L1 (88) and vesicle-associated membrane protein VAMP2 (87). In addition, a
recent study found that the motion of glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored green fluorescent
protein (GPI-GFP) molecules in the AIS is confined within repetitive stripes with boundaries
coinciding with the observed actin rings (9).

Currently, it is unknown how the AIS impedes the thermal motion of lipids and membrane
proteins between the axon and soma. Two leading theories explain how the mobility of lipids and
surface proteins is reduced in the AIS. Based on the “fence and picket” model (3), the reduced
mobility is caused by steric hindrance between the membrane skeleton and the diffusing proteins,
and is further enhanced by accumulation of membrane proteins tethered to membrane scaffolding
molecules, such as ankyrin-G (4-6). For example, studies have shown that the membrane
skeleton hinders lateral diffusion of band-3 proteins in the red blood cell membrane (7, 8). A
detailed study on band-3 proteins diffusion in the normal and defective red blood cell membrane
that has a similar cytoskeleton membrane structure can be found in Appendix 3B. The more
recent “actin fence” model (1, 9) suggests that axon actin rings act as barriers and confine the
motion of integral monotopic proteins (IMPs) on the outer lipid, within the ~190 nanometer area
determined by actin rings.

It is possible that the “fence and picket” model, the “actin fence” model, or a combination of the
two could explain diffusion in axonal membranes. However, current attempts to analyze
experimental data based on the “actin fence” model are limited (1, 9), and no numerical studies
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have implemented the “fence and picket” model. More importantly, several aspects of APM
protein diffusion cannot be directly answered by either model. For instance, given that actin is
located intracellularly, it is not clear how the actin rings could interfere with lipids and IMPs of
the outer leaflet of the phospholipid bilayer. In addition, we do not know whether diffusion of
TMPs, lipids, and IMPs of the inner leaflet is influenced by the interactions of these
macromolecules with the spectrin tetramers of the APMS. As the structure of the APMS is
orthotropic, with a different geometry along the longitudinal versus the transverse direction, we
might expect that longitudinal diffusion differs from transverse diffusion.

From a fundamental physics perspective, the type of macromolecule diffusion in a cellular
membrane varies as it critically depends on the local membrane composition and the time scale.
In some cases, the diffusion is normal, where the mean squared displacement (MSD) is
proportional to time; in other cases, the diffusion is abnormal with MSD disproportional to time.
Identifying different diffusion types may provide insight into membrane structure and its
interactions with diffusing lipids and proteins. In the case of the APM, if membrane proteins
cannot pass through the actin rings, the longitudinal MSD will eventually reach a constant value
that is determined by the distance between consecutive actin rings, and the diffusion will become
confined. When actin or actin-associated proteins interact with diffusing proteins or lipids via
steric repulsion or transient association, steric hindrance or occasional trapping can occur. In this
case, thermal motion can potentially become anomalous subdiffusion with the MSD proportional
to t  , with   1 . Depending on the time scale, diffusion may also vary from normal diffusion
at small time scales, to transient anomalous diffusion at intermediate time scales, and to normal
diffusion with a much lower diffusion coefficient at very large time scales (8, 89). At small time
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scales, lipids and membrane proteins have not interacted yet with the boundary of the APMS
corrals and the diffusion is defined as microscopic diffusion. At intermediate time scales, the
interactions between diffusing particles and spectrin filaments, or between diffusing particles and
mobile or tethered-to-the-APMS proteins will likely determine the type of transverse diffusion.

To discern the role of the periodic AMPS structure in lipid and protein diffusion of TMPs and
IMPs of the outer and inner leaflets of the axon phospholipid bilayer, we developed a coarsegrain molecular dynamics (CGMD) model for the APM that includes the phospholipid bilayer,
APMS, and axonal membrane proteins. Using our model, we (i) determined the role of actin
rings in the diffusive motion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet within the areas between
adjacent actin rings; (ii) showed that the association between spectrin filaments and lipids affects
the circumferential (transverse) diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, but not the
diffusion of the lipids and IMPs of the outer leaflet; (iii) determined that actin rings and spectrin
filaments restrict the motion of membrane proteins along and around the circumference of the
axon, respectively; and (iv) showed that the surface diffusion barrier in the AIS is formed as a
result of both the accumulation of concentrated TMPs and the actin fence. Our findings help
clarify how the composition of axons is correctly maintained to allow neurons to send and
receive electrical signals. Furthermore, it may provide critical insight on how the dysfunction of
actin spectrin-associated proteins leads to neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders (10).
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3.2. Simulation method and material
3.2.1. Computational Model of the Axon Plasma Membrane
We developed a particle-based mesoscale model of the APM of the neuronal axon that includes
(1) the phospholipid bilayer as a double layer, including IMPs (in both inner and outer leaflets)
and TMPs, and (2) the APMS. We followed an approach comparable to the one that we used to
model the red blood cell (RBC) plasma membrane, which consists of structural elements similar
to those in the neuronal APM (24, 90, 91). Regarding the plasma membrane skeleton of the RBC
and the axon, both consist of spectrin filaments connected at the actin junction, although they are
arranged in a fundamentally different way. In the RBC membrane, the spectrin tetramers extend
to an approximately equilibrium length and are connected at actin junctions to form a twodimensional (2D) canonical hexagonal network that corresponds to an isotropic homogeneous
2D material (92). In the neuronal APMS, actin is arranged in circular rings oriented along the
circumference of the axon and connected to each other via spectrin filaments oriented along the
longitudinal direction of the axon (Figure 3.1). The spectrin filaments extend to almost their
contour length, meaning that they are under entropic tension. Because of this arrangement, the
APMS behaves as an orthotropic material with different mechanical properties along the axon
and perpendicular to the axon. We included here the model of the APMS for completeness. Its
detailed description can be found in Zhang et al (83).

Evidence suggests that the connection between the APMS and the phospholipid bilayer is similar
between the axon and the RBC membrane (13, 21, 93), where the spectrin network is tethered to
the phospholipid bilayer via the ankyrin-band-3 complex and glycophorin. Specifically, in RBCs
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a β-spectrin dimer binds to ankyrin near its C terminus, which is located at approximately the
middle area of the spectrin tetramer. Ankyrin then binds to the transmembrane ion channel band3. In addition, actin junctional complexes bind to the phospholipid bilayer via glycophorin (17,
20). In the AIS, the spectrin tetramers are most likely connected to ankyrin G, as in the RBC, and
ankyrin G likely anchors the phospholipid bilayer to the APMS by binding to voltage-gated
sodium (Nav) and potassium (Kv) channels. Indeed, super-resolution microscopy experiments
have shown that the Nav channels exhibit a periodic ring-like distribution pattern that alternates
with actin rings and co-localizes with ankyrin G (13, 80). Although anchoring of the
phospholipid bilayer to APMS at the middle area of spectrin tetramers via ankyrin G is likely, it
is still unclear whether the phospholipid bilayer is also anchored at the actin rings. One
possibility is that a TMP, playing the role of glycophorin in the RBC membrane, is connected
directly or indirectly via an actin-associated protein to actin rings. We discuss the association
between the APMS and the phospholipid bilayer in the axon further in the following section.
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Figure 3.1. Computational and schematic model of the APM. (A) Computational model of
the APM showing different structural components. (B) Schematic illustration of the APM
based on super-resolution microscopy results of the periodic APMS structure. Ankyrinassociated Nav channels anchor the phospholipid bilayer to the membrane skeleton.

3.2.1.1. Periodic APMS structure
Studies have shown that actin rings in the APMS form a periodic structure of spectrin tetramers
with a periodic distance of 180~190 nm. The tetramers connect such that the C termini of βspectrin filaments alternate with actin rings (13, 80). A spectrin tetramer consists of two identical
heterodimers, each with 22 homologous triple helical repeats in the α-spectrin chain and 19
homologous triple helical repeats in the β-spectrin chain (17, 28). To represent a spectrin



tetramer, we used a chain of 41 particles connected by a spring potential U SS  r   1 2 k0 r - reqSS
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2

, where the equilibrium distance between two consecutive particles is reqSS  Lc / 40  5 nm with
Lc

200 nm being the contour length of a spectrin tetramer, and k0 determined in the following

section. In addition, all spectrin particles interacted via the repulsive Lennard-Jones (L-J)
potential (Figure A3.1):
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(3.1)
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The equilibrium distance is reqSS  2  21 6   5 nm , which yields a unit length of   2.227 nm .
The value 1  0.46 gives an equilibrium curvature equal to the spring constant k0 in order to
reduce the number of free parameters of the model. We chose k0  6.5   2 to be identical to
the equilibrium curvature of the L-J potential used in the actin-spectrin interaction, with  being
the energy unit. We chose Rcut , LJ to be the equilibrium distance reqSS such that the L-J potential
provides only the steric repulsive force between different spectrin particles. We measured the
end-to-end distance of a single spectrin filament from thermal fluctuation of 106 time steps after
equilibration. The distances followed a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of

ree2

1/2

 75.4 nm at K BT   0.22 , where K B was the Boltzmann’s constant and T was the

temperature (83). Assuming that the expression between the persistence length and the end-toend distance for flexible filaments ( l p  Lc ) was given by ree2

1/2

 2l p Lc , and that the

contour length of spectrin was approximately 200 nm (28, 29), we computed the persistence
length of spectrin filaments to be 14.2 nm, which is close to reported experimental values of 10
nm (41) and 20 nm (40).
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Next, we considered the connection between an end of a spectrin filament and the corresponding
12
6
actin ring by a breakable L-J potential U LJAS (rij )  4 2 8 / rij   8 / rij     2 . We chose the



actin-spectrin association energy to be  2  7.3 which is approximately 0.86eV . This value
was larger than the spectrin-actin-protein 4.1 complex association energy in normal RBCs, which
was approximately 0.74eV (94). We note that by setting the attraction force to zero beyond the
capture distance of 2.5  8 , the association between actin and spectrin could break and reform.
We note that the actin-spectrin association energy in normal RBC membrane skeleton cannot
maintain the integrity of the APMS when the distance between actin rings is 185 nm, in which
case the spectrin filaments are under entropic tension. This means that the association energy of
the spectrin-actin complex in the axon is most likely larger than that in normal RBCs. In the
16

present model, the equilibrium distance between actin and spectrin is 2

8 

20 nm , resulting

in an actin junction size of approximately 40 nm (50).

The mechanism underlying the formation of the actin rings in the periodic structure of the APMS
is unclear. However, studies have shown that adducin co-localizes with actin rings and probably
functions as a capping protein to stabilize actin filaments (13). In addition to this plus-end
capping protein, we expect that the minus ends of actin filaments are stabilized by other crosslinking proteins, such as tropomodulin in RBCs. Because the specific molecular structure of the
actin rings and how the actin filaments are connected to form the ring-like structure in the axon
is unknown, our CGMD model assumes a generic structure of the actin rings (83). First, we
chose an actin particle diameter of 35 nm, similar to the value used for the RBC membrane
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skeleton that comprises short actin oligomers ( 33  5nm ) (27, 45, 46, 67, 95). We used 39
particles to form an actin ring with a diameter of approximate 434 nm, which is consistent with
experimental results for the unmyelinated neuronal axon (44). We used a spring potential of



U AA  1 2 k A r  reqAA



2

to connect two adjacent actin particles with an equilibrium distance of

reqAA  35 nm and spring constant of k A  69.35   2 based on computational results in

conjunction with an atomic force microscopy stiffness measurement of the axon membrane
AA
skeleton (83). We used a repulsive L-J potential U rep to simulate the steric interaction between

actin particles with the same equilibrium distance as above. We also employed a finitely

     2 
1
0
extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) bending potential of U b   kb  max ln 1  
  to
2


  max  
stabilize the circular shape of the actin rings, where kb  3,500 K BT is the stiffness that directly
regulates the bending rigidity of actin filaments. This kb value resulted in a single actin filament
bending rigidity of bend  7.11026 Nm2 , which is similar to a reported experimental rigidity of

7.3 1026 Nm2 (96, 97). The angle formed by three consecutive actin particles of the same ring
was  , with an equilibrium angle of 0 

180  39  2 
39

 170.77 and a maximum allowed

angle of max  0.30 . We note that the combination of kb and  max determines the stiffness of
the structure. In the case of small deformations, the value of  max did not affect the behavior of
actin rings near equilibrium. Because of this, we chose to use max  0.30 , which allowed
flexibility to the bending potential (83).
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In addition to the actin and spectrin membrane skeleton, the microtubules and neurofilaments
also play important roles in maintaining the mechanical structure of the axon. In our model, we
considered that the microtubules interact with actin to keep the ring-ring distance at 185 nm. We

introduced a FENE potential of U mt

  d  d RR
1
eq
  kmt d max ln 1  
2
  d max






2


 to represent the effect of



microtubules on maintaining the distance between two consecutive actin rings. The equilibrium
distance between the centers of the two actin rings is deqRR  185 nm , the maximum allowed
deformation is dmax  0.3 deqRR , and the distance between two consecutive actin rings is d , which
was calculated by measuring the mean value of the z-coordinate of particles that belong to the
same ring. Finally, we determined kmt

239 K BT 

the longitudinal Young’s modulus of the axon EL

o
19,822 K BT deqRR at T  300 K based on

10 kPa (53). Detailed information about the

selection of parameters in this FENE potential can be found in (83).
3.2.1.2. Axonal membrane model
To model the phospholipid bilayer, we included a representation of two separate layers of lipids,
IMPs of both inner and outer leaflets, and TMPs. Ankyrin-anchored TMPs, such as Nav
channels, are connected to spectrin filaments. As previously mentioned, although RBC actin
junctions are anchored to the phospholipid bilayer by glycophorin, we still do not know how the
actin rings are associated with the phospholipid bilayer in the neuronal axon. One possibility is
that a TMP plays the role of a glycophorin of the RBC membrane, anchoring the phospholipid
bilayer to actin rings. Figure 3.1A illustrates the computational model, where the red and gray
colors denote a cluster of lipid molecules of inner and outer leaflets, respectively, with a
diameter of 2.5 nm, which is approximately the thickness of a single phospholipid bilayer (92).
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The yellow color particles represent actin-anchored proteins with a size of 5 nm. We note that
when TMPs and IMPs interact with other membrane particles, the effective size in the membrane
domain is 5 nm (98), which is approximately the thickness of the phospholipid bilayer. However,
the IMPs of the inner leaflet (but not outer leaflet) and TMPs have additional components that
extend towards the cytosol (Figure 3.2). We thus considered the effective size of IMPs of the
inner leaflet and TMPs to be 20 nm and 25 nm, respectively (99, 100), when they interact with
the APMS. For example, TMPs such as Nav channels, which are connected to the spectrin
filaments by ankyrin G, are located approximately at the middle of the spectrin tetramers and are
represented as particles with a 25 nm diameter. This is also in agreement with the experimental
finding that the effective radius of the cytoplasmic domain of the ankyrin complex connected to
a Nav channel is ~12.5 nm (101). Other TMPs included in the computational model have no
connection to the membrane skeleton.

Figure 3.2. Illustration of the APM, which includes the APMS and the phospholipid
bilayer. Ankyrin G binds to the 15th repeat of β-spectrin near its carboxyl terminus and to Nav in
the axon. α-spectrin and β-spectrin filaments are connected at actin junctions. It is unknown how
the phospholipid bilayer is anchored at the actin rings; we indicate a generic actin-associated
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protein that connects the actin rings to the phospholipid bilayer. Cluster of lipids in the individual
layer are represented by a particle with a diameter of 2.5 nm, which is approximately the
thickness of a single phospholipid bilayer. We chose the size of TMPs and IMPs of both the
inner and outer leaflets to be 5 nm when they interact with other membrane proteins and lipids.
However, the IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs have additional components that extend
towards the cytosol, whereas the IMPs of the outer leaflet do not have inner extension regions.
The effective size of the IMPs of the inner leaflet and the TMPs is considered to be 20 nm and 25
nm, respectively, when they interact with the APMS.

The membrane particles have both translational and rotational degrees of freedom ( x i , n i ), where

x i and n i denote position and orientation of the particle i, respectively. The direction vector n i is
normalized ( ni  1 ). The distance between two particles i and j is given by xij  xi  x j with
length rij  xij and unit vector xˆ ij  xij / rij . The pair potential between lipids and membrane





proteins of the same layer is determined as uij ,mem  ni ,ni , xij   uR  rij   A  , a  ni ,n j , xij  u A  rij 
, where uR  rij  and u A  rij  are the repulsive and attractive potential, respectively, given by:
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(3.2)

In this expression, we chose Rcut ,mem to be 2.6 in order to provide a fluid-like behavior of the
membrane (90, 95) and req as the equilibrium distance between two particles in the membrane
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domain, such as reqLL  2.5 nm , reqLG  3.75 nm , reqLP  3.75 nm , reqPP  5 nm , reqGP  5 nm , and
reqGG  5 nm , where L represents lipids, G represents actin-anchored proteins, and P represents

TMPs and IMPs. We selected k to be 1.2 for the interaction between lipid particles and 2.8 for
the interaction between lipid particles and axonal membrane protein particles such as

 

glycophorin and Nav channels. A  , a ni ,n j , xij
linear

amplification

  1    a n ,n , x  1 , where   1.55 is a

factor.

i
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a  ni ,n j , xij    ni  xˆ ij  n j  xˆ ij   ni n j  ni xˆ ij n j xˆ ij  varies from -1 to 1 and depends on

both the distance and relative orientation. For example, a  1 corresponds to the case when

n

i 

n j   xˆ ij , and a  1 corresponds to the case when  ni



n j   xˆ ij (Figure A3.1). The strong

orientation part of the membrane proteins is required to prevent the proteins to flip their
orientation. Additionally, fixing the orientation allows for association of lipids with the
membrane proteins. This maintains the IMPs and TMPs attached to their corresponding lipid
leaflets. Details regarding the selection of the parameters in the lipid layer potential can be found
in our previous publications (8, 90, 95). The equations of motion include the translational and
rotational components:

mi xi  

 V 
and
xi

mi ni  

 V    V  
N

ni  ni  mi  ni ni  ni , where V   j 1 uij ,mem , mi is
ni  ni


a pseudo-mass with units of energy x time2.

To model the interaction between the two lipid layers to form the phospholipid bilayer, we
followed the approach proposed by Cooke and colleagues (102) and used the potential below.
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In particular, we used a repulsive L-J potential to reduce penetration between inner and outer
layers. We modeled the attraction between the two lipid layers by using a potential that depends
on cos 2 



that is more compliant than a corresponding L-J potential. We validated the selection

of parameters k  0.01 , wc  1.3775 by measuring the interfacial tension and bending rigidity
of the phospholipid bilayer. Details related to these measurements and a list of the parameters
used in the potential can be found in the chapter Appendix (Figures A3.2 and A3.3, Table A3.1).
Finally, we modeled the association between the APMS and the phospholipid bilayer. In RBCs,
band-3 proteins are connected to spectrin tetramers via ankyrin. Ankyrin then binds near the C
terminus of one of the β-spectrin dimers at approximately the middle area of the spectrin
tetramer. In addition, actin junctional complexes bind to the phospholipid bilayer via glycophorin
and, thus, contribute to the anchoring of the phospholipid bilayer to the membrane skeleton (17,
20). In the AIS, the spectrin tetramers are connected to ankyrin G as in RBCs. Then, ankyrin G
anchors the APMS to the phospholipid bilayer by binding to Nav channels. We assigned only one
Nav channel for each ankyrin molecule. The resulting Nav channel density is approximately 150
channels per μm2, which lies within the range of 110 to 300 channels per μm2 measured in the
AIS (54). An ankyrin particle is connected to the 20th particle of the spectrin filament by a spring

 



potential U SK rij  1 2 k 0 rij  reqSK



2

, where the equilibrium distance is reqSK  15 nm . This

distance corresponds to the radius of a spectrin particle (2.5 nm) and the effective radius of the
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cytoplasmic domain of the ankyrin complex connected to an Nav channel (~12.5 nm) (101). We



 

used a similar spring potential of U AG rij  1 2 k 0 rij  reqAG



2

to represent the association

between actin and actin-anchored proteins, where reqAG  20 nm is the equilibrium distance.

Because the binding force between spectrin filaments and the phospholipid bilayer in the axon is
not known, we applied various strength levels in the attractive part of the L-J potential as
follows:
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rij  3.75

where n represents a parameter that adjusts the attractive energy. We used attraction between
spectrin and lipid particles to investigate the corresponding effect on protein diffusion in the
APM.

The system that we used in our simulation consists of 327,384 particles, corresponding to an
axon with a length of approximately 555 nm. We implemented periodic boundary conditions at
the two ends of the axon. We also note that the model of the APMS is periodic along the
circumferential direction of the axon. Because of this, we considered that the circumferential
length of the APMS was infinite when measuring its effect on the transverse diffusion of
particles. We used the Beeman algorithm to integrate the equations of motion. The temperature
of the system is controlled by the Nose-Hoover thermostat at K BT   0.22 . The model is
implemented in the NVT ensemble with a time scale of ts  m 2  and time step of dt  0.01ts .
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At the selected temperature, the proposed mesoscale implicit-solvent CGMD membrane model
behaves as a 2D fluid where the lipids and axonal membrane proteins diffuse (8, 90, 95). We first
equilibrated the model for 3 106 time steps and measured the diffusion of axonal membrane
proteins during a period of 108 time steps after equilibration. We performed the simulations on a
high-performance computing cluster in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Connecticut and on the San Diego Supercomputer Center supported by
the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (103).

Below we describe limitations of the current model. First, it represents the lipid bilayer as two
uniform single layer of particles. The coarse-grain lipid particle in each monolayer is treated as
one type of lipid molecule. This was necessary in order to simulate the membrane thermal
fluctuations and fluidity of the membrane at a much larger length and time scale. However, as
the model lacks the specific lipid molecule structure or incorporation of lipid rafts, we cannot
exclude the possibility that the interaction between different lipid molecule domains with
membrane proteins might further regulate the diffusion of IMPs and TMPs in the membrane.
Second, the mechanical structure of the axon is dictated not only by the actin and spectrin
membrane skeleton but also by microtubules and neurofilaments. Here, we simulated the
function of microtubules on maintaining the distance between two consecutive actin rings with a
FENE potential without explicitly establishing the microtubules structures. However, as we did
not simulate the role of mechanical stretch in axonal lipid and protein diffusion, we don’t think
that the absence of precise simulation of microtubules or filaments would change our
conclusions.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. Diffusion in the Axon Plasma Membrane
In this study, we investigated the effects of the APMS and accumulation of TMPs on lipid and
protein diffusion in the APM. Importantly, we carefully considered the cylindrical shape of the
axon when calculating the diffusion parameters (104). To calculate the MSD as a function of
time using numerical data, we took advantage of the fact that distances on a cylindrical surface
are preserved during rolling unwrap. We first unwrapped the positions of the particles on the
cylinder by rolling it on a 2D plane, and then calculated the MSD in the 2D plane (Figure A3.4).
We were able to neglect the radial displacements dr of membrane particles caused by thermal
fluctuations as they were small compared to the radius r of the axon (< 5% of the axon radius).
Consequently, a particle’s changed coordinates within the cylindrical coordinate system

(dr, rd , dz) were transferred into a 2D plane surface as (rd , dz ) . Moreover, we measured the
MSD (r 2 d 2  dz 2 ) on the cylindrical surface on the plane with coordinates du  rd and

dv  dz . In several instances, we decoupled the thermal motion into longitudinal diffusion (1D
diffusion along the axon) and transverse diffusion (1D diffusion along the axon’s circumference)
as shown in Figure A3.4. We reconstructed the overall 2D diffusive motion by combining the
MSDs of the longitudinal and transverse components of diffusion.

3.3.2. Actin rings as fences
We first established the time scale for the diffusion simulations. We measured diffusion of lipids
and compared our simulations to the experimental results of Nakada and colleagues (86). We
found that the time dependence of MSD was similar for lipids in both the inner and outer leaflets
(Figure 3.3A). This suggests that the diffusion of lipids in our model was not significantly
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affected by the APMS. Furthermore, as the dependence of MSD with respect to time was linear,
the lipids underwent normal diffusion. We calculated the diffusion coefficient to be
1.14 102  2 / ts , where   2.227 nm and t s is the time scale. By matching the diffusion

coefficient of lipids Dlipid  1.14 102  2 / ts with the experimentally measured diffusion
coefficient of ~ 0.3 μm2 /s (86), we determined that ts  1.82 107 s . We note that the membrane
viscosity can be found by the Stokes-Einstein equation   K BT 6 Dlipid r P , where rP is the
radius of the coarse grain lipid particle. Using the determined time scale, we found that the
corresponding membrane viscosity is 0.6 N  s / m2 , which is close to the reported experimental
data (105). We further validated this result by calculating the diffusion coefficient of the IMPs of
the outer leaflet. By fitting the MSD for the IMPs of the outer leaflet with a linear function of
time

(Figure

3.3B),

we

determined

that

the

diffusion

coefficient

was

Douter  3.84 103 2 / ts  0.11μm2 /s . This result is similar to the experimentally measured

diffusion coefficient value for GPI-GFP in the AIS, before the establishment of diffusion strips,
and in the distal axon, which lacks diffusion strips (9). After establishing a time scale that is
consistent with experimental results, we determined the conditions in which actin rings could act
as “fences” for diffusing outer leaflet, inner leaflet, and transmembrane proteins.
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Figure 3.3. MSDs of lipids and IMPs of the outer leaflet. (A). 2D MSDs of lipids of inner and
outer leaflets. (B). MSDs of outer leaflet IMPs in longitudinal and transversal directions. The
overall MSD is the summation of longitudinal and transversal MSDs and represents surface
diffusion.

3.3.3. Diffusion of IMPs in the outer leaflet
Albrecht and colleagues showed that diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet is confined to rings
that co-localize with the actin rings of the AIS, which possibly act as “fences” (9). This begs the
question: how is the motion of IMPs in the outer leaflet restricted by the sub-membrane
cytoskeleton and, in particular, by the actin rings? We derived trajectories for the outer leaflet
IMPs in an effort to understand this paradoxical observation.

Our initial results did not show any obvious actin boundaries for the IMPs of the outer leaflet,
whereas the MSDs of the longitudinal and transverse components of diffusion were both linear
functions of time (Figure 3.3B and Figure A3.5). We next considered several other explanations
as to how actin might hinder the outer leaflet diffusion. One possibility was that an increased
association between actin particles and diffusing IMPs of the outer leaflet—independent of actin80

associated proteins—could cause boundary formation and restrict IMP diffusion. We
hypothesized that the association between actin and IMPs was restricted to only one protein per
actin particle. We showed that actin particles can transiently associate with diffusing protein
particles, but this association did not lead to the formation of well-defined boundaries for
diffusing IMPs (Figure A3.6).

Finally, we tested an alternative explanation: that actin rings were not hampering the mobility of
IMPs, but rather this hindrance was caused by proteins that form actin junction complexes, more
specifically, proteins that associate the actin rings with the phospholipid bilayer. In this model,
actin-associated proteins are obstacles for diffusing IMPs, impeding their mobility (1). To test
this possibility, we performed simulations with actin-anchored proteins of different sizes (5 nm,
15 nm, and 25 nm). Figure 3.4 shows the trajectories of the smallest particles (5 nm). We did not
find any obvious boundaries that restricted the motion of IMPs in the outer leaflet. However, as
the size of the particles representing actin-anchoring proteins grew to 15 nm, we recorded a
decrease in the frequency of actin ring crossing. We observed clear actin boundaries and thus
confined diffusion along the longitudinal directions when the diameter of the actin-anchoring
proteins was 25 nm. As expected, the longitudinal motion of the outer leaflet IMPs also changed
from free to confined diffusion when the particle diameter was set at 25 nm. Therefore, our
simulations show that actin-associated proteins are necessary for restricting the diffusive motion
of the outer leaflet IMPs.
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Figure 3.4. MSDs and trajectories of the outer leaflet IMPs with actin-anchored proteins
(AAPs) of different sizes. (A). Longitudinal MSDs of IMPs in the outer leaflet with three
sizes of AAPs. Panels (B), (C), and (D) show the trajectories of 5 nm, 15 nm, and 25 nm
AAPs, respectively.

3.3.4. Diffusion of IMPs in the inner leaflet
After establishing the conditions in which actin rings could restrict diffusion of IMPs in the outer
leaflet between two adjacent rings, we determined the role of actin rings on the diffusion of
inner-leaflet TMPs and IMPs along the axon’s longitudinal direction. To our knowledge, no
available experimental result to which we could compare our numerical result exists. Thus, this
simulation provides a framework for future experiments. We expect the actin rings to interfere
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with longitudinal diffusion. By contrast, the spectrin network that connects the actin rings might
interfere with transverse diffusion. We therefore only simulated longitudinal diffusion in this
experiment. We discuss transverse diffusion in the next section.

With regards to longitudinal diffusion, we found that the inner leaflet TMPs’ and IMPs’ motions
could be described as confined diffusion (Figure 3.5) due to the restriction imposed by the actin
rings (89, 106-108). The MSD of a completely confined diffusion is given by the expression
MSD(t )  L2 6(1  e12 Dmicrot / L ) , where L is the characteristic length and Dmicro is the microscopic
2

diffusion coefficient (106). By fitting the aforementioned expression to the numerical results, we
found that, in the case of TMPs, the characteristic length was L  48.5  108 nm and the
Longitudinal
3 2
2
microscopic diffusion coefficient was Dmicro
,TMP  1.53 10  / ts  0.04 μm /s (Table A3.2

and Figure A3.7). By including the steric distance of 30 nm between a TMP and the actin
particle to both sides of an axon’s cylindrical stripe, we obtained a stripe width of 168 nm, which
is close to the 185 nm distance between the two actin rings employed in our model. This result
justifies that L can be considered a measure of the average maximum distance covered by a
TMP along the axon. For IMPs of the inner leaflet, we found that the characteristic length is

L  52  115.8 nm

and

the

microscopic

diffusion

coefficient

is

Longitudinal
3 2
2
Dmicro
,inner  3.3110  / ts  0.09 μm /s . As expected, this coefficient value was similar to the

value obtained for IMPs of the outer leaflet. The diffusion coefficients differed between TMPs
and IMPs due to their different radii, which caused TMPs to interact with particles from both
lipid layers and IMPs to interact with particles from only one lipid layer.
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Figure 3.5. MSDs and trajectories of IMPs in the inner leaflet and TMPs. (A).
Longitudinal MSD of IMPs in the inner leaflet. (B). Trajectories of IMPs in the inner leaflet.
(C). Longitudinal MSD of TMPs. (D). Trajectories of TMPs.

In summary, we found that actin rings could limit longitudinal diffusion of the inner but not
outer leaflet. Additional actin-associated proteins that anchor the phospholipid bilayer to actin
rings are necessary to limit the diffusion of outer leaflet lipids and proteins.

3.3.5. Role of spectrin filaments as permeable “fences”
Next, we investigated the role of spectrin filaments on the diffusion of axonal membrane
proteins. Ample evidence indicates that spectrin filaments are oriented along the axon, and the N
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terminus of βIV spectrin is connected to the actin rings. We previously showed that the spectrin
filaments are under entropic tension and the periodic actin/spectrin arrangement provides the
axon with mechanical resistance and flexibility (83). As discussed in the previous section, actin
rings wrap along the axon’s circumferential direction and restrict the motion of TMPs and IMPs
of the inner leaflet in the longitudinal direction. Here, we examined whether the spectrin
filaments exert a similar effect on the transverse diffusion of axonal IMPs of inner and outer
leaflets.
3.3.5.1. Transverse diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet for different spectrin-phospholipid
bilayer associations
For these simulations, we assumed only a steric repulsion between spectrin filaments and the
phospholipid bilayer ( n  0 in Eqn. 3.4). The MSDs of the outer leaflet IMPs showed a linear
dependence on time (Figure A3.8). The corresponding transverse diffusion coefficients
Transverse
Transverse
 3.82 103 2 / ts were similar to the longitudinal
Dlipid
 1.15 102  2 / ts and Douter

diffusion coefficient (Figure 3.3). This means that the IMPs of the outer leaflet undergo normal
diffusion in both the longitudinal and transverse directions, and the corresponding diffusion is
not affected by the sub-membrane spectrin filaments. This result is not surprising because the
IMPs of the outer leaflet do not directly interact with the spectrin filaments.
3.3.5.2. Transverse diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet for different spectrinphospholipid bilayer associations
The diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet are likely abnormal given that TMPs and
IMPs directly interact with the APMS. This type of diffusion depends on the interactions
between spectrin filaments and diffusing particles. If the lipid layer and the spectrin particles
have a strong attraction, the spectrin filaments remain very close or even attached to the
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cytoplasmic lipid layer and act as impenetrable reflecting barriers. In this case, we expect that the
transverse diffusion would be confined to the cortex corals formed by the consecutive spectrin
filaments and the corresponding portions of the actin rings (Figure 3.1). If the lipids and spectrin
particles are only weakly attracted to one another, we expect the oscillating spectrin filaments to
form transient barriers with the oscillating phospholipid bilayer, which could then allow
diffusing particles to occasionally escape from one compartment to the other. This motion is
called hop diffusion. The steric hindrance effect we observed between spectrin filaments and
TMPs and IMPs depends on the characteristic time scales of membrane oscillations, spectrin
oscillations, and diffusion. The characteristic conformation time for spectrin filaments is
approximately 100 μs (56, 90); by contrast, the characteristic period of plasma membrane
oscillations is approximately 500 μs (109, 110). The free-diffusion coefficient for TMPs and
IMPs in phospholipid bilayers is 5.3 109 cm2 s 1 (62). Based on this result, we calculated that a
membrane protein takes approximately 200 μs to travel approximately 10 nm, which is the
distance the protein must cover to clear a spectrin barrier. Given that the aforementioned
characteristic time scales are of the same order of magnitude, TMPs and IMPs could cross the
barriers formed by the spectrin filaments if there is no association between spectrin and the
phospholipid bilayer.
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Figure 3.6. MSDs of the inner leaflet IMPs and TMPs along the axon’s circumferential
direction. (A). Transverse MSD of the inner leaflet IMPs at different spectrin-lipid
associations. (B). Transverse MSD of TMPs at different spectrin-lipid associations.

When we examined the diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, the MSDs showed a
nonlinear dependence on time when the spectrin filaments and lipid particles did not associate
(blue lines in Figure 3.6). We can explain the sub-diffusion behavior through two types of
diffusion: (i) anomalous diffusion and (ii) confined diffusion at short time scales superimposed
on linear, slow, normal diffusion at longer time scales.

Theoretically, anomalous sub-diffusion is generated by an infinite hierarchy of binding sites and
barriers that hinder diffusion, and its MSD is proportional to ~ta, where a<1 (111, 112). In cells,
binding sites and barriers have a finite hierarchy and, consequently, the diffusion could be
transient anomalous sub-diffusion for relatively short times and normal diffusion for longer
times. Our model of the APMS, however, has an infinite number of spectrin filaments, as we
used periodic boundary conditions. Therefore, we would not exclude the possibility of
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anomalous transverse diffusion across all time scales except for the very small time scale related
to ballistic motion.

If the model of confined transverse diffusion is used at relatively short times and normal slow
transverse diffusion is used at long times, then the MSD can be described by the expression
MSD(t )  L2 6(1  e12 Dmicrot / L )  2 Dmacrot
2

(106). In particular, we expect two diffusion

coefficients: one that is valid at time scales that are significantly smaller than the characteristic
crossing time ( Dmicro ), and one that is valid at much larger time scales ( Dmacro ). In RBCs, the
experimental results revealed that band-3 proteins undergo hop diffusion. It was hypothesized
that this is due to the cytoskeleton remodeling and binding forces between spectrin and lipids
promote band-3 hop diffusion (62, 89). Our simulations for the normal and defective RBC
membrane showed that band-3 diffusion type is controlled by the connectivity of the membrane
skeleton and the association between the phospholipid bilayer and membrane skeleton (8).

In order to clarify which model best explains our numerical results, we employed the expressions
for

both

anomalous

diffusion

MSD(t )  Ct 

and

confined-hop

diffusion

MSD(t )  L2 6(1  e12 Dmicrot / L )  2 Dmacrot to fit the MSDs of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet
2

along the axon’s circumferential direction. The value of the residual’s squared norm served as
our criterion for best fit (Figure A3.9). The results show that confined-hop diffusion with longtime normal diffusion is a better approximation than anomalous diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of
the

inner

leaflet.

By

employing

the

confined-diffusion

model,

we

obtained

Transverse
3 2
2
Transverse
3 2
2
Dmicro
,inner  3.38 10  / ts  0.09 μm /s and Dmicro ,TMP  1.26 10  / ts  0.03 μm /s , which
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Longitudinal
Longitudinal
resemble the values of Dmicro
,inner and Dmicro ,TMP , respectively as shown in Table A3.3. We

calculated the macroscopic diffusion coefficients of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet along
the

axon’s

circumferential

direction

to

be

Transverse
5 2
Dmacro
,TMP  8.97 10  / t s

and

Transverse
4
2
, respectively. We note that these values are 10 to 20 times smaller
Dmacro
,inner  1.86 10  / ts

than the corresponding microscopic diffusion coefficients.

Next, we investigated transverse diffusion for different levels of attraction between spectrin and
lipids. This is particularly important because beta IV spectrin has a pleckstrin domain that allows
spectrin to interact with the phospholipid bilayer. First, we found that the transverse diffusion of
the IMPs of the outer leaflet was not affected by the spectrin filaments even when spectrin and
lipid particles were strongly associated (n=0.02 or 0.05 in Eqn. 3.4). Specifically, we observed an
approximately linear dependence of MSDs with respect to time (Figure A3.8) that produced a
diffusion coefficient of Dlipid ,n0.02  1.09 102  2 / ts , Dlipid ,n0.05  1.07 102  2 / ts for lipids and

Douter ,n0.02  3.77 102  2 / ts , Douter ,n0.05  3.65 102  2 / ts for IMPs of the outer leaflet. These
values

closely

resembled

the

diffusion

coefficients

( Dlipid ,n0  1.14 102  2 / ts ,

Douter ,n0  3.84 103 2 / ts ) for free lipids and free IMPs of the outer leaflet, respectively, that

move in a flat phospholipid bilayer without spectrin barriers.

By contrast, the MSDs of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet were characterized by confined
diffusion behavior (black and red lines; Figure 3.6). By fitting the numerical data to the
expression for the MSD displacement in confined diffusion, we extracted their corresponding
microscopic

diffusion

Transverse
3 2
2
Dmicro
,inner  2.94 10  / ts  0.08 μm /s

coefficients
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,

Transverse
3 2
2
Transverse
3 2
2
at n =0.02, Dmicro
,
Dmicro
,TMP  1.34 10  / ts  0.03 μm /s
,inner  3.04 10  / ts  0.08 μm /s

Transverse
3 2
2
and Dmicro
at n=0.05. The microscopic diffusion coefficient
,TMP  1.44 10  / ts  0.04 μm /s

values in the transverse direction resembled the values observed for the confined longitudinal
diffusion and the normal diffusion of the corresponding proteins. For the inner leaflet IMPs, the
characteristic length was L  5.91  13.16 nm at n=0.02 and L  5.09  11.34 nm at n=0.05.
In addition, we calculated the characteristic length of TMPs to be L  4.15  9.24 nm at n=0.02
and L  3.22  7.17nm at n=0.05. By adding the corresponding steric distance to a spectrin
particle, we obtained a distance that was close to the periodic circumferential distance between
the spectrin filaments, which was approximately 35 nm.

We conclude that repulsive interaction between the axonal membrane proteins and the spectrin
filaments results in confined diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet when spectrin
filaments and lipids are strongly associated. When there is no attraction between the spectrin and
lipid particles, the oscillations of lipid layer and spectrin filaments hinder the motion of axonal
membrane proteins but do not completely prohibit crossing of the spectrin barriers. Thus, TMPs
and IMPs of the inner leaflet can hop over the spectrin corrals, which leads to normal diffusion at
a larger time scale. However, this process is characterized by a smaller macroscopic diffusion
coefficient compared to the microscopic one. Therefore, MSDs at larger time scales account for
the inter-compartmental hop diffusion between spectrin filaments in the circumferential
direction.
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3.3.6. Effect of accumulation of TMPs on the diffusion of lipids and membrane
proteins in the APM of the AIS
In neurons that have matured past ten days in vitro (DIV), the AIS acts as a diffusion barrier and
completely halts diffusion while the structure of the APMS remains essentially the same. By
contrast, among neurons that are no older than a week (< DIV 6), proteins within the AIS are
diffusive. It is possible that the lack of diffusion in the AIS at the later developmental time points
is due to accumulation of ankyrin-binding TMPs in the AIS, such as Na and potassium channels
(61, 113). We have demonstrated that the APMS hinders, but does not completely stop, the
thermal motion of axonal membrane proteins. This result is similar to an earlier experimental
finding in cochlea outer hair cells that showed cytoskeletal structures alone constraint but do not
completely prevent lateral mobility of membrane proteins (114). We therefore hypothesized that
accumulation of TMPs in the AIS plays an important role in ceasing diffusion of APM proteins.

We considered different accumulation levels of TMPs that were anchored to the APMS with a
limited motion range as is typically the case with ion channels such as voltage-gated sodium
(Nav) and potassium (Kv) channels (i.e KCNQ2). We attached the TMPs particles at random
points of the middle surface of the lipid bilayer via a spring with stiffness k0  6.5   2 . This
resulted to an average radius of gyration Rg

4.83 nm of the anchored TMPs in the APM

comparable to their diameter. We then created different environments by increasing the initial
surface accumulation of TMPs from three particles per rectangular corral (ρ=3 pprc) to 20, 45,
60, and 90 (Figure A3.10). These surface densities of TMPs corresponds to surface area
coverages of 0.87%, 5.83%, 13.11%, 17.48%, and 26.22%, respectively. We first measured the
MSDs of IMPs of the outer leaflet at the axon’s longitudinal and transverse directions at different
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TMP densities, with no attraction between spectrin filaments and lipid particles (n=0 in Eqn. 4).
We observed that increased accumulation of TMPs did not noticeably and for the observed time
scale alter the diffusion type of IMPs of the outer leaflet, which remained normal (Figure 3.7A
and 3.7B). However, it caused a reduction in both the longitudinal and transverse diffusion
coefficients and the total corresponding diffusion coefficients from Douter ,3 pprc  3.84 103 2 / ts
for ρ=3 pprc to Douter ,20 pprc  2.36 103 2 / ts for ρ = 20 pprc, Douter ,45 pprc  7.43 104  2 / ts for ρ
= 45 pprc, Douter ,60 pprc  1.41104  2 / ts for ρ = 60 pprc, and Douter ,90 pprc  2.24 105  2 / ts for ρ
= 90 pprc, as shown in Table A3.4. From the result it is clear that at ρ= 90 pprc (~26% surface
coverage) the diffusive motion of IMPs of the outer leaflet almost ceased since the corresponding
diffusion coefficient Douter ,90 pprc for 90 pprc is more than 500 times smaller than the diffusion
coefficient Dlipid  1.14 102  2 / ts of particles that represent lipids. It is noted however that this
reduction in diffusivity cannot cause the formation of stripes. Similarly with the IMPs of the
outer leaflet, diffusion of particles representing lipids remained normal but the diffusion
coefficient reduced as the accumulation of TMPs increased and at ρ=90 pprc diffusion
practically ceased (Figure A3.11 and Table A3.4).

Next, we measured the MSDs of IMPs of the inner leaflet at the axon’s longitudinal and
transverse directions at different TMP densities, with no attraction between spectrin filaments
and lipid particles (n=0 in Eqn. 4). As discussed previously, IMPs of the inner leaflet underwent
confined longitudinal diffusion. This is apparent in Figure 3.7C for ρ=3 pprc and ρ=20 pprc,
where MSDs almost reached their maximum value for the observed number of time steps. For
ρ=45 pprc, ρ=60 pprc, and ρ=90 pprc, although the longitudinal diffusion was eventually
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confined, the required number of time steps for the MSDs to reach their maximum value went
beyond the observed time period. For example, if we used the characteristic length L  115.8 nm ,
computed in the case of ρ=3 pprc for IMPs of the inner leaflet, we found that when ρ=45 pprc,
approximately 8 107 more time steps were required to reach the maximum MSD value. This
meant that at ρ=45 pprc (13.11% area coverage), the motion of IMPs of the inner leaflet was
significantly hindered and the number of time steps in our simulation was not large enough to see
the effect of corrals.

The effect of the accumulation of TMPs was clearly reflected on the value of the microscopic
diffusion coefficient, which corresponds to the slope of the linear portion of the MSD graph at
small time scale. By fitting the corresponding MSDs with the expression of confined-hop
diffusion, we found that as the density ρ increased from 3 to 20, 45, 60, and 90 pprc, the
microscopic diffusion coefficient of both the IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs decreased from
Longitudinal
3 2
Longitudinal
3 2
Longitudinal
4
2
Dinner
,3 pprc  3.26 10  / ts to Dinner ,20 pprc  2.04 10  / ts to Dinner ,45 pprc  1.65 10  / t s
Longitudinal
5 2
Longitudinal
5
2
and Dinner
,60 pprc  9.87 10  / ts to Dinner ,90 pprc  2.63 10  / t s respectively (Figure 3.7C and

Table A3.5). In transverse diffusion, accumulation of TMPs once again failed to change the
nature of diffusion and merely reduced the micro-diffusion coefficient. As discussed above,
transverse diffusion can be described as confined hop diffusion. For the values ρ=3, 20, 45, 60,
and 90 pprc the micro-diffusion coefficients for the IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs
decreased

from

Transverse
3 2
Dinner
,3 pprc  3.28 10  / ts

to

Transverse
3 2
Dinner
,20 pprc  2.13 10  / ts

to

Transverse
4
2
Transverse
5
2
Transverse
5 2
Dinner
,45 pprc  1.43 10  / t s , and Dinner ,60 pprc  8.76 10  / ts to Dinner ,90 pprc  2.66 10  / t s

(Figure 3.7D and Table A3.5).
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Figure 3.7. One-dimensional MSDs of IMPs of the inner leaflets at different accumulation
levels of anchored TMP. (A). Longitudinal and (B). Transverse MSDs of IMPs of the outer
leaflet at 3, 20, 45, 60 and 90 pprc. (C). Longitudinal and (D). Transverse MSDs of IMPs of the
inner leaflet at 3, 20, 45, 60 and 90 pprc. The percentages of surface area coverage are 0.87%,
5.83%, 13.11%, 17.48%, and 26.22%, respectively.

For completeness we also investigated how accumulation of TMPs, which are not anchored to
the APMS but that can thermally diffuse, affects the diffusive motion of IMPs of the inner and
outer leaflet. We previously considered the effect of APMS, when the density of TMPs between
the actin rings was set to ρ=3 pprc, which was a very low density compared to the density of
membrane proteins in the axons of mature neurons (no accumulation of TMPs ; Figure A3.10)
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(61, 113). To study the effect of the accumulation of TMPs, we again created different
environments by increasing the initial surface density of TMPs from ρ=3 to 20, 45, 60, and 90
pprc. We found that the TMPs behave similarly to IMPs of the inner leaflet. The longitudinal
diffusion was confined and the transverse diffusion was confined hop-diffusion. We also found
that the diffusion types of IMPs of the outer and inner leaflets were similar with the cases when
TMPs were fixed (Figures 3.7, A3.12, and A3.13). The results are discussed in detail in
supporting Information.

Overall, our results clearly illustrate that the periodic APMS is capable of hindering the diffusion
of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, but the “fence” effect of the AMPS is not sufficient to
completely cease diffusion. We also showed that diffusion of lipids and IMPs of the outer leaflet
is not directly affected by the APMS. Accumulated TMPs can immobilize the diffusion of all
axonal membrane proteins and lipids. This is a poignant result because the periodic structure of
the APMS exists in both the AIS and the distal axon, but the diffusion barrier is only observed in
the AIS. We propose that accumulation of TMPs in the AIS is the primary mechanism through
which axonal membrane proteins and lipids are immobilized. However, the effects of the APMS
and accumulation of TMPs on APM protein diffusion are not mutually exclusive and an intact
AIS structure is necessary for the existence of the diffusion barrier. Indeed, Song and colleagues
experimentally demonstrated that loss of ankyrin G and the resulting disruption of the APMS
leads to a vanishing of the diffusion barrier in the AIS (87). In addition, the diffusion barrier is
impaired when actin is disrupted (86, 88).
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We propose the following process for the formation of the diffusion barrier in the AIS. First,
during early neuronal development, when the periodic actin/spectrin cytoskeleton emerges
before the accumulation of ankyrin G, the membrane proteins in the AIS diffuse freely until
encountering the corral’s boundaries. These actin and spectrin “fences” restrict the motion of
membrane proteins within the corrals but do not immobilize membrane proteins. Second, during
the stabilization of periodic cytoskeleton, ankyrin G proteins start accumulating in the AIS, and
ankyrin G-anchored proteins (e.g., Nav channels, Kv channels, NF 186, and NrCAM) are
recruited. Thus, the motion of those membrane proteins are confined or immobilized by
anchoring to ankyrin G. Finally, the accumulation of ankyrin G-anchored proteins and other
TMPs in the AIS of a mature neuron act as “pickets”, forming a membrane environment that
immobilizes all the membrane proteins and lipids.

3.4. Summary
In mature neurons the APM of the AIS functions as a diffusion barrier that ceases the movement
of proteins between the soma and axon and contributes to the maintenance of neuronal polarity.
The mechanism that explains the limited protein diffusion in the APM remains elusive. Here, we
introduce a CGMD model for the APM that includes representations of the APMS, the
phospholipid bilayer, TMPs, and IMPs in both the inner and outer lipid layers to investigate the
diffusion of lipids and membrane proteins in the APM. We first showed that at low surface
density of TMPs, lipid diffusion is not affected by the APMS or by membrane proteins. This
finding parallels experimental results observed in early neuronal development. Next, we
observed that actin rings limit the longitudinal diffusion of TMPs and the IMPs of the inner
leaflet but not of the IMPs of the outer leaflet. To reconcile the experimental observations with
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our simulations, we conjectured the existence of actin-anchored proteins that form a fence to
restrict the longitudinal diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet. We also showed that spectrin
filaments can modify transverse diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, depending on
the strength of the association between lipids and spectrin. In the AIS, where spectrin and lipids
could associate due to the presence of pleckstrin domain in spectrin IV, spectrin filaments
completely restrict diffusion of proteins within the skeleton corrals and are thus likely to
contribute to the immobilization of proteins during the later stage of neural development. In the
distal axon, where spectrin and lipids do not associate, spectrin affects diffusion of membrane
proteins in a more subtle way via a steric effect. Specifically, spectrin modifies the diffusion of
TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet from normal to confined-hop diffusion. Finally, we
simulated the effect that accumulation of TMPs has on the diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of both
the inner and outer leaflets by changing the density of TMPs. We showed that the APMS
structure (i.e., actin rings and spectrin filaments) acts as a fence that restricts the diffusion of
TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet within the membrane skeleton corrals. However, these fences
are not sufficient to completely cease diffusion of membrane proteins. Accumulation of TMPs in
the AIS is the primary source of membrane protein immobilization. In particular, a ~30-fold
increase in TMP density corresponding to only ~25% of surface coverage blocks diffusion of
lipids and membrane proteins due to accumulation of TMPs. Our findings provide insight into
how protein and lipid diffusion is controlled in the AIS to allow neurons to effectively send and
receive electrical signals.
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3.5. Appendix 3.A
3.5.1. Interfacial tension of lipid bilayer
The stress tensor of a fluid system is invariant in the lateral directions and can be written as

 xy

T

 0
 0


0

T
0


 and the mechanical definition of the interfacial tension is T    
int er
T
N
,

N 
0
0

(115). The stress tensor from a coarse-grained simulation can be calculated from the expression

 xy 


1
1
 m j v jx v jy   rijx fijy  (116). We chose the attraction factor k, which controls the
V j
2 i j


attraction between the two lipid layers and is defined in Eqn. 3.3, to be 0.01. For this value of k
the interfacial tension between the two lipid layers is approximately zero (see Figure A3.2) as it
has been suggested by Goetz and Lipowsky (117).

3.5.2. Bending rigidity of lipid bilayers
The free energy of a fluid membrane within the framework of continuum mechanics can be


written as F     (C1  C2  C0 )2   C1C2  dA, where C0 is the spontaneous curvature, C1
2


and C2 are the principal curvature,  is the surface tension,  is the bending rigidity, and  is the
Gaussian rigidity, according to the Canham-Helfrich theory (118). Appling the Monge
representation and equipartition theorem on the Helfrich free energy, the power spectrum can be
written as

h q

2





K BT

l2  q   q
2

4



, where h  q  
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l
 h  r eiq r is the discrete Fourier
L n

transform of the out-of-plane displacement h  r  , q   2 nx / L, 2 ny / L  , q  q , l is the size of
the coarse-grained lipid particle, and L is the size of the simulation box (92). The proposed
4

membrane model provides a nearly 0 surface tension, which leads to a q dependence on the
wave vector. By fitting the curve of h  q  against q

4

as shown in Figure A3.3, the bending

rigidity of the lipid bilayer is calculated to be 12.26K BT , which lies within the range of measured
experimental data for a lipid bilayer 10 ~ 20 K BT (92, 119).

3.5.3. Effect of accumulation of mobile TMPs on the diffusion of membrane
proteins and lipids in the APM of the AIS
To study the effect of the accumulation of TMPs, we created different environments by
increasing the initial surface density of TMPs from three particles per rectangular corral (ρ=3
pprc) to 20, 45, 60, and 90 pprc. These surface densities of TMPs corresponds to surface area
coverages of 0.87%, 5.83%, 13.11%, 17.48%, and 26.22%, respectively.

We measured the MSDs of IMPs of the inner leaflet at the axon’s longitudinal and transverse
directions at different TMP densities, with no attraction between spectrin filaments and lipid
particles (n=0 in Eqn. 3.4). As discussed previously, IMPs of the inner leaflet underwent
confined longitudinal diffusion. This is apparent in Figure A3.12A and Figure A3.12B for ρ=3
pprc and ρ=20 pprc, where MSDs almost reached their maximum value for the observed number
of time steps. Similarly, for ρ=45 pprc, ρ=60 pprc, and ρ=90 pprc, although the longitudinal
diffusion was eventually confined, the required number of time steps for the MSDs to reach their
maximum value went beyond the observed time period. For example, if we used the
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characteristic lengths L  116.4 nm and L  122.1nm , computed in the case of ρ=3 pprc for
TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, respectively, we found that when ρ=45 pprc, approximately

5 107 more time steps were required to reach the maximum MSD value. This meant that at 45
pprc (13.11% area coverage), the motion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet was significantly
hindered and the number of time steps in our simulation was not large enough to see the effect of
corrals.

The effect of the accumulation of TMPs was clearly reflected on the value of the microscopic
diffusion coefficient, which corresponds to the slope of the linear portion of the MSD graph at
small time scale. By fitting the corresponding MSDs with the expression of confined-hop
diffusion, we found that as the pprc increased from 3 to 20, 45, 60 and 90, the microscopic
diffusion coefficient of both the IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs decreased from
Longitudinal
3 2
Longitudinal
3 2
Longitudinal
3 2
Dinner
,3 pprc  3.3110  / t s and DTMP ,3 pprc  1.53 10  / ts to Dinner ,20 pprc  2.2110  / ts

and

Longitudinal
3 2
DTMP
,20 pprc  1.02 10  / ts

,

to

Longitudinal
4 2
Dinner
,45 pprc  1.88 10  / ts

and

Longitudinal
5 2
Longitudinal
4 2
Longitudinal
5 2
DTMP
,45 pprc  9.75 10  / ts , to Dinner ,60 pprc  1.07 10  / ts and DTMP ,60 pprc  6.12 10  / t s

Longitudinal
5 2
Longitudinal
5 2
to Dinner
,90 pprc  2.76 10  / t s and DTMP ,90 pprc  1.28 10  / t s , respectively.

In transverse diffusion, accumulation of TMPs once again failed to change the nature of
diffusion and merely reduced the micro-diffusion coefficient. As discussed above, transverse
diffusion can be described as confined hop diffusion. For the values ρ=3, 20, 45, 60 and 90 pprc
the micro-diffusion coefficients for the IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs decreased from
Transverse
3 2
Transverse
3 2
Transverse
3 2
Dinner
,3 pprc  3.38 10  / ts and DTMP ,3 pprc  1.26 10  / ts , to Dinner ,20 pprc  2.12 10  / ts
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and

Transverse
4 2
DTMP
,20 pprc  9.54 10  / ts

,

to

Transverse
4 2
Dinner
,45 pprc  2.04 10  / t s

and

Transverse
5 2
Transverse
4 2
Transverse
5 2
DTMPs
,45 pprc  7.24 10  / ts , to Dinner ,60 pprc  1.04 10  / ts and DTMP ,60 pprc  5.06 10  / ts

Transverse
5 2
Transverse
5 2
to Dinner
,90 pprc  2.7110  / ts and DTMP ,90 pprc  1.15 10  / ts (Figure A3.12B and Figure

A3.12D). The values of the microscopic diffusion coefficient at ρ=90 pprc for both IMPs of the
inner leaflet and TMPs correspond to practical immobility of the diffusing particles. This result
suggests that accumulated TMPs act as “pickets” that can slow down all lipid and membrane
protein diffusion (3, 6). Finally, in the case of lipids and IMPs of the outer leaflet, the
accumulation of TMPs effect simply decreased the diffusion coefficient without modifying the
diffusion type (Figure A3.13). At ρ=90 pprc, diffusion practically ceased.

3.5.4. Appendix figures and tables
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Figure A3.1. Potentials used in the simulations. (A) Representation of the sizes of actin,
spectrin, and TMP. (B) Translational and rotational coordinates of a particle. (C) Potentials used
in the APMS. S represents spectrin, K represents a Nav channel anchored to ankyrin G, A
represents actin, and G represents an actin-anchored protein. (D) Membrane potential between
two lipid particles with different relative orientations ni . (see main text for more details).

Figure A3.2. Interfacial tension of the PB with respect to values of the parameter k employed in
Eqn. 3 that describes the interaction between particles belonging to the two different leaflets.

Figure A3.3. Vertical displacement fluctuation spectrum of membrane model as a function of
the dimensionless quantity q /  , where q is the wave number and
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 is the length scale.

Figure A3.4. Unwrapping of the cylindrical coordinates to the corresponding Cartesian
coordinates. (A) A cylindrical surface is unwrapped to a flat plane. (B) Point P with cylindrical
coordinates with respect to point O are (r ,  , z ) on a circle is unwrapped to point P’ on the plane
with coordinates ( x  r , y  0, z) .
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Figure A3.5. Trajectories of two IMPs of the outer leaflet projected to a plane in the case
where there are no actin-anchored proteins. Note the lack of a stripe formation.

Figure A3.6. Effect of association to actin on the diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet. (A)
Computational model in the case of association between actin and IMPs of the outer leaflet,
where one IMP particle (green) is restricted by only one actin-associated proteins (yellow). Each
association pair is marked as black dash box. (B) Overall MSDs of the outer leaflet IMPs with
and without the association.
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Figure A3.7. MSDs along the longitudinal direction as functions of time for (A) IMPs of the
inner leaflet and (B) TMPs. Red dashed line fits the data to confined hop diffusion, whereas the
black dash line fits the data to anomalous diffusion. Confined diffusion is a better fit for the data.

Figure A3.8. MSDs of lipids and IMPs of the outer leaflet at longitudinal and transverse
directions

at

various

Dlipid ,n0  1.14 102  2 / ts

spectrin-lipid

associations

Dlipid ,0.02  1.09 102  2 / ts

as

functions

of

Dlipid ,0.05  1.07 102  2 / ts

Douter ,n0  3.84 103 2 / ts Douter ,0.02  3.77 102  2 / ts Douter ,0.05  3.65 102  2 / ts .
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time.
.

(A).
(B).

Figure A3.9. MSDs of IMPs of the inner leaflet and TMPs at the transverse direction at
n=0. The black dashed line is the anomalous diffusion fitting with A*tb. The red dashed line is
the curve fitting of the confined hop diffusion. (A) Squared norm of the residual of the
transversal MSD of IMPs in the inner leaflet 2.25 107 (anomalous diffusion) and 5.37 106
(confined diffusion). (B) Squared norm of the residual of the transversal MSD of TMPs
4.59 106 (anomalous diffusion) and 2.87 106 (confined diffusion).

Figure A3.10. Illustration of the density of TMPs (A) pprc = 3 (0.88% of the surface area) and
(B) pprc = 25 (7.28% of the surface area).
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Figure A3.11. MSDs of lipids (A) and IMPs (B) of the outer layer as functions of time when
TMPs are anchored to the APMS. The blue line represents the case of pprc = 3 (0.88% of the
surface area). The green line represents the case of pprc = 20 (5.83% of the surface area). The
black line represents the case of pprc = 45 (13.11% of the surface area). The magenta line
represents the case of pprc = 60 (17.48% of the surface area). The red line represents the case of
pprc = 90 (26.22% of the surface area).
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Figure A3.12. One-dimensional MSDs of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflets at different
TMP densities. (A) Longitudinal and (B) Transverse MSDs of IMPs of the inner leaflet at 3, 20,
45, 60 and 90 pprc. (C) Longitudinal and (D) Transverse MSDs of TMPs at 3, 20, 45, 60 and 90
pprc.
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Figure A3.13. MSDs of lipids (A) and IMPs (B) of the outer layer as functions of time when
TMPs are not anchored to the APMS. The blue line represents the case of pprc = 3 (0.88% of
the surface area). The green line represents the case of pprc = 20 (5.83% of the surface area).
The black line represents the case of pprc = 45 (13.11% of the surface area). The magenta line
represents the case of pprc = 60 (17.48% of the surface area). The red line represents the case of
pprc = 90 (26.22% of the surface area).
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Table A3.1. Potentials and corresponding parameters used to model the axon plasma
membrane.
Potentials

U Spring (r )  1 2 K (r  r0 )2

Spring potential

12
6
U LJ (r )  4  S / r    S / r    



Lennard-Jones potential

U bending

Bending FENE potential

     2 
1
0
  kb  max ln 1  
 
2
   max  

  d  d RR 2 
1
eq
U mt   kmt d max ln 1  
 

2
  d max  



FENE potential between
actin rings







 uR  rij   K m Em  Rcut ,mem  rij   Rcut ,mem  req 

U mem (rij )  
u A  rij   2 K m Em  Rcut ,mem  rij   Rcut ,mem  req 


Membrane potential

Parameters used in potentials
Actin-Actin

Actin-Spectrin
E  7.3

K  69.35  

U

AA

2

U

AS
LJ

(r )

(r )
S  8

r0  21 6  14
E  238.47 

U

AA
LJ ( rep )

(r )

U bending

Actin ring-Actin ring

S  14
kb  3500 K BT

U mt
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kmt  19,822 K BT deqRR

4

0 170.77

RR
deq
 185 nm

max  0.3 0

dmax  0.3 deqRR

Spectrin-Spectrin

Spectrin-Ankyrin

K  6.5   2

U SS (r )

K  6.5   2

U SK (r )
r0  21 6  6

r0  21 6  2
E  0.46

U

SS
LJ ( rep )

(r )

E  4.1

U
S  2

SK
LJ ( rep )

(r )
S  6

Actin-Actin-anchored

Actin-Lipids

proteins

E  6.41

K  6.5   2

U
r0  2  8

U AG (r )

AL
LJ ( rep )

(r )
S  7.5

16

Spectrin-Transmembrane

Spectrin-Integral monotopic proteins

proteins
E  4.1

U

ST
LJ ( rep )

(r )

E  2.85

U
S  6

SI
LJ ( rep )

Lipid-Lipid

(r )
S  5

Lipid-Axonal membrane proteins

Km  1.2

K m  2.8
Em  

Em  
U

LL
mem

(r )

U
Rcut ,mem  2.6

LP
mem

(r )
Rcut ,mem  2.6

req  21 6 1.5

req  21 6 
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Table A3.2. Longitudinal diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins and lipids.

Diffusion
coefficients (
 2 / ts )

TMPs

IMPs of the inner
leaflet

Dmicro

1.53 103

3.31103

Dmacro

0

0

Lipids

IMPs of the
outer leaflet

1.13 102

3.86 103

Table A3.3. Transverse diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins and lipids.

Diffusion
coefficients (
 2 / ts )

IMPs of the inner
leaflet

TMPs

Lipids

IMPs of the outer
leaflet

1.15 102

3.82 103

1.09 102

3.77 102

1.07 102

3.65 102

n=0

Dmicro

1.26 103

3.38 103

Dmacro

8.97 105

1.86 104

n=0.02

Dmicro

1.34 103

2.94 103

Dmacro

5

5

1.62 10

2.54 10

n=0.05

Dmicro

1.44 103

3.04 103

Dmacro

2.31105

2.31105
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Table A3.4. Diffusion coefficients of lipids and IMPs of the outer
layer for different accumulation densities of immobile TMPs.

Particles per
rectangular corral
(pprc)

Diffusion coefficients
of lipids

( )

(  2 / ts )

Diffusion coefficients of
IMPs of the outer leaflet (
 2 / ts )

3

1.14 102

3.84 103

20

6.08 103

2.36 103

45

2.01103

7.43 104

60

4.28 104

1.41104

90

3.79 105

2.24 105

Table A3.5. Longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients of
IMPs of the inner layer for different accumulation densities of
immobile TMPs.

Particles per
rectangular corral
(pprc)

Longitudinal diffusion
coefficients

Transverse diffusion
coefficients

( )

(  2 / ts )

(  2 / ts )

3

3.26 103

3.28 103

20

2.04 103

2.13 103

45

1.65 104

1.43 104

60

9.87 105

8.76 105

90

2.63 105

2.66 105
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3.6. Appendix 3.B.
Modeling of Band-3 Proteins Diffusion in the Normal and Defective Red
Blood Cell Membrane

3.6.1. Introduction
Lateral diffusion of membrane proteins has been studied for a long time because of its
importance in various cell functions and processes (120, 121). In the early fluid mosaic
membrane model, it was postulated that membrane protein diffusion is normal, meaning that
their mean square displacement (MSD) is proportional to time (MSD ~ t) (122). However, as
advance of experimental techniques allowed for single particle tracking (SPT), it became evident
that diffusion of plasma membrane proteins is a complicated phenomenon whose description
critically depends on the observation time scale, the membrane composition, and the type of
diffusing proteins (123-127). At small time scales the motion of proteins is Brownian but at
larger time scales proteins undergo subdiffusion where the time dependence of MSD is sublinear
(128). At very large time scales and under specific circumstances, membrane protein diffusion
can be normal but with a macroscopic (long-term) diffusion coefficient orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding microscopic (short-term) diffusion coefficient (124-126, 129131). Subdiffusion of membrane proteins originates from the interactions between the diffusing
protein and immobile and mobile constituents of the membrane that can act as barriers or traps.
In addition, diffusing proteins may transiently bind to or be hindered by the plasma membrane
skeleton, causing deviation from normal diffusion (125, 127, 128, 132-134).
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Figure B3.1. (A) Illustration of the human RBC membrane. Two-component human RBC
membrane model: (B) top view at equilibrium configuration, (C) side view at initial
configuration (D) side view at equilibrium configuration. “A” type particles represent actin
junctions. “B” type particles represent spectrin particles. “C” type particles represent glycophorin
proteins. “D” type particles represent band-3 complexes that are connected to the spectrin
network (immobile band-3). “E” type particles represent band-3 complexes that are not
connected to the network (mobile band-3). “F” type particles represent lipid particles.

Diffusion of band-3 proteins in the erythrocyte membrane has been extensively studied in wildtype human mature RBCs, during erythrocyte maturation, and in connection with possible
defects of the membrane skeleton (123, 135, 136). The RBC cytoskeleton comprises spectrin
tetramers connected at actin junctional complexes, forming a two-dimensional (2D) six-fold
symmetric triangular network. The lipid bilayer is tethered to the membrane skeleton at actin
junctions via glycophorin and near the middle of the spectrin tetramers via ankyrin and band-3
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protein (18) as shown in Figure B3.1. While the main function of the cytoskeleton is to maintain
the mechanical properties and integrity of the RBC, experimental studies have shown that it
hinders the lateral diffusive motion of band-3 proteins (123, 133, 137-146). In the RBC
membrane, approximately one third of the band-3 proteins bind to the cytoskeleton and,
following Tomishige et al.(123), they are named here as “immobile” band-3 proteins. We note
however that they are not fixed but they exhibit restricted thermal oscillations (123, 147). The
remaining two-third of the band-3 proteins, which are named here as mobile band-3 particles,
undergo a diffusive motion. SPT experiments have shown that at very short time range mobile
band-3 proteins diffuse freely within small membrane compartments and at approximately 10 ms
the corresponding MSD - t plot levels off at a mesh size of approximately 100 nm, similar to the
size of the fundamental cell of the spectrin network (123, 147). At very large timescales (~1 100 s), SPT experimental results are similar to results from fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) microscopy experiments demonstrating that band-3 proteins undergo
Brownian diffusion with smaller diffusion coefficients compared to diffusion coefficients in
lipid bilayers or in small membrane compartments (129). In particular, Tsuji et al. (139) showed,
using FRAP microscopy, that the diffusion coefficients of mobile band-3 proteins are affected by
interactions between their cytoplasmic domain and the spectrin network. The results from both
methods can be explained by using the picket - fence model proposed by Sheetz (148, 149). The
motion of band-3 proteins at large timescales is the result of a series of confined diffusive
motions within compartments defined by spectrin filaments and a series of escapes - "hop
movements" - between the compartments that is called hop diffusion. Therefore, two types of
lateral diffusive motions have been defined: (i) the microscopic diffusion which describes the
free motion of a protein within a compartment and (ii) the macroscopic diffusion which describes
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the global motion of proteins and accounts for the interactions between proteins and plasma
membrane filaments with occasional escapes.

In RBCs, although experimental measurements clearly demonstrated that band-3 proteins
undergo hop diffusion (123, 124, 129, 135, 136, 147, 150-152), the mechanisms of how band-3
proteins escape from one compartment to a neighboring one are still not well-understood. A
number of analytical and computational models have been developed to investigate the
mechanism of band-3 diffusion (133, 141, 144, 153-156). It has been hypothesized that band-3
diffusion is facilitated by cytoskeleton remodeling (123, 147). Another mechanism assumes that
thermal fluctuations of the spectrin filaments and of the lipid bilayer promote band-3 hop
diffusion (133, 141, 143, 144, 153, 154, 156). It has also been noted that binding forces between
spectrin and specific type of lipid molecules may enhance the hindering caused by the
cytoskeleton on the lateral motion of band-3 proteins (157-166). The common characteristic of
all these escape modes is that they are active during an intermediate time scale, larger than the
time scale corresponding to microscopic diffusion and smaller than the time scale corresponding
to macroscopic diffusion.

Hindered diffusion can result in subdiffusion where the time dependence of the corresponding
MSD is sublinear. A special type of subdiffusion is the anomalous diffusion for which the MSD
is proportional to a fractional power of time (MSD ~ tα), where α < 1 is called anomalous
diffusion exponent (167-172). Anomalous diffusion at all times is generated by an infinite
hierarchy of binding sites or barriers that hinder diffusion (167). For a finite hierarchy, which is
common in cells, diffusion can be transient anomalous subdiffusion at relatively short times and
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normal at long times (127). While transient anomalous subdiffusion is not rare, it is often
invoked to explain complicated experimental data in cases where the conditions for anomalous
diffusion are not met. A typical situation where a spurious transient anomalous subdiffusion may
appear is band-3 diffusion in the normal RBC membrane. In this case, at very short timescales,
band-3 proteins diffuse freely within a spectrin network compartment. At very long timescales,
band-3 particles are subjected to Brownian motion with a diffusion coefficient much smaller than
the diffusion coefficient in the lipid bilayer. Eventually, at intermediate timescale, there is
transition between Brownian motions at very short and at very long timescales. Diffusion in the
intermediate timescales can be modeled as a transient anomalous diffusion but it is not clear if it
is true or artificial anomalous diffusion.

It has been pointed out that a simple equation, which approximates a complex analytical
expression for the MSD of diffusing particles in confined domains with semi-permeable barrier
(173), can describe diffusion of band-3 particles in the RBC membrane. This approach
superimposes a confined thermal motion of band-3 particles within a spectrin corral and a slow
long-time normal diffusive motion resulting from occasional escapes (174). The equation has the





form MSD  t   A 1  et   4Dmacrot , where A is the characteristic effective confining area
and   A 4Dmicro is the characteristic confining time with Dmicro being the microscopic
diffusion coefficient of band-3 proteins within the confining compartment (174). It is expected
that Dmicro is of the same order of magnitude as the diffusion coefficient of band-3 proteins in
pure lipid membranes. Dmacro is the long time diffusion coefficient that accounts for the hop
diffusion of band-3 proteins. The equation above has a characteristic length scale L
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A1 2 ,

which must be related to the typical size of the confining spectrin corrals. Employing
Dmicro  5.3 109 cm2 s (138), which is close to the expected value for free Brownian diffusion

of proteins within a plasma membrane compartment, and considering that the end-to-end
distance of a free spectrin filament is approximately 75nm (25), we obtain 

1.15ms which is

close to the result obtained by Tomishige et al.(123).

Figure B3.2. (A) Illustration of the HS RBC membrane where defects in membrane proteins
(vertical interactions) cause detachment of the lipid bilayer from the spectrin network. (B)
Schematic of the HE RBC membrane where defects in the proteins of the membrane skeleton
(horizontal interactions) cause its partial disruption.
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Band-3 protein lateral diffusion is related to hemolytic blood disorders. Experiments have
demonstrated that diffusion of mobile band-3 proteins in HS and HE RBCs is accelerated while
the number of mobile band-3 proteins is increased (135, 138, 145). More importantly, there is
evidence that the abnormal diffusive motion of band-3 is related to the fragility of the RBC
membrane as well as to membrane vesiculation observed in these blood disorders (175-178). In
HS, there are defects in proteins that are implicated in the vertical interactions tethering the
cytoskeleton to the lipid bilayer (177, 179-182) (see Figure B3.2A). In HE, protein defects occur
at the spectrin dimer-dimer connection sites or at the actin-spectrin junctions of the cytoskeleton,
both affecting the horizontal interactions within the cytoskeleton and its integrity(181) (see
Figure B3.2B). Disruption of either the vertical or horizontal interactions modifies the lateral
diffusion of the mobile band-3 proteins (133, 135, 137, 138, 144, 145, 152).

While numerous experiments have been conducted and analytical and computational models
have been developed to investigate the diffusion of band-3 proteins in the RBC membrane, only
a limited number of studies quantitatively relate band-3 diffusion to the percentage of the protein
defects in HS and HE RBCs. In these experimental measurements, protein defects were only
identified by measuring the ratio between band-3 and spectrin content in HS and HE (138, 145).
As for computational modeling, Saxton studied the dependence of the band-3 diffusion
coefficients on the cytoskeleton connectivity by performing Monte Carlo simulations (133). The
simulation results showed that the band-3 diffusion coefficients decreased significantly when the
cytoskeleton connectivity was increased. However, the effects of spectrin filaments and lipid
bilayer fluctuations were not considered in these Monte Carlo simulations. Auth and Gov (144)
proposed an analytical model, where the effect of the spectrin filaments is simulated by a local
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static pressure field. The model described band-3 diffusion in the normal RBC membrane and in
the membrane with defects in ankyrin proteins that cause decoupling between the spectrin
network and the lipid bilayer.

In this work, we simulate the hop diffusion of band-3 proteins in the RBC membrane taking into
consideration the thermal fluctuations of the spectrin filaments and of the lipid bilayer. We
correlate the percentage of membrane defects and band-3 diffusion in HS and HE. We also
explore if the obstruction induced by the spectrin network to the band-3 motion could be a source
of its subdiffusive motion at the mesoscopic time scale for normal and for HE and HS defective
erythrocytes. Finally, we explore the effect that the attractive forces between the spectrin
filaments and the lipid bilayer have on band-3 diffusion. The simulations are based on a recently
developed two-component coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD) model for the human
RBC membrane with explicit representation of the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer by coarsegrained (CG) particles (57, 183). The model advances previously developed CGMD models
which explicitly simulate either only the RBC cytoskeleton, with implicit representation of the
lipid bilayer, (184-188) or only the lipid bilayer (189-194) with an implicit spectrin network
(195). Absence of the explicit lipid bilayer or of the cytoskeleton limits the ability of these
models to investigate protein diffusion in the RBC membrane. Recently, a model consisting of
two layers of 2D triangulated networks, where one layer represents the cytoskeleton while the
other one represents the lipid bilayer, was introduced (196). Although this approach simulates
two-component RBC membrane with high computational efficiency, it cannot be used to model
protein diffusion. The two-component RBC membrane model employed here can be used to
simulate interactions between the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer as well as interactions
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between the cytoskeleton and diffusing membrane proteins. In addition, the employed twocomponent model can naturally simulate the combined effects of the thermal fluctuation of the
spectrin filaments and of the lipid bilayer on the band-3 hop diffusion. Furthermore, the explicit
representation of the cytoskeleton allows us to easily incorporate a variety of proteins defects
into this model and introduce attractive forces between the spectrin filaments and the lipid
bilayer.

3.6.2. Simulation model and methods
In the applied RBC membrane model, three types of coarse-grained (CG) particles are introduced
to represent the lipid bilayer and two types to represent band-3 proteins (Figure B3.1). The blue
color particles signify a cluster of lipid molecules, the black particles denote glycophorin
proteins, the yellow particles represent band-3 proteins that are connected to the spectrin network
through the ankyrin proteins (immobile band-3), and the green particles represent band-3
proteins that are not attached to the spectrin network (mobile band-3). To simplify our model, the
connections between spectrin and immobile band-3 are assumed to be unbreakable. The
cytoskeleton consists of spectrin filaments connected at actin junctions forming a canonical
hexagonal network. The actin junctions are represented by red particles (Figure B3.1) and are
connected to the lipid bilayer via glycophorin. A spectrin filament is represented by 39 spectrin
particles (white particles in Figure B3.1) connected via unbreakable springs. The persistence
length ( l p ) of a spectrin filament was found to be between 10nm and 20nm (197, 198) and its
contour length  Lc  is approximately 190nm (199). Thus, the end-to-end distance of a spectrin
filament at equilibrium ranges from 61.6nm to 87.2nm , based on the equation
2
ree

1/2

 2l p Lc . In our simulations the spectrin persistence length was calculated to be
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approximately 15nm , which is well within the experimentally obtained range. The interactions
between the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer are represented by the repulsive part of the L-J
potential
  12  6 



4        
uLJ (rij )    rij 
 rij  


0



rij  Rcut,LJ

(B3.1)

rij  Rcut,LJ

where ε is the energy unit, σ is the length unit, and rij is the distance between the CG particles.
l l
1/6
Given that the diameter of the lipid particles is req  2   5 nm , we find that σ = 4.45 nm. The

cutoff distance of the potential is chosen to be Rcut,LJ  21/6 req , where req is the equilibrium distance
between different types of CG particles. The details of the potentials between the CG particles
and the specific configuration of the model can be found in the authors’ previous work (183). In
our simulations, the dimension of the membrane is approximately ~ 0.8 × 0.8 μm2. The system
comprises N = 36606 CG particles. By applying the Nose-Hoover thermostat, the temperature of
the system is maintained at kBT/ε = 0.22, where k B is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the
absolute temperature in Kelvin. The model is implemented in the NAT ensemble (200). Because
the model is solvent-free and the membrane is a two-dimensional structure, we controlled the
projected area instead of the volume. The projected area is adjusted to result in zero tension at
the equilibrium state. We also note that the model reproduces the RBC membrane bending
rigidity. To estimate the bending rigidity, we measured the fluctuation spectrum of the
membrane at zero tension and then we used the Helfrich free energy in the Monge representation
to fit the data. The method is explained in detail in the authors' recent work where the RBC
membrane model was introduced (183). The bending rigidity of the membrane was found to be
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  11.3kBT , which lies within the experimental range of 10kBT to 20kBT (30). We represent
the membrane domain of band-3 by a spherical CG particle with a radius of 5 nm. The volume of
the particle is similar to the excluded volume of the membrane domain of a band-3. However,
when band-3 proteins interact with the cytoskeleton, the effect of the cytoplasmic domain has to
be taken into account and thus in this case the effective radius is considered to be approximately
12.5 nm. We implement a volume exclusion interaction between band-3 particles and particles of
the spectrin network represented by the repulsive L-J potential. This assumption is in agreement
with the experimental finding that conversion between the roles of mobile band-3 and immobile
band-3 happens in time scale larger than 10 min and that at smaller time scales binding events of
mobile band-3 to spectrin are not detectable (123). The timescale that guides the choice of the
timestep in the MD simulations is ts   mi 2   . The timestep of the simulation is selected to be
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Δt = 0.01ts. Since the CG lipid particles do not correspond to lipid molecules, the employed
timescale cannot be directly correlated to experimental measurements. In the following section,
the time scale ts will be determined by comparing measurements from our simulations to
published experimental results (123).

3.6.3. Results and discussion
3.6.3.1. Band-3 diffusion in the normal RBC membrane and corresponding timescale
The goal in this section is to determine the timescale of our simulations. We will investigate the
random motion of mobile band-3 particles (i) in the RBC membrane model with perfect skeleton,
(ii) in the RBC membrane with spectrin connectivity similar to the connectivity of the normal
RBC, and (iii) when only the lipid bilayer is considered. The MSD can be used to characterize
the

collective

motion

of

mobile

band-3
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particles.

MSD

is

defined

as

1

Nband 3

Nband 3

j 1



 x j  t   x j  0  

2

, where Nband-3 is the number of the mobile band-3 particles

(201). First, we simulated the lateral diffusion of band-3 particles in the RBC membrane with
perfect cytoskeleton (100% cytoskeleton connectivity), meaning that the cytoskeleton is
considered as a perfect 2D six-fold symmetric triangular structure with fixed connectivity. It is
also assumed that there is only steric repulsion between the spectrin filaments and the lipid
bilayer. Figure B3.3A displays a representative trajectory of a mobile band-3 particle hopping to
the neighboring compartment during the 7×106 time steps considered in this simulation. The
trajectory of the band-3 particle clearly illustrates the steric hindrance effect of the cytoskeleton
on the lateral motion of band-3 particles. The spectrin filaments act as permeable barriers that
allow band-3 particles hop to an adjacent compartment when the filaments fluctuate away from
the lipid bilayer. The plot of the MSD of the mobile band-3 particles with respect to time in
Figure B3.3C (black curve) shows that MSD rises very rapidly for t  tmicro  103 ts , where tmicro is
the timescale for the microscopic diffusion, indicating that band-3 particles diffuse freely within
the compartments for t  tmicro . During the time interval tmicro  t  tmeso , where tmeso

3 104 ts ,

band-3 particles undergo confined diffusion with MSD 75 2  1485nm2 , which corresponds
to a circular area with a diameter of 9.8σ ~ 43.5 nm. This estimation is in agreement with the
numerical results obtained in (144) and ~3.4 times smaller than the value observed in single
particle tracking experiment (123). The discrepancy between our result and the experimental
value can be explained by recalling that the normal RBC membrane skeleton has defects which
probably cause an increase in the effective corral size while in our simulation we implemented a
perfect 2D hexagonal spectrin network. For t  tmeso , MSD increases linearly with time although
the slope of MSD with respect to time is much smaller than the slope in the microscopic
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diffusion. This means that mobile band-3 particles explore areas larger than the triangular
compartments for t  tmeso and that MSD accounts for the intercompartmental hop diffusion
(macroscopic diffusion). We extract the macroscopic diffusion coefficient of the mobile band-3
particles by fitting a straight line to the MSD for large times t  4 104 ts and then applying the
definition of the diffusion coefficient D  lim 1 4t MSD  (123, 169, 201). Unless otherwise
t t

micro

stated, all band-3 diffusion coefficients mentioned in the rest of the paper are macroscopic
diffusion coefficients. The diffusion coefficient for the band-3 particles in the RBC membrane
with perfect network is found to be Dperfect  1.85 104  2 /ts .

Figure B3.3. Trajectories of a mobile band-3 particle (A) hopping to a neighboring compartment
in the normal RBC membrane and (B) diffusing in a lipid bilayer without cytoskeleton. The
trajectories are extracted from simulations with a duration of 7×106 time steps while the positions
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of mobile band-3 particles were recorded every 1000 time steps. (C) MSDs with respect to time
and corresponding macroscopic diffusion coefficients of mobile band-3 particles diffusing in a
lipid bilayer without cytoskeleton, in the normal RBC membrane, in the RBC membrane with
perfect cytoskeleton, and in the normal RBC membrane with mild attraction  n  0.05 between
the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer.

The timescale of our simulations can be obtained by comparing numerical results to
experimental results. We chose to use experimental results related to the normal RBC for this
comparison because diffusion of band-3 proteins in normal RBCs has been studied for quite
some time with different techniques that give relatively consistent results (123, 125, 129, 139,
147). However, it is known that the spectrin network undergoes metabolic remodeling regulated
by adenosine 5-triphosphate (ATP) (65, 202-206). It has also been demonstrated that the
biconcave shape of the RBC can be obtained only if the spectrin network undergoes active
remodeling to relax the in-plane elastic energy (185). To obtain the connectivity of the
cytoskeleton in our membrane model that corresponds to the normal RBC membrane, we match
the numerical value of the shear modulus measured from our RBC membrane model with the
experimental values of ~8.5μN/m obtained in (207, 208). Based on our previous work (183, 195),
the shear modulus of our membrane model falls within the range of the experimentally measured
values when the skeleton connectivity is approximately 90%. Therefore, we select the membrane
with skeleton connectivity 90% to represent the normal RBC membrane. To reduce the
cytoskeleton connectivity to 90%, we randomly disconnect the spectrin filaments in the middle
where they are normally connected to band-3 particles. Then, we repeat the diffusion
measurements for the free band-3 particles and we again find that the MSD (see Figure B3.3C,
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blue curve) increases steeply until t  tmicro

103 ts and that for t  tmeso  3 104 t s MSD increases

linearly with respect to time. We note however that, the corresponding diffusion coefficient

Dnormal  5.32 104  2 /ts is approximately three times larger than the diffusion coefficient
measured for the perfect membrane skeleton. If we use this value to determine the timescale, by
comparing it to the experimentally measured band-3 diffusion coefficient in the RBC membrane

D 6.6 1011 cm2 s (123), we find the timescale to be ts 1.6 μs . This result is not compatible
with the timescale calculated employing the viscosity of the RBC membrane in the authors’
previous work (183) and with subsequent diffusion calculations. More importantly, if the
timescale obtained above was used in a simple lipid bilayer model without the cytoskeleton then
the resulting diffusion coefficient would be one order of magnitude smaller than the
experimentally measured value. Specifically, we find that the MSD of the band-3 particles,
plotted in Figure 3.3C, increases linearly with respect to time and the corresponding diffusion
coefficient is measured to be Dno_cyto  48 104  2 /ts which would correspond to approximately

Dmicro  0.6 109 cm2 s . This value is one order of magnitude lower than the experimentally
measured value of Dmicro  5.3 109 cm2 s (123). Because of this discrepancy, we will explore, in
the next section, the possibility that the spectrin filaments do not freely undulate but they are
loosely attracted by the lipid bilayer causing a larger obstruction to the ban-3 diffusion and
consequently altering the correspondence between the computational and the actual timescales.

Previous studies of lipid–spectrin interactions showed that the spectrin binds to the negatively
charged lipid surfaces with association constants in the range of 2-10×106 M-1 (157-166). The
association constants at the lipid bilayer-cytoskeleton major binding sites, such as spectrin-
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ankyrin, ankyrin-band-3, spectrin-protein 4.1-actin were found to be 2×107 M-1, 2×108 M-1 and
2×1012 M-2, respectively (209, 210). Comparison between these association constants suggests
that the spectrin-lipid affinity is not as strong as the affinity between cytoskeleton proteins.
However, the weak binding force between the spectrin and lipid molecules could reduce the
average distance between the lipid bilayer and cytoskeleton and thus enhance the steric
hindrance effect on the band-3 diffusion. Since the binding force between the spectrin filaments
and lipid bilayer is difficult to measure, we apply the attractive part of the L-J potential to
represent the effective binding forces between spectrin particles and lipid particles,

  12   6 

4n        n
 rij 
uatt (rij )  
 rij  


0



rij  reql-s

(B3.2)

rij  reql-s

where n is a parameter that adjusts the attractive energy between the spectrin filaments and lipid
bilayer. reql s  5 nm is the equilibrium distance between spectrin particles and lipid particles. Our
previous simulations (183) showed that the cytoskeleton was completely attached to the lipid
bilayer when n  0.2 , which contradicts with experimental observations. Additional diffusion
simulations described below in sections 3.4 and 3.5 convincingly show that even for n  0.1 the
skeleton is held very close to the lipid bilayer and it over-confines the motion of band-3 particles
resulting in minimal diffusion. As a result, we explore in detail the diffusion of band-3 free
particles for a RBC membrane with n  0.05 and with skeleton connectivity of 90%. In this case
too, we can distinguish between the free diffusion of band-3 particles within the triangular
"fenced" area and the macroscopic diffusion. The diffusion coefficient is found to be
Dnormal

2.22 104  2 ts . By correlating the numerical value with the experimental value
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D 6.6 1011 cm2 s of the band-3 diffusion coefficient in the RBC membrane (123), we find
that the timescale is ts

0.7  s . This estimation is comparable to the timescale calculated using

the viscosity of the RBC membrane in the authors’ previous work (183). The timescale for the
confined diffusion of the mobile band-3 particles in the normal RBC membrane is computed to
approximately be tmeso

30000ts

21ms , which is consistent with the experimentally measured

timescale of ~ 10-30 ms for the mesoscopic diffusion in (123, 146). By using the obtained value
in the numerically computed diffusion coefficient of band-3 particles in the lipid bilayer
Dno_cyto  48 104  2 /ts , we find that the diffusion coefficient is D 1.36 109 cm2 s . The result

is reasonably close to the experimentally computed value and to experimental results showing
that band-3 diffuses about 50 times faster in mouse erythrocytes that lack major components of
the cytoskeleton than in healthy erythrocytes (137). In general, experiments have shown that
diffusion of proteins in liposomal membranes is 5-50 times faster than in plasma membranes
(149). We conclude that the model gives meaningful results when the spectrin network is
considered as mildly attracted by the lipid bilayer  n  0.05 and the corresponding physical
timescale is ts

0.7  s .

3.6.3.2. Band-3 diffusion in the RBC membrane with defects in the spectrin network
After establishing the timescale and the corresponding configuration, we will use the model to
simulate band-3 diffusion in the RBC plasma membrane with defects in the spectrin network.
This situation is encountered in RBCs of patients suffering of HE where defects in α-spectrin, βspectrin, and/or protein 4.1 can cause dissociation of spectrin tetramers into dimers or
detachment of spectrin filaments from the actin junctions (178, 181). One of the results caused
by such defects is the compromised elastic behavior of the RBC. Another results is that the
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diffusion coefficient of the mobile band-3 is largely increased (135, 138). Saxton performed
Monte Carlo simulation based on the percolation analysis and showed that the mobile band-3
diffusion coefficients strongly depends on the cytoskeleton connectivity (133). To simulate
diffusion of band-3 particles in the HE RBC membrane, we disrupt the spectrin chains in the
middle. The cytoskeleton connectivities (horizontal connectivities) are selected to be Chorizontal =
100%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 0% while the cytoskeleton is mildly attracted by the lipid
bilayer  n  0.05 as we discussed in the previous section. We find that the lateral diffusion of
band-3 particles is enhanced when spectrin filaments, which act as transient barriers in the
membrane, are disrupted. The MSDs and corresponding macroscopic diffusion coefficients of
band-3 particles measured for a variety of horizontal connectivities show that as the Chorizontal
decreases from 100% to 30% the band-3 diffusion coefficients increase very significantly from

DH .C .=100%  0.27 104  2 /ts to DH .C .=30%  23 104  2 /ts (Figure B3.4). The result indicates that
cytoskeleton connectivity plays a very important role in controlling band-3 macroscopic
diffusion. Considering that at Chorizontal = 30%, the band-3 diffusion coefficient is approximately
only half of the band-3 diffusion coefficient Dno_cyto  48 104  2 /ts of the membrane model
without cytoskeleton, we conclude that at low connectivity the cytoskeleton does not effectively
confine the lateral motion of band-3 proteins. We note that the value DH .C.0%  33 104  2 ts is
lower than the diffusion coefficient in the lipid bilayer because at zero horizontal connectivity
spectrin filaments are still present hindering free diffusion of band-3 particles.
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Figure B3.4. MSDs with respect to time and corresponding diffusion coefficients of mobile
band-3 particles diffusing in the RBC membrane with different horizontal connectivities (H.C.).
A mild attraction  n  0.05 between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer is considered.
The vertical connectivity is kept at 100%.

3.6.3.3. Modeling of hindered diffusion of band-3 particles in the RBC membrane with
defective spectrin network
In this section, we investigate how the connectivity of the spectrin network affects band-3
diffusion with respect to time. As it was explained in the introduction, subdiffusion of band-3
particles can be modeled as transient abnormal diffusion(211) or as confined diffusion(106, 212).
We use both approaches to fit the MSD-t curves obtained in section 3.6.2 for different spectrin
network connectivities when a mild attraction between the lipid bilayer and the spectrin network

 n  0.05

is applied. The method of least squares is employed to obtain the free parameters.

The goodness of fit for both theoretical models is evaluated by estimating the sum of squares of
residuals (SSR). It measures the total deviation of the numerical values from the theoretically
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predicted values for the specific parameters. The ratio of the SSR obtained for anomalous
diffusion over the SSR obtained for confined diffusion is evaluated for each connectivity level
separately. Confined diffusion is a better approximation when the horizontal cytoskeleton
connectivity is 100%, while abnormal diffusion fits better the data for lower connectivities. The
subdiffusive behavior of the band-3 particles in our model results from the steric hindrance effect
of the cytoskeleton. Therefore, as the cytoskeleton connectivity decreases, the band-3 diffusion
approaches normal diffusion over the entire time range, as shown in Figure B3.4.

Figure B3.5. Variation of the anomalous diffusion exponent  with respect to the horizontal
connectivity of the spectrin network for different attraction levels between the spectrin filaments
and the lipid bilayer of the RBC membrane. The exponent  is computed by using data ranging
from 103 ts until 7 104 ts . The vertical connectivity was kept at 100%.

The least squares method with two free parameters is used to determine the quantitative relation
between the band-3 anomalous diffusion exponents  and the cytoskeleton connectivity
(horizontal connectivity) from the logarithm of the expression MSD  Bt in the range 103 ts to
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7 104 ts . We find that  varies from 

0.93 , for 0% horizontal connectivity, to   0.52 , for

horizontal connectivity 70% (Figure B3.5). We note that at 0% horizontal connectivity, spectrin
filaments are still present hindering free diffusion. For Chorizontal = 90% and 100%, the
dependence of the MSD on t deviates from the simple power law meaning that at high
cytoskeleton connectivity the anomalous diffusion does not describe the cytoskeleton-induced
subdiffusion of band-3 proteins. Similar violations of the power law MSD ~ tα, were also
observed in the studies of obstacle-induced and impenetrable fence-induced subdiffusion of
membrane proteins(134, 169). These violations mainly result from the high connectivity of
cytoskeleton or form the high density of immobile obstacles which significantly slow down the
increase of MSD with respect to simulation time or even lead to an eventual constant MSD at
long time scale.

3.6.3.4. Effects of the attraction between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer on band-3
diffusion in the RBC membrane with defective spectrin network
Next, we study the effect of the attractive forces between the spectrin filaments and the lipid
bilayer on the band-3 diffusion in the RBC membrane with defective horizontal interactions. The
connectivities of the cytoskeleton Chorizontal are selected to be 100 %, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30% and 0%
respectively. We consider that the vertical connectivity is Cvertical = 100%. The corresponding
ratio of the measured band-3 macroscopic diffusion coefficients to the band-3 diffusion
coefficients in the normal RBC membrane Dnormal  2.22 104  2 /ts are plotted in the Figure B3.6.
In regards to the type of band-3 diffusion, it appears that anomalous diffusion is a better
approximation up to 70% horizontal connectivity while the variation of the exponent is not
strongly depended on the attraction between the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer (Figure B3.5).
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When there is no attraction  n  0  however, the exponent α is clearly higher than in the cases
where there is attraction between spectrin and the lipid bilayer (Figure B3.5). In relation to the
diffusion coefficient, it appears that when attractive forces are not applied (n = 0), the band-3
diffusion coefficient increases significantly as the horizontal connectivity of the spectrin network
Chorizontal is reduced (blue curve in the Figure B3.6) demonstrating that the horizontal
connectivity plays a major role in regulating the lateral diffusion of band-3 particles. When
attractive forces are applied, then lower band-3 diffusion coefficients are measured as shown by
the black, red, and green curves in Figure B3.6. These observations suggest that the attractive
forces between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer diminish the increase of the band-3
diffusion due to protein defects in the horizontal connections of the spectrin network.
Furthermore, Figure B3.6 shows that even when n is increased to 0.1 and 0.15, significant band-3
diffusion coefficients are measured at Chorizontal ≤ 50%. This is attributed to the fact that in the
RBC membrane with defective horizontal interactions, the band-3 particles can travel to
neighboring compartments by passing through severed boundaries even though the spectrin
filaments are attached to the lipid bilayer. It is also noted that the black, red and green curves
measured at n = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 respectively almost overlap for Chorizontal  50% meaning
that the band-3 diffusion coefficients do not differ for attractive forces with n ≥0.05.
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Figure B3.6. Ratios of the band-3 diffusion coefficients D, measured in the RBC membrane with
protein defects, to Dnormal at different attraction levels between the spectrin filaments and the
lipid bilayer (n = 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15) and at different horizontal connectivities of the spectrin
network (Chorizontal = 100%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 0%). The black dashed line represents the
results predicted by the percolation theory in (213).

Finally, we compare the band-3 diffusion coefficients measured at large attractive forces (n ≥
0.1) with the band-3 diffusion coefficients computed using Monte Carlo (M.C.) simulation where
diffusing particles are assumed to travel between sites connected with unblocked bonds
corresponding to ruptured spectrin filaments in our simulations (133, 213). However, in M.C.
simulations the effect of the thermal fluctuation of the lipid bilayer and spectrin filaments on the
band-3 diffusion was ignored. Percolation analysis suggests that if the connections between the
travelling sites are static, the diffusion coefficients dropped linearly down to zero as Chorizontal
increases from 0 to 35% (see the dashed line in Figure B3.6), which is considered as the
percolation threshold.(133) Thus, when Chorizontal > 35%, the diffusion coefficients of the
travelling particles become zero. In our simulation, the diffusion coefficients measured at n ≥
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0.05 and Chorizontal = 100%, 90%, 70%, are approximately zero, in agreement with percolation
analysis. However, for n = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 notable band-3 diffusion coefficient of

9.8 104  2 /ts , 7.4 104  2 /ts , and 6.9 104  2 /ts respectively are measured at Chorizontal = 50%,
contradicting with the percolation analysis. It is likely that this discrepancy is due to the fact that
in our simulations the obstacles are not static. A similar result has been obtained for mobile
obstacles following Orstein-Ulhenbeck motion(171). For Chorizontal = 30%, which is below the
percolation threshold of 35%, the diffusion coefficient measured in our simulation is again
consistent with the percolation analysis. But, when Chorizontal is reduced down to 0%, the diffusion
coefficients that we measure are lower than the ones predicted by percolation analysis. The cause
for this discrepancy is that in our CGMD membrane model, the ruptured spectrin filaments can
still interact with the band-3 particles and hinder their lateral motions, leading to a smaller band3 diffusion coefficient. Lastly, we note that our diffusion measurements agree with the
experimental measurements of band-3 diffusion in HS and HE RBCs (135, 138, 145) when n =
0.05 but not for n ≥0.1 which corresponds to large attractive forces between the lipid bilayer
and the spectrin network. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict that the effective attractive force
between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer is at least 20 times smaller than the binding
forces at band-3 and glycophorin, the two major binding sites between the cytoskeleton and the
lipid bilayer. Experimental results confirm that both α-spectrin and β-spectrin bind to
phospholipids at several binding sites (165, 166). A possible biomechanical function of the
interaction between spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer is to increase the mechanical stability
of the RBC membrane and reduce vesiculation and membrane loss during RBC circulation; see
(57) and references therein.
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3.6.3.5. Band-3 diffusion in the RBC membrane with defective vertical connectivity between
the membrane skeleton and the lipid bilayer
Finally, we use the membrane model to simulate band-3 diffusion in the RBC plasma membrane
with defects in proteins, such as band-3, 4.2, and ankyrin, which play a direct or indirect role in
the anchoring of the skeleton to the lipid bilayer. These defects occur in RBCs of patients
suffering from HS and can result in local detachments of the lipid bilayer from the spectrin
network (178, 181). Experimental measurements have shown that the portion of mobile band-3
proteins was increased and their diffusion was accelerated in HS RBCs (135, 138, 145). Auth
and Gov (144) demonstrated, by employing a pressure fence analytical model, that removal of all
the connections between the spectrin filaments and immobile band-3 proteins leads to a 20-fold
increase of the mobile band-3 diffusion coefficient. To simulate diffusion of band-3 particles in
the HS RBC membrane, we reduce the connectivity between the spectrin filaments and the
immobile band-3 particles. We then compute the band-3 diffusion coefficient and validate the
results by comparing numerical and experimental values. In addition, we quantify the relation
between the percentage of protein defects and band-3 diffusion coefficients. We note that when
spectrin filaments are disconnected from band-3 proteins, the previously considered immobile
band-3 particles become mobile. In this section, to separately examine how defects in the vertical
connectivity influence band-3 diffusion, the horizontal connectivity of the spectrin network is
maintained at 100% while the skeleton is mildly attracted by the lipid bilayer  n  0.05 . The
vertical connectivities between the spectrin filaments and band-3 particles are selected to be
Cvertical = 100%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 0%. The MSD of band-3 particles with respect to
time are plotted in Figure B3.7. Because the horizontal connectivity is 100%, the results are
consistent with the confined diffusion model. We observe that for all connectivities and for
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t  tmicro band-3 particles undergo free diffusion. When Cvertical = 100%, the macroscopic
diffusion coefficient is found to be approximately zero. For Cvertical = 70% the diffusion
coefficient

D V.C.=70%  2.9 104  2 /ts

,

is

approximately

1.6

times

larger

than

D V.C.=90%  1.8 104  2 /ts and approximately 1.8 times smaller than D V.C.=50%  5.1104  2 /ts . The
increase of the band-3 diffusion coefficient is attributed to the increase of the thermal
conformational fluctuations of unpinned spectrin filaments which facilitate hop diffusion at a
larger degree than the ones that are connected to band-3 immobile particles. When Cvertical is
further decreased to 30% and 0%, the band-3 diffusion coefficients increase to

D V.C.=30%  6.2 104  2 /ts and D V.C.=0%  10.2 104  2 /ts respectively. By applying the timescale
of our simulation ts

0.7 μs , we find that the band-3 particle diffusion coefficient in the

membrane with protein defects in the vertical interactions varies approximately between

D V.C.=90%

5.2 1011 cm2 /s and D V.C.=90%

17.6 1011 cm2 /s for vertical connectivities 90% and

30% respectively. This result is consistent with the experimental values of the band-3 diffusion
coefficients in HS RBCs (138, 145), suggesting that the band-3 diffusion coefficient increases,
but not significantly in HS (135). Comparison between the band-3 diffusion coefficients
measured in the HS and HE RBC membrane models show that the membrane skeleton
connectivity is the major determinant of the lateral diffusivity of band-3.
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Figure B3.7. MSDs with respect to time and corresponding diffusion coefficients of mobile
band-3 particles diffusing in the RBC membrane with different vertical connectivities (V.C.)
between the cytoskeleton and lipid bilayer of the RBC membrane. A mild attraction  n  0.05
between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer is considered. The horizontal connectivity is
kept at 100%.

Next, we compare all cases where the attraction between the spectrin filaments and the lipid
bilayer varies between n  0 and n  0.15 to investigate its effect on band-3 diffusion in the case
of the RBC membrane with defective vertical interactions. As it was discussed previously, for n
≥ 0.2 the cytoskeleton is fully attached to the lipid bilayer contradicting experimental
observations. Therefore, for the current simulations, the parameter n used in Eqn. B3.2 is
selected to be n = 0, 0.1, and 0.15, in addition to n  0.05 that was examined first. The
connectivities between the spectrin filaments and immobile band-3 Cvertical are selected to be
100%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30% and 0%, respectively. Again, to more clearly observe the effect of
attraction on the diffusive motion of free band-3 motion in relation with the vertical connectivity,
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we consider the perfect RBC membrane with horizontal connectivity Chorizontal = 100%. The
ratios  D Dnormal  of the measured macroscopic band-3 diffusion coefficients D to the band-3
diffusion coefficients in the normal RBC membrane Dnormal  2.2 104  2 /ts are plotted in Figure
B3.8. The blue curve in Figure B3.8 shows that when no attractive force is applied (n = 0), the
ratios of diffusion coefficients gradually rise to D Dnormal

7.5 as Cvertical decreases to 30%.

When a small attractive force n = 0.05 is applied, the ratio increases only to approximately

D Dnormal

2.8 at Cvertical  30% and it is always significantly below the ratio of the non-

attraction case (black curve in Figure B3.8). This means that the attractive forces enhance the
steric hindrance effect of the membrane skeleton on the band-3 diffusion. This conclusion is
further enhanced by applying a larger attractive force n = 0.1 (red curve in Figure B3.8). In this
case, no band-3 hop diffusion is observed when Cvertical = 100% and 90% because the distance
between the filaments and the lipid bilayer is drastically reduced and the band-3 particles cannot
pass the boundaries of the compartments. Even as Cvertical decreases the band-3 macroscopic
diffusion is still largely suppressed. At Cvertical=0%, the ratio of diffusion coefficients is only
0.15. When the attractive parameter n is further increased to 0.15, the spectrin filaments are
found to be fully attached to the lipid bilayer preventing the band-3 particles from hopping to
neighboring compartments. Thus, the band-3 diffusion coefficients become zero for all values of
vertical connectivities (green curve in Figure B3.8). Based on the above discussion, we conclude
that the attractive forces between the spectrin filaments and the lipid bilayer reinforce the steric
hindrance effects of the cytoskeleton on the band-3 diffusion and thus reduce the band-3
diffusion coefficients. In particular, small attractive forces diminish the increase of band-3
diffusivity caused by defective vertical interactions. In addition, large attractive forces offset the
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effects of defective vertical interactions between the cytoskeleton and the lipid bilayer on band-3
diffusivity.

Figure B3.8. Ratios of the band-3 diffusion coefficients D, measured in the RBC membrane with
protein defects, to Dnormal at different attraction levels between the spectrin filaments and the
lipid bilayer (n = 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15) and at different vertical connectivities of the spectrin
network (Cvertical = 100%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 0%).

3.6.4. Summary
We applied the two-component RBC membrane model to study band-3 diffusion in the normal
RBC membrane and in RBC membranes with defective vertical and horizontal interactions. First,
we measured the band-3 diffusion coefficients in relation with the percentage of protein defects.
The simulations demonstrated that the effect of the horizontal connectivity on band-3 diffusion is
significantly larger than the effect of vertical connectivity in agreement with experimental
measurements in HS and HE RBCs (135, 137, 138, 145). In addition, we showed that the
confined diffusion theoretical model (174, 212) can describe band-3 diffusion in the RBC
membrane with high cytoskeleton connectivity. At low spectrin network connectivity however,
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the anomalous diffusion model is a more appropriate approximation. Within this framework, we
quantified the relation between the anomalous diffusion exponent and the percentage of protein
defects in the horizontal interactions. Furthermore, we introduced attraction between the spectrin
filaments and the lipid bilayer, and studied its effect on band-3 diffusion. We found that it slows
down band-3 diffusion in the normal RBC membrane and in the RBC membrane with defects in
the horizontal or vertical connectivity. The numerical results can be described by the confined
diffusion approach. It was also illustrated that for the RBC membrane with defects in the
horizontal interactions the obtained band-3 diffusion coefficients are independent of the large
attraction levels between the skeleton and the lipid bilayer. This is because large attraction
attaches almost permanently the spectrin filaments to the lipid bilayer, independently of its
strength, and band-3 particles drift to different cytoskeleton compartments only through severed
spectrin filaments. In addition, we showed that the band-3 diffusion coefficients measured in the
case of a cytoskeleton with defects in horizontal interactions generally agree with the percolation
analysis in (133). By comparing the band-3 diffusion coefficients from our simulation with the
experimentally measured band-3 diffusion coefficients in HS and HE (135, 137, 138, 145), we
estimated that the scale of the effective attractive force between the spectrin filaments and lipid
bilayer is at least 20 times smaller than the binding forces between lipids and immobile band-3
proteins or glycophorin C.
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Chapter 4. Implementation of Tree Algorithm into an Interactive
MultiPhysics Environment for Unified Simulation

4.1. Introduction
Particle dynamics simulations are used in the study of complex systems from galaxies to
molecules by averaging the ensemble properties. Depending on the interaction behavior of the
system, several algorithms have been developed for investigating its physical properties
efficiently. For example, particles interaction dominating with the so-called short-range
potential, which decays faster in the r than 1/r3, is often dealt with mesh based methods such as
linked cell method and neighbor list method. Thus, the short-range interactions can be
approximated well with only the closest neighbors of each particle are considered. However, the
accuracy and efficiency of these short-ranged methods highly depend on the selection of the
cutoff radius. In the case where the potential decays slower in r than 1/r3, such as gravity
potential and Columbus potential, a larger value of cutoff radius is required to capture the
systematic feature of the particle system, which reduces the efficiency of the methods
significantly. These long-range potentials usually require interactions between all the particles in
the system, but traditional particle-particle interaction method would lead to a time complexity of
O(N2), which is also generally prohibitively expensive. Instead, such potential is often split into a
smooth long-range part and a singular short-range part so that the two parts can be treated
separately with different approximation methods. Some mesh based methods, such as the
particle-particle particle-mesh (P3M) method, the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method, and the
smooth particle-mesh Ewald (SPME) method, are well established to acquire sufficient precision
in the case of simulation of long-range potential (214-217). However, the efficiency of such
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mesh-based methods is substantially reduced when the particles are non-uniform distributed. For
example, when particles are accumulated in parts of the simulation domain, the mesh has to be
fine enough or locally refined. Alternatively, the tree method can be applied to solve the longrange potential with non-uniform distribution.

In this work, we implemented the Barnes-Hut tree structure into a previous published simulation
code IMPETUS with both open and periodic boundary conditions. We first described the
characteristic of the Barnes-Hut tree hierarchy and how it is represent in the parallel computing
technique and multipole expansion. Then we studied the formation of a barred galaxy and a
cartwheel galaxy at open boundary conditions. The estimated rotation curves of four low surface
brightness (LSB) galaxies showed a good approximation to the theoretical solutions. Next, we
expanded the Columbus potential as two rapid convergent terms in order to simulate the
interaction of particles at long range with their infinite periodic images. The results of electric
force of an infinite plate revealed that the proposed method was capable of reproducing the
theoretical solutions form the integration at continuum space by particle dynamics simulation.
Finally the tree method was used to examined the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of ion particles
with Coulomb and Lennard-Jones force interaction. The time evolution of the ion particles
mixing process indicated the unstable state from two subdomains. We showed that the proposed
implementation of the Barnes-Hut tree into the IMPETUS can be used to deal with long-range
problems in astrophysics, plasma physics, and particles physics.
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4.2. Simulation method and material
4.2.1. Tree hierarchy and construction
The most commonly used tree structure is the Barnes-Hut tree structure due to its simplicity and
efficiency (218). In their original work, all the particles of the system were put into an empty
cubic space from the “root” node. A node and the node lies directly below it are called father
node and son nodes respectively. The particles are assigned to the tree through cell
decomposition. A simple approach is that each direction of the cell is split into two parts with the
same size, which equals half of the cell length. For example, a 3-dimentional (3D) cubic will
have 8 equally sized son nodes with the length being half as long as those of the father node.
Then the whole space is decomposed until each of the subcell has only one or zero particle. For
simplicity, a 2-dimensional (2D) Quadtree structure is illustrated in Figure 1, where the number
of son nodes for each node is 4 instead of 8 (Octree). We note that the root node and the first
generation below it are called domain nodes. From the second generation, the node which has at
least one son node is called inner node, the one that has no son node is called leaf node.
Therefore, when the decomposition arrives at the inner node, it continues until reaching the leaf
node. The domain nodes are used in the case of parallel computing, where each of the processor
will share the same information of domain nodes (root and its son nodes) but different sets of
inner and leaf nodes (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Tree structure and illustration of parallel distribution. The whole space is
decomposed into subspaces that include 17 leaf node particles. Each leaf node contains at most
one particle. However, the inner node may contain more than one particle. The computing space
is subdivided into 4 spaces which represent the domain of the corresponding processor.

After construction of the tree structure from a given set of particles via cell decomposition, we
then calculate the contribution from the far field with nodes as few as possible. The process is
determined as follow: Every domain node and inner node includes particles which are located
into its cubic box. The moment contribution from all its belonging particles can be calculated
from the center of mass, which is numerical integration over the density or in the case of discrete
density, by summing the particles. Thus, a post recursion from the root node will acquires the
moments and mass of the son nodes, and the equivalent moment of the node is calculated by
meq 

8


n 1

m son ( n ) , xeq 

8

x

son ( n )

mson( n) meq , where meq is the total mass of the inner node, mson( n) is

n 1

the mass of its son nodes, xeq is the equivalent position of center of mass, and xson( n) is the
position vector of its son nodes. We note that the leaf node has only one particle and its moment
is the actual moment. However, the inner node contains more than one particles and its
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equivalent moment is from the contribution of all the son nodes. This equivalent mass and
position vector of the inner node will be used to determine the interaction between a particle and
particles from far field. For the computation of forces, each particle i with position xi traverse
from the root to the bottom of the tree with a target node until the selection criterion d / r   is
satisfied. d is defined as the length of cell of the target node, r is the distance between particle i
and the target node, and  is a parameter from 0 to 1that control the accuracy and efficiency of
the algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.2. For example, when   0 , the criterion cannot be satisfied
because d and r are positive number. In this case, the method will get to the bottom of the tree at
each branch, and the target node will always be the leaflet, which means that the given particle i
need to loop through all the other particles to find the force contribution from the far filed.
Although this will get the most accurate results, however the time complexity of this case is
O(N2) and it loses the efficiency we desire in the tree algorithm. On the other hand when   1 ,
the distance r  r is maximum, which leads to fast approaching to the criterion. In practice,
small value of  get more accurate results but not computational efficiency. In contrast, hand
large value of  brings time complexity to O(NlogN) or even O(N) but lose accuracy. Also there
are several other criterions which differ in the definition of d and r , details about the differences
between there criterions can be found in (218). The selection of criterion and  is highly depends
physical property of the problem, such as particle distribution and interaction potential, and we
focus on the selection criterion mentioned above in this work and compare the results of various

 to show the convergence in the sample models.
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4.2.2. Implementation of tree algorithm with periodic boundary conditions
The method mentioned above shows the structure of a Barnes-Hut tree for the open boundary
condition, where all particles are assumed to locate within a region and no particles from outside
the space have significantly effect on the system, such as galaxy formation and collision.
However, this requires that the simulation region adjusts to the spatial distribution of the
particles. Some problems with a large set of particles are tackled via modeling a small region of
the macroscopic object by means of periodic boundaries, such as phase transition in ionic
microcrystal and beam propagation. Thus an infinite system is constructed from identical cells
containing the same number of particles, Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Cell repeating with periodic boundary. Each particle in the computing domain has
infinite periodic images at x, y directions (2D). The minimum distance between two particles is
calculated from all the nearest neighbor images. The pseudo mass of an inner node is the center
of mass of all its son nodes, which represents the accumulated effect of all the descending
particles.
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In the case of periodic boundaries condition, the number of particles in the region is constant.
Due to the periodicity, a particle leaves the region from one side will enter through the opposite
side with the same velocity. Another important feature of the periodic structure is that the
particles interact not only with the other particles in the region, but also their periodic images, as
shown in Figure 4.2. Thus, additional modifications should be made in the tree code such that it
is able to handle problems with periodic boundaries. First, the standard interaction list used for
open boundary considers the distance between two particles d as the actual distance in the
region, which may further than half of the length of the region. In fact, only the particles at the
center of the simulation box have the sensible interaction list. To avoid this, we must instead use



2
2
2
dmin  dxmin
 dymin
 dzmin



2

as

the

interaction

between

particles,

where

dxmin  min(dx  L, dx, dx  L) , dymin  min(dy  L, dy, dy  L) , and dzmin  min(dz  L, dz, dz  L) , as shown

in Figure 4.2. Next, the effect of the infinite periodic images must be considered, and a difficulty
rises in the tree code because dealing with the infinite repeating images requires significant
computational effort. Fortunately, the Ewald introduced a method called Ewald summation
method which includes an infinite number of images by splitting the slowly convergent
interaction series into two rapidly convergent ones in real and reciprocal space (219). Some mesh
based methods such as particle-particle particle mesh technique (P3M), have been widely used in
the dynamics simulation if the particles are approximate uniform distributed in the space and
relative low precision is required. However, these mesh based methods are not ideal when the
dealing problem requires high accuracy and the particle distribution is non-uniform. In these
situations, the particle –particle based tree algorithm is able to deal with non-uniform distribution
problems without introducing extra computational effort. Also, the Ewald summation with
higher moments of multipole expansion of Ewald potential deals with the infinite images with
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higher precision, which has been previously implemented in tree code by Hernquist, Bouchet,
and Suto (220).

In order to generalize the method for multipole expansion with Ewald summation, we choose the
Columbus potential from a particle as  

1 q
q
 Ke , where  0 is the permittivity of vacuum,
4 0 r
r

q is the electrical charge of the particle, r is the distance to the particle and K e 

1
4 0

is a

constant. So in a periodic boundary problem, the total potential at a given position due to all the


N

p

i 1

particles in the system is total   Ke

qi
, where i represents a specific particle in the region,
rpi

N is the total number of particles in the region, p is an integer vector represents the periodic

images of the region. We note that rpi  rpi  r  ri  pL  r , where L is the length of the region, rpi
is the position of the image of particle i with a shift pL . For example, p  (0,0,0) means the
particle i is in the original region, and p  (1, 1,0) means the periodic image of particle i in the
cell with a shift of (1,-1,0) to the original cell as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3. Cell shift and multipole expansion. Multiple expansion of a node (large black solid
circle) with contribution from all its son nodes (black solid circle) and grandson nodes (dash
circle).

Applying the standard Ewald procedure, the total potential can be represent as two rapid
convergent terms
total 
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2
h (ri  r )) , where erfc is
L

the complementary error function and h is an integer reciprocal vector,  is a parameter
determines the relative convergent speed of the two series but the total potential total is
independent of it (221). It is possible to achieve a good accuracy with relatively low values of p
and h as suggested by Sangster and Dixon (222) that a practical choice of these parameters is:

  2 / L , rpi  2.6L , and h  8 . Also the concept of center of mass if replaced by center of
2

8

8

charge here as qeq   q son( n) , xeq   x son( n) q son( n)
n 1

n 1

8

q

son ( n )

. In order to get higher local

n 1

precision at the center of charge, we expand the potential at a contribution from its father nodes
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1
2

as  son   eq  (r son  r father ) eq  (r son  r father )(r son  r father ) eq  ... , using the notation in Figure
1
2

3,  son   eq  rk  eq  rk rk  eq  ... , where rk is the position vector from a son node towards to
its father node (center of charge). Then the total potential can be written as
total 
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where rpc  rpc  r  rc  pL  r is the distance from the images of center of charge to a location,
xk , yk , zk are the components of rk at x, y, and z direction respectively. Plug in the two rapid
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represent the components of rpc , such as x p , y p , and z p . In a similar approach, the force can be
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remainder of other components used in the y and z direction can be found by cyclic rotation of
the indexes. We note that the multipole moments are defined relative to the center of charge and
calculated from the corresponding son nodes. When the son nodes include an inner node, the
multipole moments contribution from these inner son nodes can be further obtained from the
grandson nodes, as shown in Figure 4.3. Then the position vector from the grandson is
rsk  rs  (Rk  R)  rs  rk 0 , and the dipole and quadrupole are expressed from those of the son

nodes as
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Some technique, such as tabulating the higher multipole moment correction and fast multipole
method, can be applied to further accelerate the performance of tree algorithm. These content are
not discussed in this work and can be found in the work of Pfalzner and Gibbon (221).

4.3. Results and discussion
In this section, we performed simulations with open and periodic boundaries to validate the use
of tree algorithm with IMPETUS. Galaxy formation and collision are typical open boundary
problems that include a large number of particles, which populate a large computational domain,
and can be simulated by various N-body algorithms. However, it is computationally inefficient to
use the open boundary method to simulate the whole regions in some cases, such as ionic
particles mixing and phase separation. Such problems are often solved using periodic boundary
conditions by splitting the space into small or a minimal cell with periodically repeated images.
The mesh-based methods, such as P3M, are considered good approaches due to their ability to
handle periodic images but the particles must be homogeneously distributed. Here, we use the
alternative tree method with implementation of periodic boundary in simulation where particles
are homogeneously or non-homogeneously distributed.

4.3.1. Open boundary problems
First, we use the Barnes-Hut tree method to simulate the formation of two types of galaxy:
barred galaxy and cartwheel galaxy. Instead of the classic Newton’s Law of gravity, which has
the form of (1/r2), we choose an inverse law (1/r), which explains galactic morphology and
rotation without dark matter (223). Then the introduced gravity force has a simple
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Fgrav  

mi m j
rij

rˆij , where  is an alternate gravitational constant, mi and m j are the mass of two

objects i and j respectively, rij is the distance between i and j, and rˆij is the unit vector from j to i.
In the simulation, the size of the square region is 100, and 10,000 particles are uniform randomly
distributed in a circle with a radius of 20 as the initial configuration of a galaxy. We note that the
parameters are dimensionless and   0.6 . Then the position of a particle is x  50  R cos  ,
y  50   R sin  , where R from 0 to 20,  from 0 to 2 , and  is 1 and 0.25 in the case of

cartwheel and barred galaxy respectively, as shown in Figure 4.4E and 4.4A. The gravity
constant is chosen to be 100 and the time step is dt  0.001 . Since all the circular orbits in this
potential have constant velocity vc   M , where M is the mass the center body. We use a
constant initial velocity 40 perpendicular to the orbital radius to provide a rotation in order to
prevent the collapse of the system.
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Figure 4.4. Evolution of Barred galaxy and Cartwheel galaxy. (A) to (D) shows the formation
of a Barred Galaxy. A Cartwheel Galaxy has a ring within a ring connected by curved spokes as
shown from (E) to (H).

Figure 4.4A to 4.4D shows the formation of a Barred Galaxy. At 400 time steps, a center bar and
two spiral arms appear. Traces of structures can be seen from connecting the arms to the bar.
After that a ring is formed from the dense distribution around the center bar, Figure 4.4C. This
elliptical ring contains the bar and the bar actually spins inside this eye-shaped structure, as
shown in Figure 4.4D.

In the other case, the Cartwheel Galaxy has a ring within a ring connected by curved spokes as
shown in Figure 4.4E to 4.4H. It has been shown that under the Newtonian gravity, the only way
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to simulate the formation of the Cartwheel Galaxy is collision of two galaxies (224). However,
the described simple potential here can be used to successfully simulate the evolution of this
complicated structure. Initially, the particles are distributed with a radius of 20 and the center has
a higher concentration. We observe that the galaxy contracts towards the center and a
concentrated center with a ring appears. Then the ring is propagating to the edge of the galaxy as
shown Figure 4.4F and 4.4G. Figure 4.4H shows a new ring emerges at the center between the
rings, spokes have formed, giving a wheel shape of the Cartwheel Galaxy.

In the next step, we will explore a galactic model with both Newton’s law and an extra
logarithmic potential term to compare the simulation results with theoretical predictions for four
given spiral galaxies (225). The modified gravitational potential is expressed as
  G

m
  Gm ln(r r0 ) , where G  6.674 1011 N·kg –2·m2 is the gravitational constant,  is a new
r

parameter with dimension of L-1, and r0 is an arbitrary constant. We note that  is negative in
order
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where

the

surface density is defined as   0er rd , 0 is the constant that determine the surface density, I v ,
K v are the modified Bessel’s function, and details of this derivation can be found in the work

(226).
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Table 4.1. Selection of parameters in the simulation for the low surface brightness galaxies.
Galaxy

 (kpc1 )

0 (M  kpc2 )

rd (kpc)

F563-1

-0.32

69.7

4.29

F568-3

-0.77

18.3

6.15

F568-v1

-0.28

75.9

4.86

UGC128

-0.22

62.4

6.4

The constants 0 and  is given through a statistical process and the prediction for a given
parameter is obtained by integrating on the other parameter (227). We next use four samples of
low surface brightness galaxies (F563-1, F568-3, F568-v1, and UGC128) to compare the
simulated rotation curve with the theoretical solution. The selections of parameters in the
simulation are listed in Table 4.1 (223).
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Figure 4.5. Rotation curves of LSB galaxies. Rotation curves of (A) F563-1, (B) F568-3,
(C)F568-v1, and (D) UGC128. The solid black lines are the theoretical values and the blue dots
are the simulation results.

From Figure 4.5, we verify that the resulting rotation curves have good approximation to the
theoretical solutions and the Newton’s law with an extra logarithmic potential term is able to
generate the rotation curves as expected via the long-range interaction.
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4.3.2. Periodic boundary problems
In the following section, we perform simulations on two periodic boundary problems: electric
force field of an infinite plane and the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in fluid dynamics. In the first
case, we choose the simulation box with the size of 50 in each dimension. The electric charge
particles are uniformly distributed at x and y dimension as shown in Figure 4.6A. Each of the
particles has a charge of 1, so the surface charge density is e  N L2 , where N is the number of
particles and L is the size of simulation box. For an infinite sheet of charge, the electric field will
be perpendicular to the surface and the resulting electric field is E  e 2 0 .

Figure 4.6. Simulation of electric force field of an infinite plane. (A) The simulation model
that represents the infinite plane as a uniformly distributed particles space with a finite surface
charge density. (B) Comparison between the theoretical solutions (blue line) and simulation data
at values of   0.4 (black) and   0.6 (red), respectively.

We choose three surface charge densities 1, 4, and 16, which correspond to 2500, 10000, and
40000 particles respective when the size of the box is fixed. As previously defined, Ke 
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1
4 0

is

0.1 in this case. Theoretically,  0  0.796 and the electric field is 0.628, 2.512, and 10.048 at
surface charge densities 1, 4, and 16 respectively. Then we perform the simulation at these three
surface charge densities with two values of   0.4 and   0.6 , the results with the percentage of
error are shown in Figure 4.6B. We find that higher surface charge density will reduce the
percentage of error to the theoretical results with both values of  . At the same density, smaller
value of  produces less error. We note that this difference comes from the fact that we use
particles to represent the continued space. So if the number of particles is very large, the
simulation results will be close to the expected outcome of an infinite plate. However, by using a
small number of particles with periodic images, the tree algorithm is able to get high precision
with relative large value of  (the difference between the simulation results and the theoretical
solution at e  4 and   0.6 is only 4.28%).

Next, we examined the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the present of the electric charges.
Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when a heavy fluid is on top of a lighter fluid in a
gravitational field (228, 229). There are several mechanisms that contribute to the formation and
evolution of the Rayleigh- Taylor instability such as the density gradient, surface tension,
viscosity, and magnetic field et al (230). Here, we consider a simple mixing process which is
induced by the size of the particles and the electric charge distribution. This phenomenon arises
when layers of particles with different charges are put on top of each other. The size of the
simulation box is 100 with 10000 particles uniformly distributed within a plane as shown in
Figure 4.7. The number of particles of different layers from up to bottom is 2000, 5000, 3000,
respectively. The particles in the middle layer have electric charge of 0.5 each, while the rest of
the particles carry a charge of -0.5. The interaction potential between particles is a combination
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where we choose  ij  1 in the simulation. The mixing process depends on the size of the particles
which is controlled by the selection of  in the Lennard-Jones potential and charge differences. In
order to examine the different mixing process, we chose the values of  to be 1 and 0.4,
respectively. The time step of both simulations is dt  0.001 .

Figure 4.7. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability with coulomb potential. (A) to (C) is the mixing
process of charged particles with size of   1 . (D) to (F) is the mixing process of charged
particles with size of   0.4 .
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Figure 4.7 shows the time evolution of the particle distribution at two equilibrium distance
between particles. When   1 , the particles first accumulate around the boundaries of the
different layers due to the attractive electric force. But the repulsive Lennard-Jones force
prohibits the total mixing process because of the relative large size of the particle. At t=3, fibrous
shape structures emerge showing that the particles diffuse to the other layers by a narrow
pathway. However, in the case of   0.4 , the particles are totally mixed since the relative smaller
size of particle allow them to pass each other more easily.

4.4. Summary
Systems with large number of particles interacting through long-range potentials, such as
galaxies and ionic fluid, have been a central part of interest in physics. Long-range potentials,
which do not decay rapidly, must include contributions from relatively long distances to reach
force convergence. The use of lattice sums in the particle methods is a popular method to obtain
convergence. Also the emergence of Ewald summation technique for calculating the interactions
between particles and all the infinite periodic images gave rise to a number of mesh based
method, such as P3M method. In these methods, the electrostatic force is represented as the sum
of the corresponding short-range and long-range terms. They reduce the time complexity to
O(NlogN) and are widely used in molecular dynamics simulations. However, these mesh-based
methods require particles to be uniformed distributed or their efficiency is reduced. In systems
with non-uniformly distributed particles the mesh has to be fine enough or locally refined, which
makes the method inefficient and complicated. Alternatively, methods based on tree algorithms
can be used when the particles are not uniform distributed without losing significantly in
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efficiency. A tree-like hierarchy decomposes the simulation space to its subtree nodes with
different levels and a high accuracy solution can also be acquired.

In this work, we implement the Barnes-Hut tree method into a previously published in-house
developed computing software IMPETUS. This method is designed to solve problems with
either open or periodic boundary. Then we performed several simulations using the tree method.
First, we showed that the formation of barred and cartwheel galaxies can be derived by an
inverse law (~1/r). The representative shape of each galaxy was also generated successfully.
Then we used a combined Newton’s law and an extra logarithmic potential to measure the
rotation curves of four LSB galaxies. The results of the simulation revealed a good fit with the
theoretical solutions. Next, we expanded the electric potential as two rapid convergent terms in
order to simulate the interaction of particles at long range with their infinite periodic images. We
studied the electric potential of an infinite plane to test the accuracy of the tree method. The tree
method was able to produce high precision results with relative large value of  using a small
number of particles with periodic images. Finally, we examined the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
of ion particles with Coulomb and Lennard-Jones force interactions. The time evolution of the
ion particles mixing process indicated the unstable state from two subdomains. We note that the
accuracy of the proposed tree method highly depends on the selection criterion and the value of
the  . Normally, smaller value of  will result in a higher precision but loss of efficiency. Higher
value of  increases the running speed but lacking accuracy. Further improvement of the
computational efficiency of tree methods can be achieved by other techniques such as multipole
expansion, which can be used to increase the local precision of the pseudo particles.
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Chapter 5. Epilogue
We performed AFM experiments to measure the stiffness of the plasma membrane of the soma,
dendrites and the axon of rat hippocampal pyramidal neurons. We found that the axon is much
stiffer than the soma and dendrites. To understand the mechanical properties of the axon, we
introduced a coarse-grain molecular dynamics model for the axon membrane skeleton of nonmyelinated neurons. We found that the axon plasma membrane has two distinct Young's moduli
that are correlated with its geometric structure, which is characterized by stiff actin rings
connected by extended spectrin filaments oriented along the axon. We showed that the model,
without using free parameters, predicts a low Young’s modulus, in the region between the actin
ring. By using a spring constant for the actin filaments, similar to the one usually employed in
actin filament simulations, we found a higher Young’s modulus in the region near to the actin
rings. The average value of these measurements agrees with the median value of the AFM
measurements of the axon plasma membrane stiffness.

In addition, we showed that because the spectrin filaments are under entropic tension, they limit
the thermal motion of the attached ankyrin proteins and consequently the thermal fluctuations of
the ankyrin-associated sodium channels maintaining them in a ring-like configuration. This may
have an effect on the initiation and the rate-of-rise of the action potential. We also note that
because spectrin filaments are under tension, axonal injuries that lacerate spectrin filaments will
lead to a permanent disruption of the membrane skeleton because of the inability of spectrin
filaments to spontaneously connect back to their initial, under-tension configuration.
In mature neurons the APM of the AIS functions as a diffusion barrier that ceases the movement
of proteins between the soma and axon and contributes to the maintenance of neuronal polarity.
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The mechanism that explains the limited protein diffusion in the APM remains elusive. Here, we
introduce a CGMD model for the APM that includes representations of the APMS, the
phospholipid bilayer, TMPs, and IMPs in both the inner and outer lipid layers to investigate the
diffusion of lipids and membrane proteins in the APM. We first showed that at low surface
density of TMPs, lipid diffusion is not affected by the APMS or by membrane proteins. This
finding parallels experimental results observed in early neuronal development. Next, we
observed that actin rings limit the longitudinal diffusion of TMPs and the IMPs of the inner
leaflet but not of the IMPs of the outer leaflet. To reconcile the experimental observations with
our simulations, we conjectured the existence of actin-anchored proteins that form a fence to
restrict the longitudinal diffusion of IMPs of the outer leaflet. We also showed that spectrin
filaments can modify transverse diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet, depending on
the strength of the association between lipids and spectrin. In the AIS, where spectrin and lipids
could associate due to the presence of plecstrin domain in spectrin IV, spectrin filaments
completely restrict diffusion of proteins within the skeleton corrals and are thus likely to
contribute to the immobilization of proteins during the later stage of neural development. In the
distal axon, where spectrin and lipids do not associate, spectrin affects diffusion of membrane
proteins in a more subtle way via a steric effect. Specifically, spectrin modifies the diffusion of
TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet from normal to confined-hop diffusion. Finally, we
simulated the effect that accumulation of TMPs has on the diffusion of TMPs and IMPs of both
the inner and outer leaflets by changing the density of TMPs. We showed that the APMS
structure (i.e., actin rings and spectrin filaments) acts as a fence that restricts the diffusion of
TMPs and IMPs of the inner leaflet within the membrane skeleton corrals. However, these fences
are not sufficient to completely cease diffusion of membrane proteins. Accumulation of TMPs in
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the AIS is the primary source of membrane protein immobilization. In particular, a ~30-fold
increase in TMP density corresponding to only ~25% of surface coverage blocks diffusion of
lipids and membrane proteins due to accumulation of TMPs. Our findings provide insight into
how protein and lipid diffusion is controlled in the AIS to allow neurons to effectively send and
receive electrical signals.

Systems with large number of particles interacting through long-range potential, such as galaxies
and ionic fluid, have been a central part of interest in physics. The long-range potential, which
does not decay rapidly, requires procedures to include the contribution from relatively long
distance to reach the force convergence. The use of lattice sums in the particle methods is
popular to obtain the convergence. Also the emerge of Ewald summation technique for
calculating the interactions between particles and all the infinite periodic images gave rise to a
number of mesh based method, such as P3M method. In these methods, the electrostatic force is
represents as the sum of the corresponding short-range and long-range terms. They reduce the
time complexity to O(NlogN) and are widely used in the molecular dynamics simulation.
However, these mesh based methods requires the particles to be uniformed distributed or the
efficiency is reduced. In a system of non-uniform distributed particles the mesh has to be fine
enough or locally refined, which makes the method inefficient and complicated. Alternatively,
the tree method can be used when the particles are not uniform distributed without losing much
efficiency. The tree-like hierarchy decomposes the simulation space to its subtree nodes with
different levels and a high accuracy solution can also be acquired.
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In this work, we implement the Barnes-Hut tree method into a previously published computing
software IMPETUS. This method is designed to solve problems with either open or periodic
boundary. Then we performed several simulations using the tree method. First, we showed that
the formation of a barred and cartwheel galaxy can be derived by an inverse law (~1/r). The
representative shape of each galaxy was also generated successfully. Then we used a combined
Newton’s law and an extra logarithmic potential to measure the rotation curves of four LSB
galaxies. The results of the simulation revealed a good fit with the theoretical solutions. Next, we
expanded the electric potential as two rapid convergent terms in order to simulate the interaction
of particles at long range with their infinite periodic images. We studied the electric potential of
an infinite plane to test the accuracy of the tree method. The tree method was able to get high
precision of result with relative large value of  using a small number of particles with the
periodic images. Finally, we examined the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of ion particles with
Coulomb and Lennard-Jones force interaction. The time evolution of the ion particles mixing
process indicated the unstable state from two subdomains. We note that the accuracy of the
proposed tree method highly depends on the selection criterion and the value of the  . Normally,
Smaller value of  will get a higher precision but loss efficiency, and higher value of  increases
the running speed but lacking accuracy. However, some technique, such as multipole expansion,
can be used to increase the local precision the pseudo particles. Additional algorithms can be
applied, such as implement the fast multipole method into the IMPETUS, to further accelerate
the tree method.

Extensions of the developed CGMD model for the APM can have many applications. One of
possible direction is to study the mechanical behavior of the axon under different mechanical
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stimulations. For example, a more detailed computational model for the axon can be constructed
if the microtubules are explicitly represented. Then we could predict the mechanical properties of
the axon when they are stretched and study how the membrane protein diffusion changes
accordingly. Also recent studies have shown that Nav channels not only play a crucial role in
action potential initiation and propagation, but also have a close relationship with neurological
diseases, which are caused by mutation of the Nav channels and by defects of the APMS. Using
the proposed model, we can investigate how changes in the spatial distribution of the Nav
channels, caused by disruption of the connectivity between the Nav channels and the APMS,
results in changes in the initiation and propagation of the action potential.

We note that the long-range interaction method that we have developed in this work can be used
not only for particle dynamics, but it also provides a general method for tree algorithm
applications. For example, if each tree node is represented as an object connected directly or
indirectly to other nodes, one can use the tree structure to build the network between different
nodes with specific properties between links. Such a network could be used in studies of social
networks with long-range interactions between their members. Another application of the longrange tree algorithm is to build a search tree that represents a set of words in a dictionary so that
one can use the tree structure to find a word in a linear time complexity. Since all the
descendants of a node have a common prefix of the string associated with that node, the tree
structure can also predict the rest of a word as a user is typing it. This is often referred as autocompletion, based on criteria such as alphabetical order or frequency.
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